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HEALTH REFORM AND U.S. BUSINESS
COMPETITIVENESS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1994

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH FOR FAMILIES

AND THE UNINSURED,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Donald W. Rie-
gle, Jr. (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Relese No. H-1, January 8, 19941

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE TO HOLD HEARING ON HEALTH REFORM AND U.S. BUSINESS
COMPETITIVENESS

WASHINGTON DC-Senator Donald W. Riegle (D-MI), Chairman of the Committee
on Finance Subcommittee on Health for Families and the Uninsured, announced
today that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on the impact of health reform on
the competitiveness of American businesses.

The hearing is scheduled for 10:00 A.M. on Wednesday, January 12, 1994, and
will be held in room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

In announcing the hearing, Sen. Riegle stated: "American companies are having
trouble competing in our global economy, partially because of their high health care
costs. This hearing will explore the potential for health care reform to increase the
ability of our companies to compete internationally."

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JIL, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUB-
COMMITTEE
Senator RIEGLE. The committee will come to order. Let me wel-

come all those in attendance this morning and particularly wel-
come our witnesses who are here today. The purpose of our hearing
in the Health Subcommittee is to examine the affect that health
care reform will have on American manufacturers who are compet-
ing directly in the international market.

For many years now American companies have been telling us
that the high cost of providing health care for their workers is di-
rectly affecting their ability to compete in the international market
economy.

Clearly, the U.S. automobile industry is one vivid example of this
problem, as I obviously would know quite well, representing Michi-
gan as I do. I was told 2 years ago by the then CEO of General
Motors that General Motors alone, our largest industrial company,
pays an estimated 1 percent of all the health care costs in America.



This is really kind of a staggering fact when you think about
what a significant part of our economy health care is; 1 percent of
14 percent of our economy is a significant burden for one company
to ear. And, of course, many who provide comprehensive health
care insurance for their workers carry significant burdens as well.

I might also say, and it is important to add, that the high health
care costs of many large manufacturers is a problem that is greatly
compounded by the fact that they provide coverage for their retir-
ees, in many cases early retirees. So as those retirees go out in
time, those health care costs tend to become a rising figure because
we tend to have more health problems that arise later in life. But
that becomes an additional cost burden when workers are not on
line producing every day because they are in retiree status.

In these days of global competition, it is clear to me that we can-
not afford a health care system that penalizes the companies in
strategic industries that are most directly affected by foreign com-
petition. One of the claims that is often made about health reform
is that universal coverage in a strong cost reduction program would
improve the competitive position of American businesses.

Today we are here really to examine that issue in some detail.
Today's hearing will focus on three studies, two of which are being
discussed here for the first time today. Each of the studies conclude
that the industries involved in international trade, including the
manufacturing sector, will have cost savings as a result of com-
prehensive health care reform.

According to one of the studies, health reform could save our
manufacturing sector over $2 billion in 1998. As one Senator, I
have been a long-time supporter of health care reform because of
the need to achieve universal coverage for all of our people and also
to control costs and directly help with respect to the financial im-
pact on American businesses that now provide health insurance to
their work force, and in some cases, as I said, to their retirees.

So I have co-sponsored President Clinton's health care reform
plan because it clearly has the potential to achieve these goals. We
all know that in order for this plan to be enacted it is already un-
dergoing a very careful scrutinization and evaluation and changes
of various sorts will be made before a proposal is finally enacted.

But I think it is fair to say that there is now a growing consen-
sus that we can and should and will enact health care reform this
year. And as we work together to hammer this out, we have to
make sure that as we achieve all the goals of health care reform
and it is done in a fashion that helps and not hurts American busi-
nesses and workers.

I might also just add one other point, and that is this. I think
it is very hard today to fully track through all the relationships in
our economic system as we have known the American economy,
particularly in this century, and then superimpose it in this very
dynamic and ever changing world economy.

But in terms of the social structure of America, if you want to
have a large middle class, which has a lot to do with how your soci-
ety feels and functions and the openness of the society and the mo-
bility within the society, you have to have jobs that can support a
middle class standard of living.



I do not mean by that where you have both in a family situa-
tion-a husband and wife-both working two jobs or even in some
cases three jobs each in order to generate enough aggregate income
to generate a middle class standard of living. '

I think increasingly the focus has to come around to the question
of how can one or two bread winners in the family find work at a
sufficiently productive value-added level that affords them to have
a standard of living that for a family really works out to be a mid-
dle class standard of living in contemporary terms. *

And to do that in the context of the burdens of health care costs
on employers and on employees in keeping people healthy-keeping
children, if they have asthma or something else able to be attended
properly-is now a new imperative for our society.

We have been seeing the middle class shrink. We have been see-
ing a backwards slide of many people out of industries, like manu-
facturing, down the income scale and out of the work force, and
that has been a real problem in our society. And if you take it
down into the inner cities of America today where the unemploy-
ment rates are just incredibly high and you have in addition racial
isolation problems. When young inner city youth today find it easi-
er to get a gun than to get a job, that is really a prescription for
the unraveling of your society.

We are seeing more and more of the manifestations of what sev-
eral times I have called a clockwork-orange society where that hap-
pens. So not to get too far afield, these things nevertheless relate.

Unless we can find a way to resolve this health care quandary
in terms of universal coverage in a fashion that makes the finan-
cial burden workable for our major employers, and particularly for
those that provide middle class incomes through the work, we have
to make sure that we are doing it properly and it will allow us to
succeed in this international marketplace.

Not an easy matter. But if we do not connect all of these rela-
tionshi ps to each other in forming our final judgment, we are likely
to really veer off track. And veering off track, I think, can have
enormous consequences, not just for the public health, but for the
public well-being and general safety just in terms of the ability for
our society to work together and hold itself together.

So having said that, let me now go to our witnesses who are here
this morning. We are very fortunate to have some very distin-
guished people here today who have been working in this area, and
guiding work in this area, and who can shed new and fresh and
important light on this topic.

Our first two witnesses this morning are the authors of two of
the studies that we are here to focus on. The first two studies were
commissioned by the Competitiveness Policy Council as part of
their ongoing studies of the economic competitiveness of the United
States. We are going to begin with Dr. Fred Bergsten, who is chair-
man of the Competitiveness Policy Council, who will give us an
overview of the Council's work in this area.

When he is finished, we will then turn directly to the authors of
those studies to present their reports today. Paul Hogan is vice
p resident and an economist at the consulting firm, Lewin-VHI and

r. Henry Aaron is the Director of the Economic Studies Program
at the Brookings Institute.



Dr. Aaron's report is available today for the first time, with his
testimony. The Lewin-VHI study is also being discussed for the
first time today in the testimony that is being presented.

And then finally we will turn to the third study done by the Eco-
nomic Policy Institute by Dr. Edith Rasell, a Health Economist at
EPI, who will testify on that study, which was, in fact, released
just last November.

So let me thank you all for your work and for being here today
and coming out through the downpour to join us and to help lay
out this record for us to have as we march ahead on health care.

So, Dr. Bergsten, we are going to start with you. We are pleased
to have you. Why do you not begin?

STATEMENT OF C. FRED BERGSTEN, PH.D., CHAIRMAN,
COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I will be
uncharacteristically brief because I simply want to introduce the
two studies, which were commissioned by the Competitiveness Pol-
icy Council.

As you may recall, when we testified on the Competitiveness Pol-
icy Council's first report in March 1992, before you wearing your
Senate Banking Committee hat, we presented six major issues
which we thought were the most important competitiveness issues
potentially facing the United States. One of those issues was the
cost of health care. The council established subcouncils on the other
five topics and we immediately went to work developing rec-
ommendations. And as you know, as you hosted the release of our
second report in March of 1993, we made a number of proposals
in all of those areas. I am delighted to say that a number of those
recommendations have now been pursued, have become policy or
are becoming policy.

The one area that we did not pursue on our own at the outset
was health care reform, since a lot of other work was already un-
derway on that topic. A number of plans were at that time being
formulated and we did not want to join the competition by develop-
ing another reform plan. But what we said then to you and your
colleagues in the Congress, and to the administration, was that
when the health care plans did come forth and were ready for seri-
ous consideration, we would analyze their competitiveness effects
in two areas. First, the affect health care reform would have on the
competitiveness of the country as a whole; and secondly, the dif-
ferential impact on different industries.

The affect on the economy as a whole struck us as important be-
cause, for we observed in our first report, not only the level of
health care costs are higher in the United States than in all of our
other major competitors, but they are rising very rapidly.

So, a prime facie question had to be raised. Were health care
costs diverting resources from other parts of the economy where
they could be used more productively? If we are buying better
health care, one might say it is a good deal, but as the aggregate
numbers show, we are buying better health care. We are spending
more of our national resources on health care. That raises the next
question. Is the rising cost of health care hurting the overall com-
petitiveness of the country?



The answer to the second question raises the differential impact
among industries. As you mentioned, the auto industry pays a lot
of money for health care. Has this been a big factor in its sectoral
difficulties-competing both in world trade, and in the sense in
which we mean competitiveness, promoting high and rising stand-
ards of living for the average American?

We, therefore, did not work on the issue in our first year. How-
ever, once the administration's and other proposals began emerging
toward the end of last year, we commissioned not one, but two,
studies to take a look at these issues. One study is by Henry Aaron
and Barry Bosworth of the Brookings Institution. The other study
is by the Lewis-VHI team.

We had a full meeting of our Competitiveness Policy Council a
little over a month ago, at which we discussed the preliminary ver-
sions of both studies. The council has began thinking about its con-
clusions and recommendations, based on this research, and we will
report them in our third annual report to you this spring.

lam delighted that you have called this hearing today so we can
begin to ventilate to the Congress and to the public the important
results of these studies.

So I will say nothing more. That is the framework. We look at
it in the broader competitiveness context, as I know you do. I would
commend very strongly to you both of these reports. I think they
make major contributions to our understanding as we go about the
effort during the course of this year of trying to improve American
health care reform.

Our only concern would be to make sure that as this is done, the
decisions be reached with concern as to how it affects the country's
overall economic strength and competitiveness, in addition to the
obvious sectoral needs of health care itself.

Senator RIEGLE. Very good. I appreciate that statement.
Let us move right into it. Paul Hogan, I think we will start with

you this morning. Why do you not make your presentation at this
time? We will make your full statement, of course, a part of the
record.

STATEMENT OF PAUL F. HOGAN, VICE PRESIDENT AND
ECONOMIST, LEWIS-VHI, FAIRFAX, VA

Mr. HOGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also will be brief and
try to summarize our findings in a succinct way.

I would consider first, because I think it is important, what gen-
erates savings for the economy. It is what is happening in the
health sector.

Senator RIEGLE. I am going to have you pull the mike just a little
closer and then I think people in the back of the room can hear you
a little better.

Mr. HOGAN. And so we want to first look at kind of the big pic-
ture of the effect on resources in the health sector. There we found
that if the assumptions regarding cost containment, which are cru-
cial in the Health Security Act, are reasonable that by the year
2000, you could save roughly $57 billion in resources from the
health care sector as a whole. This, as Dr. Bergsten mentioned, can
be used in other parts of the economy.



On the other hand looking, at the effects of private employers as
a whole, there will be a net increase in burden, certainly in the
short run. Total expenditures for private employers will be roughly,
according to our estimates, about $28.9 billion higher in 1998. That
comes down a bit and it will be about $16 billion higher than they
otherwise would be without health care reform by the year 2000.

Looking at the distributional effects across industries, the gen-
eral conclusion I think is a fairly intuitive one. In those industries
that by and large are providing good, solid health care coverage for
their employees now health care costs are likely to fall.

On the other hand, those industries which on average are not
roviding health care coverage or providing less coverage, the
ealth care costs are likely to rise. In particular, we find that firms

in manufacturing, mining, wholesale trade, and communications,
transportation and utilities will experience lower costs per worker
on average.

On the other hand, firms in retail trade, services, construction,
agriculture and finance will on average experience increases.

Now the per worker changes that we are talking about typically
are not large. For those benefitting in terms of lower average costs,
we are talking roughly around-this is averaged across all workers
in the industry-under $300 per worker, both for the winners and
for the losers.

The exception to that is in retail trade and services where the
costs will rise more, primarily because they are going from a large
portion of uncovered workers to having to cover those workers for
the first time.

In terms of the tradable goods, those industries which are most
exposed to foreign trade, both on the import and the export side,
we find that by and large the news is good. That because those in-
dustries-manufacturing and mining in particular-tend to have
very good coverage now, on average their costs per worker are
going to decline.

This will mean for those industries that they will probably be
able to expand output. There will be a sharing of these gains be-
tween expansion of output and increases in real wages to workers.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me just stop you there. If you were to take
our trade deficit-let us take our merchandise trade deficit. The
latest estimates that I have seen indicate that it has really
ballooned this year. It is going to be up well over $100 billion. The
largest single part of that-$60 billion plus probably-is just with
Japan. This is a huge bilateral deficit with a very advanced coun-
try. That is $5 billion a month roughly if you figure our bilateral
deficit, which again is $60 billion.

That is a lot of capital leaving our system and going to theirs.
It helps them; it does not particularly help us. I think it hurts us.
But when you think about it-you probably have not tailored this
that way, and I would assume you have not.

But when you think about it, from your own knowledge or even
intuitively, and if you were to take the merchandise trade deficit,
where it is and what it is comprised of, and you were to super-
impose the health care profile on top of those industries, sectors,
product types, my intuition would tell me that most of the area
where you are probably going to see the reduction in health care



costs will tend to overlay to quite an extent on those areas where
our trade deficit now exists.

It does not mean it will eliminate the trade deficit, but it cer-
tainly will cut in favor of helping us, it seems to me, in the area
where we know we are under water to start with. Would that not
be accurate?

Mr. HOGAN. Yes, sir. I think certainly the tendency is in that di-
rection. As you mentioned, we did not explicitly analyze the effects
of the changes on the current count of deficits or surpluses.

But I think based on our analysis in those two major sectors,
particularly ir manufacturing, that that would be the direction of
the effect.

I would like to mention that the way we think about these over-
-all effects is that it is the case that the employee is always in a
sense paying for these benefits. That firms make decisions based
on the total costs of employing workers and without mandates
there is a tendency on average to get towards kind of an optimal
compensation package.

To the extent that the firms in the industries we are speaking
of-manufacturing in particular-to the extent that they are able
to provide the same or better health care benefits that they are
currently providing at a lower real cost, that presents an oppor-
tunity for expanding employment. The effect on employment versus
wages depends, among other things, upon labor supply conditions.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me just ask you one other question, sort of
in this general area that I think ought to be sort of injected into
the discussion and debate. That is, every day we read in the news-
paper about large companies that are shedding employees-1,500,
2,000, 5,000, 10,000 over 2 or 3 years. We are talking about the re-
gional Bell companies. We are talking about IBM. We are talking
about the auto companies and a host of others. It is pretty much
across the top tier of Fortune 500 companies, certainly big compa-
nies.

Those companies tend to be ones that not only are large and they
may have a certain kind of build up of arterial sclerosis as a result
of being large organizations and so forth and need the trim in the
face of international competition, but in almost every case they also
have very good health care coverage for existing workers and also
for retirees.

So the richest plans by in large would be in those areas of the
private economy. And as I watch those companies shedding work-
ers in large numbers-they are obviously not just shedding the di-
rect wage costs, but they are also shedding the health care burden
associated with those workers-and if you take that, just that ac-
celerated pattern of layoffs-they are not layoffs, they are job
discontinuations; they are phaseouts-there is this other trend of
more and more companies going to temporary workers, figuring out
how to hire somebody for half a week or two people for half a week
each as a finesse around certain other costs, including health care
costs.

I am just wondering if those things we are seeing and hearing
in the news are not also likely to be directly connected at least in
some significant part to these health care cost burdens. In other
words, as they shave down to get rid of employees and get rid of
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cost and widen our profit margins, a significant part of what they
are getting rid of is the health care burden, is it not?

Mr. HOGAN. That certainly sounds reasonable, Senator.
Senator RIEGLE. It just strikes me that as I watch sort of the re-

construction of the American work force what I am seeing, just
with my own eyes, in Michigan which is a heavily manufacturing
oriented State, but other States as well, is that I am seeing the
jobs disappear that have the good health care plans; and I am see-
ing the replacement jobs tending to be in many cases part-time
work and no health care coverage.

So I am struck by the fact that while maybe that has not been
the driving reason, why the company is downsizing, that is one of
the big economic benefits that it is at least capturing in the short
run.

Now I think there is a huge social cost of that over time. But
would that square with what you have seen?

Mr. HOGAr. Yes, sir. You have kind of drawn a picture of a very
complex health care system with some firms ina vertently subsi-
dizing others to the extent that firms that provide poor coverage
are in markets for perhaps second spouse employment, where the
coverage is provided by the larger firm perhaps in a manufacturing
industry.

I would hesitate to attribute downsizing and so forth, all the
things that are going on to health care.

Senator RIEGLE. No, and I do not mean to make that point.
Mr. HOGAN. Certainly it contributes to that.
Senator RIEGLE. Right. Why do you not continue?
Mr. HOGAN. Finally, I would like to mention that there are other

factors associated with the Health Security Act that should be con-
sidered for their effects on the competitiveness of the economy.

Again, the provision for subsidized early retirement is very at-
tractive, but we must be concerned that it is going to affect the
supply of older workers to the economy which means perhaps lower
output, higher wages in that area. This works in the direction
against expanding output.

Similarly, again, the shared employer costs provisions of the
Health Security Act could under analysis have the affect of reduc-
ing the labor force participation of the second spouse that we were
just talking about because of firms that typically would employ
those would now pass, on in a sense, the increased health care
costs they are going to face in terms of lower wages for those, who
previously were obtaining their health coverage from their spouse.

And finally, I would like to mention the universal coverage provi-
sion, which again has the advantage in my opinion of increasing
the labor mobility, which would generate better job matches for the
economy as a whole. It is very difficult to quantify those affects, of
course, at this point.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hogan appears in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. The job lock issue, which is one that Chairman

Bentsen spoke about often when he sat in this chair as chairman
of this committee is something we hope to solve with universal cov-
erage so that you get that mobility through the labor force.
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Dr. Aaron, we are pleased to have you with us today. We are a
great admirer of the Brookings Institution and all the work that is
done there. So we would like to have your comments now.
STATEMENT OF HENRY J. AARON, PH.D., DIRECTOR, ECO-

NOMIC STUDIES PROGRAM, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. AARON. Thank you very much, Senator Riegle. I have a brief

statement and a longer report to which you previously alluded. My
remarks are based primarily on the longer report, although they
are summarized in the shorter statement.

As you mentioned, the longer report was jointly prepared by me
and by Barry Bosworth, my colleague at Brookings.

If there is one summary statement that I would want to leave
you with, it is that the effect of health care reform and of rising
health care costs on the competitiveness position of U.S. companies
is a good deal more complicated than is commonly suggested by
people who refer to it.

There are five basic points that in some ways seem hard to relate
to one another, but I believe are consistent. The first point is that
in the long run, the cost of employer financed health insurance is
largely offset by lower real wages. In plain English, that means
workers pay for their health insurance through reduced wages in
the long run.

Second in the short run, unanticipated changes in employer fi-
nanced health insurance can change the nominal compensation
costs per worker that employers confront and cause a change in
prices, profits, or both.

Third, how much a country spends on health care does not much
affect its international competitiveness, whether health care is fi-
nanced by businesses, individuals, or the government, unless it af-
fects the balance of national saving and investment. The inter-
national trade balance is mathematically identical to the difference
between national saving and investment.

Fourth the very rapid increase in health care costs-has un-
doubtedly added to the Federal Government deficit and has thereby
contributed to some deterioration in the U.S. trade balance.

The reason is that the Federal budget balance is part of national
savings and investment. When the government's deficit rises, na-
tional savings falls. And, therefore, we will tend to borrow more
abroad. That means a higher trade deficit.

Fifth, quite apart from all of these effects, the change in health
care costs from any source including health care reform can affect
the relative competitive position of different firms in different
ways.

In particular, if health care reform does not affect national sav-
ing, then some companies will gain competitiveness advantages
and some will lose, competitiveness advantages as a result of re-
form.

Now rather than go in detail into those statements which we try
to elaborate in greater length in our report, I would like to focus
on the two tables I attached to my remarks.

The single most important element in the health care reform pro-
posals relevant to the issue of competitiveness is the movement



from experience rating to community rating-that is, a movement
from a system in which each company pays costs that approxi-
mately equal the service costs for health care generated by its em-
ployees to one in which all companies pay essentially the same per
capital cost for insurance.

Table 1 has four columns. You really need to look at the columns
in pairs. They are perhaps not in the best order. Focus on the col-
umns headed "Actuarial Value." Those two columns show, for sin-
gle people and for families, the variation in health insurance costs
or a population of given characteristics that arises from differences

in the generosity of benefit coverage.
So this says, if you have the same sort of average population

they all tend to use services the same degree, costs are the same
in the community. The only source of variation in these two col-
umns is from variation in the benefit package.

You can see that the plans down at the bottom of the generosity
scale, the 10th percentile from the bottom in terms of generosity
for a family policy, cost $4,222. Going to the other end of the scale,
the 19th percentile plan, costs $5,890.

Now the column that is headed "Cost" simply shows the actual
variation from least expensive to most expensive plans in the Unit-
ed States. The variation is enormous. The 10th percentile family's
plan costs $2,760. The 19th percentile is almost three times that
igh-$7,670.
The message here is quite simple. Most of the variation in health

insurance costs that companies experience arises not plan vari-
ations in coverage but from differences in age of the employees,
local health care costs, usage rates, or other characteristics specific
to their workers.

That is important because the major health care proposals, in-
cluding the President's, would do away with most of those sources
of variation in health care costs per employee.

Now in order to explore the implications of this move to commu-
nity rating, Barry Bosworth and I made an extreme assumption,
one that goes beyond those embodied in any of these specific plans.
We assumed that health care reform would equalize across the
United States the cost per full-time equivalent worker of health in-
surance paid for by employers.

So from a situation today in which actual costs differ enormously
from one company to another, you would go to a situation in which,
apart from retiree health care costs which we assumed remained
with the company, other costs would be equalized across the United
States.

What does that mean for major industry groups in the United
States? That was the question we addressed. If you turn to Table
2-

Senator RIEGLE. Right.
Dr. AARON. I will say I was really staggered by some of the shifts

embodied in this table. To start at the most extreme example, the
coal mining industry, according to the estimates that we made
would experience a decline in health insurance costs per full-time
equivalent worker of $5,835 per year.

To pick another industry, not entirely at random, given the inter-
ests of the State of Michigan, transportation equipment, the costs



would decline $2,819 per worker. Other industries experience in-
creases. Retail trade experiences a significant increase. Educational
services. Social services.

Now I would like to qualify these findings which indicate large
shifts, both up and down, in average costs in major industry
groups. Some companies would receive subsidies under President
Clinton's plan. So their costs would tend to be attenuated.

Some companies would probably form their own company health
alliances. Those would be companies with lower than average costs.

The Clinton plan would not eliminate, at least initially, regional
variations in health care costs, which are larger than some people
realize. The costs in the State of Massachusetts, per capita, are
twice those in the State of Idaho.

Fourth, many companies offer benefits beyond the Clinton pack-
age or they pay for more than the 80 percent of the cost of health
insurance that the Clinton plan requires. Presumably some compa-
nies would continue to do so and would continue to shoulder those
additional costs. I suspect the automobile industry may fall in that
category.

And finally, we assume that the cost of retiree benefits would re-
main with companies. These costs differ within industry groups
from one com any to another.

In short, what we have done in the Table 2 is probably exagger-
ate the shift in health care costs among major industry groups.
Paradoxically we have probably understated the magnitude of
shifts among companies, because our statistics are averages over
hundreds of companies within each of these groups.

Now the story here is that some industries are going to enjoy at
least in the short run-and I think probably only in the short
run-some competitive advantages as a result of health care reform
in their competitiveness position. Those whose health care costs
would fall by much more than average for the industries heavily
involved in internationally trade would gain. That includes mining.
It includes transportation equipment. It probably includes petro-
leum and related products. It includes the communications indus-
try, to which you referred before.

Some other industries in which the cost of health care will rise
as a result of reform or in which the fall will be really rather small
may, in fact, suffer setbacks in their international competitiveness
position. The bottom line though is

Senator RIEGLE. What would some of those be?
Dr. AARON. Well, looking at Table 2, agriculture is one that

would tend to suffer some setback. Lumber and wood products.
Furniture and fixtures, their health insurance costs would go down
a tiny bit relative to the national average, but not relative to indus-
tries that are heavily involved in international trade.

Apparel and textile products would be another industry where
the extension of insurance on balance would probably boost costs.
There are a few other industries. It is hard to pick them out on the
fly. The finance, insurance and real estate industry is another. The
effects are relatively modest in that industry.

The key point though is, if we do not change the balance of na-
tional saving and investment, then every gainer is matched by a
loser. Health care reform does hold out the promise of affecting the



balance between national saving and investment to the extent that
cost containment can contribute to Federal deficit reduction.

It is through that channel that the nation as a whole stands to
gain in terms of its competitiveness from health care reform. But,
of course, we stand to gain in terms of our competitiveness from
any actions almost that will reduce the Federal deficit.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Aaron appears in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. Let me ask you this. From an economic point of

view, coming at it the way that you and Barry Bosworth did, if you
imagine that we go into some reasonably well engineered universal
health care system-we may not do it all in one jump, but over
time we get that done-and so everybody is in an effective preven-
tive care arrangement so that we are hopefully immunizing chil-
dren properly, we are avoiding premature births in cases where
they can be, we are detecting prostate cancer early rather than
late, we are hopefully teaching good health habits so that we are

ersuading people to smoke less and to do other things that destroy
ealth, from an economic point of view, is there an argument, a

dollar argument, to be made that says that over time if you can ac-
tually create a healthier nation with earlier diagnosis, better pre-
vention, that you can, in fact, save enough money from that kind
of a system that it really has an economic impact, and that the
economist can stand up and say, do this because there are signifi-
cant economic benefits as well as sort of human or social benefits?

Dr. AARON. There are some things that are worth having, even
if they do not save money. Preventive medical care improves our
health, makes us more vigorous, enables us to meet the challenges
of daily life more effectively.

A former colleague of mine at Brookings carefully examined the
balance of costs and savings from a variety of preventive health
interventions. Some do save money. Childhood immunizations save
money. Most do not. They just make us feel better. They make us
healthier. I think the gain in terms

Senator RIEGLE. Does that make us more productive as a rule?
Dr. AARON. I was going to turn to that. The great glory of the

American economy, relative to many other economies, has been the
flexibility with which it has met the challenges of technical change
and the ease with which we have been able to move workers from
jobs in declining industries to jobs in expanding industries.

That occurs because workers are able to meet those challenges,
because they have been well educated, because they have been
healthier on the average than workers in other countries, because
they have had a degree of security personally. They did not have
to feel that if they were moving to another job they would lose cov-
erage for their wife's cancer or their husband's mental illness or
some other malady that was covered under the previous health in-
surance.

Therefore, improving the health of American workers, and in
particular assuring coverage, I believe is an essential input into
maintaining and even strengthening that flexibility which is so im-
portant to our capacity to meet competitive challenges from abroad.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, I sort of felt like you were halfway
through an answer and I was hoping there was going to be another



half. And maybe we are not there. Maybe econometric studies and
analysis in a sense cannot take us the next leg of the journey. But
I am, in my own mind, just in everything that I have seen in the
time I have been in the Congress and the committees I have served
on and so forth, I have come to the view that good health does have
a big economic payoff and bad health, either problems not found
early, problems, you know, dealt with at the high cost end, really
sort of drain you dry.

I do not know how to back that through the analysis. Because
in the long run models, economic models, sort of everything bal-
ances out. So it all gets sort of washed out and it is very com-
fortable. It is very orderly and it is very neat. With all respect in-
tended, the keepers of the models, you know, it all works very nice-
ly.

The problem is that I see all these storm-tossed citizens out
there, not just in my State, and I am worried about the economy.
I think this balance of trade problem, the notion that everything
sort of nets out in the end I frankly do not agree with.

I mean, I think we hurt ourselves badly if we do not understand
the fact that when we have got big imbalances in certain areas we
better figure out what is causing them and try to fix it. Now I am
not saying from that that health care, per se, is driving that prob-
lem.

But let us just take the case of Japan. The latest numbers that
I have seen indicate there are a lot of things going on-currency
valuations and productivity. Just take cars and trucks though, all
these factors together.

We have at least a $500 per vehicle car and truck premium just
on health care costs-American producers versus Japan. Now I do
not know how long any industry can eat that kind of a cost dif-
ferential-even if they get a break on other things such as currency
valuation swings-without suffering a serious economic impair-
ment to that sector and eventually and through that to your bal-
ance of trade and a lot of other things.

I think that is happening. I mean, I see that happening. The in-
dustry tells me it is happening. But even if they did not, I see the
numbers. I mean, react to that. I mean, am I making too much out
of it, or is that not a real problem we ought to try to do something
about?

Dr. AARON. First of all, I think the automobile industry has been
doing an extremely effective comeback job. It is important to recog-
nize the achievements that they have made in terms of recapturing
some market share and in dramatically improving their products.

Senator RIEGLE. I fully agree with that. I just left the auto show
in Detroit 2 days ago. It is wonderful to see all the crowds buzzing
around the American models of all three domestic companies and
the Japanese section sort of barren because they are sort of not-

Dr. AARON. And they are enjoying now a big price advantage as
well.

Senator RIEGLE. Exactly.
Dr. AARON. I think the primary losers from the excess expendi-

tures on health care in the United States are the American work-
ers who, partly as a result of sharply rising health care costs over
the last decade have had no growth in real earnings.



Health insurance is a tax on workers. It reduces the take-home
pay of American workers. For that reason I have, to be quite frank,
more sympathy and more concern about the auto workers than I
do about the shareholders of GM, Chrysler and Ford as losers from
excessively rising health care costs.

The problem with spending 14 percent of our gross domestic
product and still having widespread, very serious health problems
and 38 million people uninsured and many people untreated is that
we are not using our resources effectively to maintain. our standard
of living and to help it to grow.

Let us just imagine that we spent as much as Canada did and
got as much as Canada does from health care. Now in many re-
spects Canada gets much less than we do. If you are seriously ill
and want high-quality advanced medicine, come here, do not go
north. But if you want routine care and you currently uninsured
in the United States, Canada looks awfully good.

If we had that 4 percentage points of GDP that is the difference
between the United States and Canada, we could use that or any
number of domestic purposes, to raise the standards of living of
American workers, to save so that we could invest more and cap-
ture the benefits from that investment as future income flows to
Americans rather than to dividend and interest payments to for-
eign asset holders of capital located in the United States.

The stakes in health care reform and in cost containment are
enormous. And, therefore, we have a lot to gain. But the group that
stands to gain most, I suggest, are American workers for whom ris-
ing health care costs are a hidden tax on their ability to see their
earnings grow.

Dr. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIEGLE. Yes.
Dr. BERGSTEN. Could I just make a couple of comments on your

question about the trade side?
Senator RIEGLE. By all means.
Dr. BERGSTEN. First is to echo something Dr. Aaron said. I think

it is fair to say that in the recent past American auto companies
have not only improved output and productivity, but they have
achieved a very substantial cost advantage relative to the Japanese
competition; they have significantly increased their market share
over the last several years. The relative cost position of U.S. firms
is quite good. One important reason for that, is what I would con-
sider the correction of the earlier inappropriate exchange rate rela-
tionship. Auto companies themselves say very clearly that the yen
dollar exchange rate is absolutely central to their competitive posi-
tion.

I published a book last summer on United States-Japan economic
relations in the aggregate. There is one chart I would like to put
in the record of this hearing, which correlates the market shares
between the United States and Japanese companies in the U.S.
market with the yen-dollar exchange rate. You find a very close
parallel. Many auto companies themselves have picked that up.
They make the point.

[The chart follows:]
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Figure 4.1 United States and Japan: trade in automobiles and the real ckillar yen exchange rate, 1981-91
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a. As a share of total US-Japan bilateral trade in automobiles.
Source: Bergster, C. Fiel and Marcus Noland, "Reconcilable Differences?" United States-Japan Economic

Conflict, Washington, DC: Institute ror International Economics, 1993.

Dr. BERGSTEN. The reason I mentioned it here is because it is
very important for the Senate Finance Committee to make sure
that the U.S. Treasury does not "fritter" away that improvement.

The yen rose substantially through last summer. It got to almost
100 to 1 against the dollar.

Senator RIEGLE. That is why we sent our former chairman down
there.

Dr. BERGSTEN. Well, you talk to your former chairman, because
at that point the U.S. Government intervened to keep the yen from
strengthening further, even though that would have further im-
proved our competitive position.

But now the yen has weakened by over 12 percent since that
time. The market participants expect it to weaken more, frittering
away a lot of the competitive gain that had been achieved. I think
it is very important for this committee to work with the Treasury
Department, so that they work with the Japanese to make sure
that gain is not frittered away.

Let's refer back to Mr. Aaron's table which shows a very substan-
tial reduction in the costs of health care to the transportation sec-
tor as a whole-and I take it a lot of that is autos-and is almost
$3,000 per worker.

Senator RIEGLE. Right.
Dr. BERGSTEN. This would be an enormous difference. It would

more than offset the adverse differential that you talked about
coming out of this sector. So that, too, would be moving in the right
direction. I would'submit, if we could make sure the Treasury De-
partment keeps working on the exchange rate in the right direc-
tion, do the kind of health care reform that is postulated here, we



would further improve the competitive outlook for our auto sector,
thereby strongly improving the prospects for our trade balance with
Japan, of which that, of course, is a big component.

Senator RIEGLE. You know, it is interesting. I bet you that in the
$3,000 rough average in that high end manufacturing, probably
half of that, just as a guess, would be cost shifting, which is where
the more encompassing, richer health plans are sort of taking this
indirect hit-cost shifting through the hospital system, through the
medical system generally.

So a lot of that cost is not cost that goes to really meet the needs
directly of the automobile worker and his family if they happen to
be covered, but it is to pick up the uninsured and others whose
costs are being off loaded into these other policies.

When I look at the prospect of China, mainland China, really
coming on line as they are increasingly doing, it is interesting the
number of times when you go into a store these days if you look
at the label on the box or whatever where it has been made, more
and more it says made in China and the quality is, you know,
measurably changing and improving as it did over the years with
Japan after World War II.

When I think about the United States really coming into the new
world economy where previous large blocks of people who were out
of the international competition now come into it, these issues, I
think, become highly relevant a lot faster than we are able to sort
of process the data intellectually.

I mean, I think the rate of change is so much faster than we are
accustomed to. As it works through macro economics and down
through micro economics, that we are not attuned, I do not think,
to adjusting as rapidly as the world is changing on us.

I have a call that I have to take from the Leader just now on
another matter. If I can just put the committee into recess for one
minute or a short period of time and then I will be right back with
you.

The committee stands in recess just briefly here.
[Whereupon, at 11:07 a.m., the hearing was recessed, to resume

at 11:16 a.m.]
Senator RIEGLE. The committee would like to thank the last wit-

ness for her patience. Even during recess periods there are a num-
ber of things happening simultaneously that have to be dealt with.

I wanted to just attempt to finish the point I was making and
then I want to go and get you into this discussion, get your mate-
rial on the table. As the world economy is changing and as, you
know, low-cost producers really start to come on line-we have
lived now for some time with the transfer of technology and what
have you-and now we have mainland China coming on line with
an awful lot of people who are productive and skillful.

One of these days, after the sorting out of the old Soviet Union
they will be back on line. So we are going to have an awful lot of
people who want to do things and who unnecessarily work for less
than do workers in our society.

I am not sure I see any way, forget the long run, but over the
next 10 years for the United States to eat cost premiums in any
areas where we are meeting stiff international competition that are



cross premiums that we can eliminate or should eliminate, try to
work down by one means or another.

I am not sure that the international marketplace will allow us
that luxury any longer. Now NAFTA is in place and the GATT
agreement has been worked out. It does not cover everything, but
a lot of things. And it seems to me that the nature of things that
will now demand that any unusual cost burdens that we carry in
highly vulnerable internationally traded sectors are just going to be
under relentless pressure. I, frankly, do not know where the jobs
are going to turn up if we keep grinding down the job base in cer-
tain places.

Now I realize my own economics training that you can argue that
everything moves around, and if somebody cannot find work here
at this, they will find work over here at this. Maybe it is lower and
they will finally get to an equilibrium. I do not know how you get
to an equilibrium under these conditions and still maintain the
middle class in the United States. I think that is a very important
social value and almost a requirement to the orderly functioning of
our society.

It is one thing if you never had a middle class and so you are
striving to get there, and you do not know what it is that you used
to have that you do not have anymore. It is another thing if a large
part of the country is sliding out of the middle class, as you talked
about in terms of treading water.

That is the problem that we are in right now. I do not quite
know how to inject it into the economic models, because the models
were not constructed with that kind of elegance to get outside of
the working of the mathematics in effect. But that is the new issue.
I mean, it seems to me that is the real challenge facing the coun-
try.

I sort of abstracted down to this point. That is, that our private
sector job base is the single most critical asset that we have in the
country when all is said and done. And if you have a robust private
sector job base that is going to hold up in the face of international
competition that can support your country in its basic needs, public
and private, you are going to do all right. And if you do not, then
God help us, because we are going to be storm tossed.

And so it is in that context that I am trying to sort of think
through the question of 14 percent of GNP and the rates of in-
crease and how we rationalize it. And as you say, you make a very
good point with respect to Canada.

If you want a very exotic, high-end medical procedure in some
very delicate heart operation, you probably want to do that here.
For maybe other things that are not quite in that category, cost ef-
fectiveness and the treatments and so forth may, in fact, be just
as attractive to rank in file people in Canada as they are here in
the United States. So that is all part of the dilemma.

Anyway, that is the larger context in which I think we have to
try to sort out and rationalize our way through these kinds of is-
sues. I know you may want to make a comment on that, Dr. Aaron,
before I go to Dr. Rasell.

Dr. AARON. Well, the issues you are raising are of far greater im-
portance even than health care reform. We have experienced in the
United States two very bad pieces of news over the past couple of



decades. One is a sharp retardation, slow down, in the rate of
growth. That translates into very little growth in earnings that
people take home, on the average.

The second thing that has happened is a dramatic increase in
economic inequality. At the very top of the income distribution peo-
ple have done very well, thank you very much. The bottom 60 per-
cent of the earnings distribution has experienced no gain at all.

The definition of being middle class is receiving a middle class
wage. It is an expectation that next year I will earn a little bit
more than I did last year. It is an expectation that if I lose my job
I can find another job that may not pay quite as much immediately
as the job I lost, but overall economic growth will assure me that
I can recover my position in a few years. I am not permanently de-
stroyed if I have to change jobs at age 40 or 45. That is the defini-
tion, I think, of being in the middle class.

All of those assumptions are now in jeopardy. They are in jeop-
ardy because economic growth is slow, because inequality is in-
creasing, and because what little increase in productivity we are
enjoying is, to a distressing degree, being siphoned off by rising
health care costs.

So I could not agree with you more fully on the vital important
for the well-being of the nation, for our international competitive
position of trying to regain some of the productivity growth we en-
joyed in the past. That is going to mean improving the skill levels
of our workers so that they do not lose out to others who are per-
haps less skilled but very diligent. They can use their brains and
their knowledge and their education and their training.

It means getting our health care costs under control so that we
can use those resources both to support higher living standards for
workers and more investment here at home.

Senator RIEGLE. You know, just one other point. With that very
troubling problem in income distribution which we have especially
seen over the last decade-we have gone over and over those num-
bers in the Joint Economic Committee. I am not a member, but
Paul Sarbanes is. He has run that. I have participated with him
in many instances.

As I watch investment flows, and as I watch both private or cor-
porate investment patterns as well as private investment patterns,
and I watch more and more of the money that is available for in-
vestment being invested outside the country-and understandably
because there are attractive options out there and, there are ways
to make money doing that all around the world and so forth.

In fact, today, lots and lots of people are investing their mutual
fund money in the Shang Hai Fund or the Hong Kong Fund or
whatever it happens to be that sort of works that whole side of the
puzzle.

When you wonder what it takes to channel sufficient investment
back in the United States to accomplish the very things you are
speaking about-the upgrading of educational skills, infrastructure
clearly has to listed-but also, even just in the private sector-the
reinvestment in technology and critical sectors-to keep it moving,
keep it in sufficient amount, keep it hopefully in some sense in the
right places. That gets into complicated questions of industrial pol-
icy and national goal setting, et cetera.



But I am struck by the fact that health care in a sense unlocks
this whole set of issues. I mean, it is one way into a set of complex-
ities that is bigger than just health care, although health care by
its sheer size is now one of those items that is worthy and nec-
essarily must be treated in and of itself. But it does not in a sense
relieve us from the burden of sort of looking at how all of these
things are sort of working at the same time together.

The greatest concern I have is the question of whether or not we
are going to have an adequate private sector job base at a high
enough income skill and output level to meet our needs as a soci-
ety. Right now I think there is a gap. I am not sure that we have
though through the question of what has to be done to close that

goses all kinds of fundamental philosophic questions, many of

which we do not even want to ask because they touch off, you
know, sort of nuclear exchanges of idea logs on both sides and all
sides.

Dr. Rasell, why do you not bat cleanup here today for us now and
give us your comments, if you would.

STATEMENT OF M. EDITH RASELL, M.D., HEALTH ECONOMIST,
ECONOMIC POLICY INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOM-
PANIED BY DEAN BAKER, PH.D., MACRO ECONOMIST, ECO-
NOMIC POLICY INSTITUTE
Dr. RASELL. Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I am going

to focus my remarks on the manufacturing sector, since most of our
internationally traded goods and services are manufactured goods.
I am going to begin by describing a few reasons why costs in manu-
facturing are so high and then speak about how various aspects of
health care reform would affect these factors that make manufac-
turing health costs so high.

Then finally I am going to describe some of the findings of a re-
port that we did a month or so ago that looked at health care costs
and competitiveness. I want to just briefly introduce my co-author,
Dean Baker, who is also here.

Senator RIEGLE. Dean, do you want to come on up and sit here?
We have an empty chair and you are welcome.

Dr. RASELL. Health costs in manufacturing are higher than aver-
age. In fact, per hour worked they are about 76 percent higher
than health costs are in the non-manufacturing sector. One reason
is the high rate of coverage. Seventy-five percent of all manufactur-
ing workers are covered by their own employer. This is higher than
in any other industry except for mining.

As you mentioned, uncompensated care is a big factor. Hospital
costs to private payers are estimated to be 30 percent higher be-
cause of uncompensated care. Costs in ambulatory care are prob-
ably comparably increased.

As was mentioned, manufacturers are often self-insured, which
means that they pay not community rates but more or less experi-
ence rates. An d due to the higher than average age of their work
force this would also raise their costs. They have large numbers of
retirees, and many early retirees, who are expensive to cover, and
they also cover large numbers of working spouses that are not cov-
ered under their own employer.



So then we can think about health care reform and the elements
that would benefit manufacturers-we can just run down the list.
Certainly community rating would eliminate the cost differences
based on age and health status and would be beneficial to manu-
facturers. Relief from the costs of early retirees as proposed in the
Clinton plan would be beneficial. We estimated that the cost of cov-
ering retirees, both the under 65 and the over 65 in the manufac-
turing sector in 1994 would be about $15 billion. So some of those
costs would be taken away if the Federal Government picked up
early retiree costs or some of those costs.

Universal coverage, however delivered, would decrease uncom-
pensated care and help manufacturers. If there were an employer
mandate, because most manufacturing workers are already cov-
ered, it would not on average raise costs to manufacturers. Instead,
due to the reductions in uncompensated care, due to the fact that
working spouses would have their own coverage, and due to the
fact that probably half the people currently on Medicaid would be
covered through the private health insurance sector, further reduc-
ing uncompensated care, an employer mandate definitely would be
a beneficial element for the manufacturing sector.

Caps on small firms, because of the large size of most manufac-
turers making them ineligible for these caps, would not directly
benefit most of them. To learn whether these caps would be bene-
ficial to manufactures, you would have compare the small benefits
manufacturers might get versus the down side, which would be
possibly higher taxes or funds diverted from other uses to pay for
these subsidies. We could not say for sure what the net effect
would be on manufacturing. There could be a negative effect.

The effects of caps for all firms on health costs such as Clinton's
cap of 7.9 percent of payroll are also difficult to predict. We have
no reason to think that if the other reforms were done that health
costs as a share of payroll would be particularly high for manufac-
turers. Here again, the benefits that manufacturers might receive
must be compared with the costs that would be imposed either
through extra taxes or because things that are currently being
done with public money would no longer be done, the money in-
stead being used for the subsidies. So I think th 7.9 percent pay-
roll cap or any similar cap is not an unambiguous benefit for man-
ufacturers.

Cost containment that would reduce costs for all firms would be
beneficial. The individual mandate would decrease uncompensated
care. Reform of the small group insurance market, to the extent
that it reduced uncompensated care, would be good, but the specific
focus of the reform would not be too applicable to the large manu-
facturers.

I think it is clear that there are many elements of health care
reform that would benefit manufacturing, and would save them
money. We estimatcd that under the Clinton plan in 1994 manu-
facturers would save about $18 billion.

The question that we should address today is: are these cost re-
ductions, are these savings, going to enhance their competitive-
ness? The answer to this question depends upon how the money is.

There are basically three ways they can use the money. They can
pass it all into higher wages for workers. They can pass it all into



higher profits, either to be given to their shareholders or to be in-
vested, or they can lower their prices.

Many economists would argue that most of this money would end
up in wages. Dr. Aaron mentioned the fact that you can make the
assumption that health costs are completely borne by workers,
meaning that wages are reduced dollar-for-dollar for every dollar
that you spent on health insurance. That happens in the long run
and in the short run you do not know what is happening. You can-
not say for sure that is happening.

I would argue that right now with high health costs that are ris-
ing rapidly, with stagnant wages, with actually falling wages for
many people, with falling total compensation for many people, and
with the difficulty an employer would have in reducing wages or
in cutting benefits for that matter, that we could well be in a pe-
riod when employees are not bearing the full costs of their health
insurance.

And, therefore, when savings were achieved there is no reason to
think all that money would be passed into wages. So, in fact, some
would probably go into lowering prices and some into raising in-
vestment.

In the study that we did a month or two ago, using an estimated
$18 billion in savings for manufacturers in 1994, we estimated a
scenario in which a third of the savings went into higher wages for
workers, a third of the money was used to raise investment, and
the other third was used to lower prices. We estimated an increase
in net exports of $54 billion, cumulative, over 10 years and an in-
crease in investment of about $31 billion cumulative over 10 years
in 1994 dollars.

So the bottom line is, these are not big effects. They are defi-
nitely positive. I think that health care reform would have a posi-
tive impact on the competitiveness of manufacturers, although the
effects would be fairly small.

Thanks.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Rasell appears in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. Let me propose a couple of general questions to

all of you that will sort of cut across what we have been discussing
here. What you have said, what I have also been saying.

Is it not clear that no matter how you sort of slice it here, coming
through the economics and our competitiveness and how it works,
that a comprehensive reform of the health care system does a bet-
ter job of controlling costs and hopefully gives us a better health
profile too in terms of the health of our people? But just looking
at the cost side of it, does not the data that we have and the analy-
sis that has been done here show that that will help us here and
that we really need to do it in part for that reason? Would you
agree with that, Dr. Rasell?

Dr. RASELL. Yes. For competitiveness effects?
Senator RIEGLE. Yes.
Dr. RASELL. That would be one reason, yes.
Senator RIEGLE. Dr. Aaron?
Dr. AARON. I think any beneficial effects on competitiveness

would be a welcome windfall. I want to see health care reform be-



cause I think we are wasting resources and we are at the same
time leaving a lot of people out in the cold.

Senator RIEGLE. Right.
Mr. Hogan?
Mr. HOGAN. Certainly to the extent that you are able to lower

the real costs of providing adequate or very good health care, I cer-
tainly agree. My one concern would be that the cost containment
not turn into price controls. We are all familiar with stories of the
adverse effects of price controls.

Senator RIEGLE. How important do you think it is that we try to
do this now, say this year, as opposed to, you know, let the debate
sort of spin around here for whatever length of time? Is it a signifi-
cant enough issue in this context as you each see it to say that we
ought to set a legislative target of getting something done this
year, this calendar year? Would you agree with that?

Dr. RASELL. I would say the sooner the better, just given the fact
that costs are rising so rapidly. And once they are up there, it is
almost impossible to actually bring them down. The most we can
hope for is to slow the rate of growth. So it makes a difference
what your base line is, what your starting point is. So I think the
sooner we get on to this the better.

Mr. BAKER. One thing you will get probably just about have
unanimous agreement on by economists is that uncertainty is a
bad thing. And if nothing else, the fact that we now have a pro-
gram out there and we do not know exactly what is going to come
about, I think that creates a lot of uncertainty. The sooner that can
be resolved, that in and of itself has to be seen clearly as a positive
thing.

Senator RIEGLE. It does not seem to be holding back the stock
market at the moment, does it? Of course, I mean, that is not one
dimensional either. But I agree with your point. I think the sooner
the uncertainty goes away the better it is.

But it seems whatever the overhang of the uncertainty is at the
moment does not seem to be undercutting the enthusiasm for com-
mon stocks.

Mr. BAKER. Well, the stock market did well through the reces-
sion, too.

Senator RIEGLE. Yes?
Dr. AARON. I am old enough to remember when Representative

Dingle's father co-sponsored national health insurance legislation
in the late 1940's. This issue has been around for pushing 50 years.
At the time that proposal came forward half a century ago health
care was claiming less than 4 percent of our gross domestic prod-
uct. We are now up to 14.

A lot of miracles have occurred in the health care area, but one
of them seems to be the capacity for costs to increase. If with the
enthusiastic support of a newly elected President we are not able
to mobilize some degree of action, if not now, when.

Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Hogan?
Mr. HOGAN. Other things equal, the sooner the better. But we

ought to recognize that we are pushing 14 percent of the economy
into a new regime and we ought to get it right.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, you know, that is true. Although, you
know, it is not as if we have a freeze frame here either way. If we



do not do it and get it right or close to right, it is going to continue
to do what it is doing.

So, you know, there is an effect if we do not act, too, is there not?
Mr. HOGAN. Certainly.
Senator RIEGLE. It seems to me, you know, that is part of our

problem now. And that is that this problem is loose and there is
a dynamic that plays itself out, as Dr. Rasell says. It seems to me
if we do not act now, it does not get any easier to solve. I think
it is harder to solve.

I think if we had tackled it earlier in time, as difficult as it is,
you know, it probably was more manageable. I think every day we
wait makes it harder to manage. I am concerned that if we go be-
yond this year, you sort of now superimpose the political time table
and we miss this window. Then you have a Congressional election
this fall, and then you have a new Congress come in and you have
the presidential election in the next offering, and all the things
that will be swirling around.

I am not quite sure when the next appropriate and feasible legis-
lative window will present itself. I think we have one now and I
think we ought to cease it. It seems to me you have all given very
important testimony and analysis today as to why we should try
to do it now and what might be gained by it in terms of some help
to our economy generally.

Let me thank you all. I appreciate very much your appearance
here today. It is helpful to the committee and will be widely shared
with committee members when they all return. Thank you. The
committee stands in recess.

[Whereupon, at 11:38 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY J. AARON 1

Reform of health care financing is important for U.S. competitiveness, but in ways
that are more complex and interesting than those commonly advanced in popular
discussions.

2

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

* In the long-run, the cost of employer-financed health insurance is largely offset
by lower real wage rates or other fringe benefits paid to workers.

* In the short run, unanticipated increases in employer-financed health insurance
costs may boost nominal compensation costs per worker and cause a rise in

Srices or a drop in profits or both.
SThe level of a nation's spending on health care will not affect its international

competitive position, whether financed by government, business or individuals,
unless it affects the balance of national saving and investment.

* The very rapid increase in health care costs in the United States undoubtedly
added to the federal government deficit, thereby contributing to some aggregate
deterioration in the U.S. trade balance. These effects on trade, however, in no
way differ from the effects caused by a host of other, more important deter-
minants of saving.
Apart from these macroeconomic effects, changes in health care costs can alter
the composition of trade. Variations in costs across industries hinder the inter-
national competitive position of some U.S. companies and help the international
competitive position of others; and the effects are offsetting.

The basis for each of these statements is set forth at some length in the attached
report. Rather than explore each of them, I want to use my time to expand on the
second general conclusion. President Clinton's plan, as well as many others, call for
the replacement of experience rating of health insurance by community rating.

THE EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY RATING

The consequences of this shift for individual companies are enormous. Table 1 in-
dicates the reason why. Columns 2 and 4 show the variations in health insurance
costs for a given population based on differences in benefits. The 90th percentile
plan costs 40 percent more than the 10th percentile plan. Columns 1 and 3 show
the actual difference in costs for actual plans, taking into account both plan dif-
ferences and population differences, including age, local health costs, utilization
rates. The 90th percentile plan for individuals costs 164 percent more than the 10th

1Director of the Economic Studies Program, The Brookings Institution. The views expressed
in this statement do not necessarily reflect those of staff members, officers, or trustees of The
Brookings Institution. This statement briefly summarizes the conclusions of a study entitled
"Health Care Financing and International Competitiveness," prepared by me and Barry
Bosworth. That study is attached.2 The term "competitiveness" always refers to the capacity of U.S. companies to sell abroad
or to meet foreign competition in the United States. It is sometimes used more broadly to en-
compass the rate at which U.S. productivity increases compared to that abroad. Throughout my
testimony I use the term "competitiveness" only with the former meaning. Whether the U.S.
economy grows quickly or slowly and whether it grows more or less rapidly than do economies
elsewhere are important for U.S. standards of living and self-confidence. But in a world of flexi-
ble exchange rates growth rates are not relevant to the balance of trade, which is determined
largely by the balance between domestic saving and investment and between government reve-
nues and expenditures. The attached report follows the same definition.

(25)
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percentile plan. The 90th percentile family plan costs 178 percent more than the
10th percentile family plan.

Table 1 shows that the major factors accounting for variations in health care
spending among companies arise not from differences in benefit packages but from
differences in demographic characteristics, economic factors, and use of health care
services.

Community rating will largely eliminate most cost differences caused both by do-
mographic, economic factors, or differences in use of medical services and b plan
variations. Geographically based differences will remain, at least initially, under the
Clinton plan. mandated benefit package will largely eliminate cost differences
that arise from plan variation, although some of these differences wil! remain be-
cause some companies now provide benefits in excess of the mandated packages and
will continue to do so. Within each community, however, the standard benefit pack-
age will cost all companies the same amount.

Table 2 shows an approximation to the consequences of the shift to community
rating for broad industry groups. Table 2 is based on data on employer payments
for health insurance for two-digit SIC industries. Column 2 shows the health insur-
ance expenditures per full-time-equivalent worker (FTE) in 1992. The numbers in
column 2 vary enormously for at least four reasons.

* The proportion of workers for whose insurance employers pay differs widely
among companies and industries.

* The range of benefits varies widely among companies and industries.
* The cost of a given set of benefits differs among companies and industries based

on the riskiness of the activity, the age and other demographic characteristics
of the labor force, and the location of the industry (since health costs vary re-
gionally).

• The ratio of retirees for whom employers provide benefits to active workers dif-
fers among companies and industries.

3

Despite these qualifications, the numbers in column 2 indicate roughly the burden
of current health care benefits. As noted earlier, most of the burden falls on work-
ers. In the case of retiree benefits, which are more or less a fixed liability of the
company that is independent of employment, the burden probably falls on share-
holders. 4 But a sudden equalization of costs or a move in that direction will initially
accrue as a change in costs to businesses, and these windfall gains and losses may
last for some time (if responsibility for retiree benefits is shifted from companies,
shareholders are likely to experience a one-time permanent increase in share val-
ues).

Column 4 shows the cost per FTE of a system in which coverage is expanded to
all workers, and employers pay 80 percent of the insurance premium. 5 The cost for
current employees is assumed to be uniform across all plans. It is assumed that the
net cost of providing insurance for the 26 percent of the private work force currently
uninsured would be half that of an insured worker. It was calculated at the level
of the total private economy after excluding the cost of retirees. The costs vary
among industries only because of differences in the costs of retiree health insur-
ance. In contrast, the employer cost under President Clinton's plan will not be uni-
form for at least five reasons.

" Some companies would receive subsidiesunder the Clinton plan.
* Some companies would form their own company health alliances.
" The Clinton plan, at least initially, would not eliminate regional variations in

health costs.7

" Many companies now offer benefits beyond those in the Clinton benefit package
and payments beyond 80 percent of total insurance cost. While companies would

'Data do not permit adjustments for variations in the proportion of current employees who
are covered by insurance at the level of industry detail shown in the table. Information on re-
tiree health insurance costs at the level of individual industries is also very limited.4 This point is of some significance, as retiree benefits are independent, within some range,
of current employment; in contrast, benefits for current workers vary with employment. Eco-
nomic analysis suggests that fixed costs have less effect on current pricing decisions than do
variable costs, although both costs must eventually be covered if the business is to survive.5 The 80 percent is close to the average of current practice.

eThe estimates of retiree costs are very ap roximate. They are based on estimates from
Lewin-VHI on costs at the level of the major industrial sectors, and assigned those costs to the
underlying two-digit industries as a common share of their health care spending.

7 In 1990t, per capita health care spending varied from an estimated $1,726 in Idaho to $3,031
in Massachusetts. The average for the United States was $2,425 per capita. (Families USA,
1990)
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not be required to continue offering such benefits, some almost certainly would
do so.

* The costs of retiree benefits would initially remain with companies. While the
Clinton plan would shift these costs to regional alliances completely by the end
of four years, we think it unlikely that this proposal will survive.

Column 5 shows the change in health care costs per FTE between the current s
tem (column 2) and the extreme version of community rating (column 3). The dif-
ferences are expressed as a percent of wages in column 6. It is obvious that there
would be very large changes in the industrial distribution of health care costs under
such a system. The largest gainers would be in mining and manufacturing, while
retail trade and most service industries would pay substantially more.

Column 7 shows the share of trade-imports plus exports--to total industry sales
for each industry. The trade-weighted percentage change in health expenditures per
FTE is -28 percent,8 indicating that companies in traded goods industries sectors
would experience on the average a drop in direct health care costs from a complete
equalization of health care spending per worker. As emphasized earlier this per-
centage change in health insurance per FTE does not correspond to the effect of the
Clinton reform.

These estimates of changes in health care costs are far from the types of measures
required to infer the effects of reform on international competitiveness. There are
ambiguities about the extent of backward-shifting of the costs through adjustment
of nominal wages. Furthermore, a change in the exchange rate would be expected
to neutralize the effects of any change in the average price of tradables. Thus, only
companies with the larger falls in prices would gain a competitive advantage. Com-
panies with smaller falls in prices or price increases would suffer a loss of inter-
national competitiveness. A company may experience reduced health care outlays
from reform, but suffer a loss of competitiveness if the costs of its major suppliers
are increased. Perhaps more importantly, a company may experience increased costs
from reform, but enjoy increased competitiveness if reform reduces public spending,
lowers the deficit, increases national saving, leads to lower real interest rates, and
causes a decline in the exchange value of the dollar.

Attachment.

sThe trade-weighted change in health care costs per FTE equals the percentage change in
FTE costs (column 4) multiplied by each industry's share of total trade.
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Table 1.Cost and Actuarial Value of Insurance Policies

Singl. POlOy Fam..y POCY

ActuarialAchiaral
Per= tile Cost Value Cost Value

10 $1.220 $1,742 $2,760 $4,222

25 1,670 1,905 3,950 4,603

s0 2,100 2,100 5,070 5,070

75 2,620 2,261 6,090 5,4S9

90 3.220 2,440 7,670 S,890

Source: Urban Istituw and Actuarial Research Copora.ion
The actuarial value is the cod of different benfit packages if the se of people
retvig the package were the sam in each cas The atuial value
distribution is shown with the same median as " premium distri oa.. ach
column is sorted by that variable. Thus, the pla at the 7Sth percentile of the
cost distribution is not the plan at the 75th percufil/ of th actuarial value
distribution.
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Attachment.

HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

By Henry Aaron and Barry Bosworth*

American business executives often blame rapidly rising health care costs for
hampering their capacity to compete with foreign companies. Two characteristics of
the U.S. system create a prima facie case supporting this claim. The United States
spends more of its gross domestic product on health care than does any other coun-
try, and employers shoulder a larger share of the direct cost than do employers in
most other countries. To make matters worse, health care cost increases are unpre-
dictable and seemingly uncontrollable. Employers see these expenditures as adding
to employment costs and pushing up the price of American products.

Economists typically see the problem rather differently. Noting that health care
costs are just one component of the price of hiring workers, they argue that employ-
ers' decisions will be based on total compensation, while it is the employee who is
interested in its composition. Employer-provided health plans are attractive because
they provide group discounts and are excluded from personal income taxation. If
health care costs rise, economists argue, the growth of other forms of compensation
will be slowed, leaving total costs of compensation unchanged. Through reductions
in other fringe benefits or lower take-home pay, employees pay for their own health
care costs. However, empirical studies that have examined the incidence of em-
ployer-provided benefits have found the issue of incidence-who ultimately pays the

• Senior Fellows, The Brookings Institution. The authors wish to thank Lewin-VHI for provid-
ing useful statistical information arid Kristin Klingenberg and Cagla Baykan for valuable re-
search assistance.
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cost of the benefit-to be far more complex than this line of reasoning suggests. The
question becomes even more difficult when one considers how health benefits affect
employment and the competitive position of individual companies and industries.

This report is divided into four parts. Part I describes broad trends in health care
spending, insurance coverage, and retiree health care costs. Part II presents data
on the financing of private health care. It documents the importance of employer
payments for health care as a component of employee compensation and presents
international comparisons. Part III lays out the reasoning economists use to explain
the extent to which rising costs of health carol influence the international competi-
tiveness of U.S. companies. This part emphasizes the importance of four underlying
economic conditions: whether and how actual labor markets deviate from the com-
petitive norm, how workers value the health care benefits that employers offer,
whether exchange rates are fixed or flexible, and how health care costs vary among
companies. Part IV lays out the plan presented by President Clinton and presents
conclusions on the likely effect of this reform on U.S. international competitiveness.

I. HISTORICAL TRENDS-HEALTH CARE COSTS AND FINANCING

The United States spends far more per capita and devotes a larger share of in-
come to health care than does any other country. While growth rates of health care
spending in some other countries (Canada, for example) approach that in the United
States, growth rates in major competitors (Germany, for example) are far lower. In
any event, the U.S. level of spending is so much higher that the absolute increase
in costs is far larger here than elsewhere.

Furthermore, the U.S. system for financing health care is unusually complex. It
combines elements of government-provided insurance for the elderly and very poor
with an employment-based system to pay for most privately financed health care.
Costs vary enormously among companies. Some companies face per worker costs
several times those confronting other companies that provide insurance, and some
companies pay none of the costs at all. Furthermore, some individuals purchase
their own health insurance, and a substantial number have no insurance at all.

Total Health Care Spending
Over the past three decades, health care costs I have consistently increased at

more than twice the rate of total income, rising from 5 percent of GDP in 1960 to
14 percent in 1993 (figure 1). The two largest components, hospital charges and pro-
fessional services (mostly physician fees), show nearly equal increases relative to the
growth in GDP. The proportion of each medical care dollar devoted to drugs and
other goods fell, but was offset by a substantial rise in the share devoted to nursing
home care (figure 2). The residual category includes program administration, re-
search, and construction costs.

Several factors have contributed to the rapid growth in health care costs. The
most important is new technology, in particular the growing capacity of the medical
profession to respond to catastrophic illnesses. Within just a few decades, organ
transplants, bypass surgery, bone marrow transplants and other major medical
interventions have become commonplace. Expensive new diagnostic tests such as
magnetic resonance imaging, because they are non-invasive, have led to a vastly in-
creased number of tests. The importance of high-tech, high-cost treatments is re-
flected in the fact that a tiny minority of the population accounts for most health
care outlays, and some evidence suggests that this extreme concentration of medical
care outlays is intensifying. One percent of the population accounts for 30 percent
of all outlays, 10 percent for 70 percent. At the other end of the scale, half the popu-
lation accounts for only 3 percent of costs. 2 In examining the claims experience of
two health insurance companies we found that half of all payments in 1992 were
accounted for by one percent of the insured population at an average per capita cost

'Throughout this paper, we deflate health care spending by the GDP deflator, rather than
by any health care index. Our reason is that no well-defined unit of output for health care ex-
ists. Accordingly, the meaning of any health care price index is obscure, particularly since the
nature of health care is undergoing rapid change with the introduction of new medical tech-
niques, devices, and drugs. U.S. health care price indices, especially the widely cited monthly
consumer price index for health contain many additional characteristics that make them essen-
tiallyworthless as a guide to medical prices. See Newhouse (1989) and Aaron (1991).2 gerk and Monheit (1992). This pattern is not unique to the United States. Other countries
exhibit similar concentration. To a large extent, such concentration is a mere artifact as most
people are not seriously ill in any given year; one expects sick people to use medical services
and healthy people not to do so. Even if the period over which outlays are measured is as long
as a decade, however, considerable concentration remains (Aaron, 1991).
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of $25,000.3 This concentration of health care outlays, creates enormous incentives
for private insurers to screen out potentially high-cost users. Furthermore, because
the costs of catastrophic care are so large, changes in the incentives to individuals
to seek medical care or to shop more wisely are likely to have only small effects on
total costs.

To date, the aging of the population has pushed up health care costs only slightly.
Health care spending does vary dramatically among age groups: costs for the aver-
age person over age 65 exceed those of persons aged 19-64 by a factor of 3.5, and
per capita spending on children under 19 years of age is only half that for persons
aged 19-64. 4 There has been very little net change in the average age of the popu-
lation, however. This pattern will continue for some time into the future. By itself,
population aging will push up acute care health spending at most by less than 2
percent of gross domestic product over the next three decades.

The cost of malpractice insurance is a third factor often mentioned as responsible
for rising costs. Direct expenditures on malpractice insuranc( are a small part of
total health care costs, less than one percent; but the tort system does reinforce the
pressures on healthcare providers to exhaust all options, even those that involve
high costs and low probabilities of success. Studies suggest that defensive medicinemay boost health care spending by a total of roughly 3 percent.

Financing
The financing of health care has changed in important ways over the past three

decades (figure 3). The share of costs paid out-of-pocket by consumers has fallen and
the share financed through employer-provided health plans has risen. Also begin-
ning in the mid-1960s, government assumed a major role in providing health care
for the elderly and disabled through Medicare and for the poor through Medicaid.
Medicare hospital benefits are largely financed through earmarked payroll taxes,
while Medicaid and Medicare physician benefits are financed mostly through the
general funds of the federal and state governments.

The complexity of the financing system is reflected in table 1 which shows the
proportion of the total population obtaining insurance from the different sources.
Employment-related group plans cover 140 million people, slightly over half of the
population. Another 10 million are retired, but receive insurance coverage through
a prior employer. Medicare and Medicaid cover another 60 million, and 10 million
receive military benefits. About 12 percent of the population, 31 million, purchase
insurance outside of any group plan.

The wide variety of alternative funding sources in an industry dominated by high
fixed costs creates opportunities for substantial cost shifting among client groups.
Hospitals can provide care at a reimbursement rate above direct costs, but below
full unit costs, as long as they can charge others more than variable costs. For ex-
ample, Medicaid and Medicare pay hospitals less than full costs generated by Medi-
care and Medicaid patients because Congress has restricted reimbursement rates.
As a result, private payers must pay more than the full costs of hospital care for
privately financed patients. Medicaid payments are estimated to cover about 80 per-
cent, Medicare about 90 percent, and private payers about 130 percent of full costs.
This shifting of costs from private to public budgets represents a hidden tax in addi-
tion to payroll and other taxes explicitly imposed to finance Medicare and Medicaid.
The tax is paid by whomever in the private sector bears the burden of paying for
health care.5 Since the mid-1970s total public and total private heath care spending
have increased at similar rates.

THE UNINSURED

In March 1992, the Current Population Survey found 35 million Americans, or
about 14 percent of the total population, did not have health insurance. The number
who lacked insurance for the full year was considerably smaller, the number with-
out insurance at some time during the year, far larger. Nearly all of the aged are
covered by Medicare. Most of the poor are covered by Medicaid. Hence, 80 percent
of the uninsured, or 28 million people, were in households in which the head or
spouse was employed (see table 2). In some cases, the employer did not provide an
insurance plan; in others employees were not eligible, chose not to enroll, or refused

8 If one percent of the population accounts for 30 percent of total physician, hospital, and phar-
maceutical outlays, the per capita cost of these services in 1992 exceeded $60,000. The discrep-
ancy between these two estimates arises in large part because private insurance companies typi-
cally do not provide for most of the costs of the elderly and disabled, who are covered by Medi-
care.4 Waldo and others (1989).5 See section II on the incidence of health care costs.



dependent coverage. A significant number, 7.7 million were in families, but, because
they were neither children under 21 years of age nor spouses, they were not eligible
for traditional family insurance plans. The incidence of being uninsured is also high
among unrelated individuals. On a cyclically adjusted basis, the proportion of the
total population uninsured has risen gradually over the last decade-the uninsured
population tends to rise during recessions. The increase has occurred despite liberal-
izations in Medicaid coverage, indicating a perceptible drop in the proportion of the
employed covered by private insurance.

Some further characteristics of workers by health insurance status are provided
in table 3. About 28 percent of workers do not have employer-provided insurance
either through' their own job or that of their spouse. The proportion is particularly
high for workers in very small companies part-time workers, the self-employed, and
those earning less than $250 per week. Furthermore, 86 percent of part-time work-
ers and 77 percent of workers employed by companies with fewer than 10 employees
do not receive insurance through their own employer.

Small companies are particularly unlikely to offer health insurance. A 1990 sur-
vey by the Health Insurance Association of America found that 73 percent of compa-
nies with fewer than ten employees did not provide a health insurance plan com-
pared to 2 percent of companies employing more than 100 workers.6 In part, these
differences can be explained by the fact that the variation in expected premium
costs is far larger for small than for large companies. If insurers quote a single rate,
they must price plans for small companies above prices for large companies to offset
adverse selection and cover greater administrative costs. Insurance premiums for
groups of fewer than ten people are commonly 25 to 30 percent above those for
groups of fifty or more. In addition, competition in the small group market is also
considerably weaker and profit margins higher than in the large group market.

However, an explanation of the large differences in coverage rates among compa-
nies based solely on prices would require implausibly high assumptions about the
sensitivity of insurance to its price. 7 Instead, small companies seem to attract those
workers who place a relatively low value on health insurance and prefer a higher
take-home wage, because they are covered through another family member or are
willing to risk being uninsured. Small companies employ a disproportionate number
of low-wage and part-time workers, and they are less likely than large companies
to offer other fringe benefits, such as pensions. The demographic composition of the
work force at small companies is similar to that of workers who do not take insur-
ance when it is offered by their employer." Additional factors behind the low rate
of insurance in small companies are related to their high turnover and that of their
employees, and their low rate of unionization.

The differences in the composition of the work force would seem to be an impor-
tant factor behind the success of small businesses in the United States. They obtain
a labor cost advantage over large companies by seeking out those workers with a
low preference for fringe benefits.

11. HEALTH CARE AND EMPLOYMENT COSTS

The United States relies on employment-based financing to pay for a large portion
of health care. Private health care insurance has become a large and rapidly grow-
ing cost of employment. The Medicare hospitalization program or the elderly is also
financed by a 2.9 percent payroll tax collected half from employers and half from
employees. The cost of health insurance is not only high on the average, but varieswidely among companies a d industries.

AGGREGATE TRENDS

Total employer payments for health care now equal employer tax payments for
social insurance. While all companies pay social security taxes, however, many pay
nothing for health insurance. Among companies that provide health insurance, pre-
miums substantially exceed payroll taxes. Even after adjusting for general inflation,
health insurance costs for the nonfarm business sector have increased from $0.18
per hour in 1960 to $1.27 in 1992 (1992 prices), a seven fold rise. The structure of

ourly compensation for the nonfarm business sector is shown below.9

'Health Insurance Association of America (1991), p. 27.7 The decisions of companies on whether to offer insurance appear to be quite insensitive to
price. See Jonathan Gruber (1992).

:Department of Labor (1991) and Long and Marquis (1993).
Two sources provide information on employee compensation. The data in this section come

from the national accounts. The wage rate is reported on the basis of hours paid-paid leave
and supplemental pay are included in wages-and the cost of retiree medical benefits is in-
cluded in supplements. The Employment Cost Index provides a measure of compensation of cur-



HOURLY EMPLOYMENT COSTS, 1992 NONFARM BUSINESS

W ages ......................................................................................................................................... I....... $ 15 .7 1

S u pplem ents ..................................................................................................................................... 3 .17
Em ploym ent Taxes ............................................................... ..................................... . ........... 1.25
H ealth C are .................................................................................................................................. 1.2 7
Pen sion s ....................................................................................................................................... 0 .3 3
W orkers' Com pensation ................................................................................................................ 0.25
O their ............................................................................................................................................. 0.0Y

Total Com pensation ................................................................................................................. $ 18.88

All forms of employer supplements grew rapidly during the 1960s and 1970s (fig-
ure 5). Over the last decade, however, sharp declines in aggregate employer con-
tributions to private pension programs largely offset increased health care costs (fig-
ure 6). In fact, adjusted for general inflation, total wage supplements have remained
nearly constant since 1984, and they have remained constant as share of total com-
pensation since the early 1980s.

Employer health care costs have increased despite a decline in the proportion of
workers covered by health plans and a shift toward requiring employees to pay an
increased share of the costs. According to surveys of the Department of Labor, the
proportion of full-time workers in medium and large companies (100 or more em-
ployees) who did not participate in the health care plan rose from 3 percent in 1980
to 17 percent in 1991.10 In 1991, 41 percent of the participating workers were in
plans wholly financed by the employer compared with 72 percent in 1980.

The average health care premium was $1,750 for single coverage in 1991 and
$4,250 for family coverage. 1 I Adjusted for inflation, the corresponding premiums for
single and family coverage in 1993 would be approximately $2,100 and $5,100, re-
spectively. The average employer paid 85-90 percent of single and 70-75 percent
of family coverage. In recent years premiums have been rising at a 15 percent an-
nual rate, 3-4 times that of wages. This rate exceeds the growth of total health careending, in large measure because of increased cost shifting from Medicare and
Medicaid to the private sector.

RETIREE HEALTH CARE COSTS

According to the Current Population Survey of 1992, 10.2 million retired workers
received health care benefits through their former employers' programs. 12 These
benefit programs cost an estimated $25 billion per year. However, the most striking
feature of these programs is not their total, but their wide variation across compa-
nies. They are a major expense for some older companies, mostly heavily unionized
with early, contractual retirement ages. Retiree benefits have taken on added impor-
tance in recent years because of both the increased frequency of early retirement
and a newly implemented accounting standard that now requires companies to show
future post-retirement health costs on balance sheets as liabilities; in the past, such
obligations were normally not recognized on official accounts until paid.13

Post-retirement health insurance is a fairly common employee benefit among
large companies. Among current retirees with health insurance from companies
with more than 1,000 employees, 90 percent receive it from their former employers.
Of all full-time participants in health plans of medium and large companies in 1991,
45 percent were promised continued benefits in retirement, fully or partially fi-
nanced by the employer, down from 56 percent in 1986. Small companies promise
post-retirement benefits to only 15 percent of full-time workers participating in a
company health plan. This rate parallels the lower rate of coverage for current
workers. Employees in companies with retiree health coverage retire an average of

rent employees per hour worked-paid leave and shift pay are included in supplements, rather
than wages, and the cost of retiree medical benefits is excluded.

'oDepartment of Labor (1993). Most of the decline in coverage appears to reflect decisions of
workers not to participate since there is little change in the proportion of employers offering
a health care plan.

11 Sullivan and others (1992).12 The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 required employers to con-
tinue health care benefits for retired workers for up to 18 months, but the workers can be
changed all of the premium at the group rate.

"5The Employee Benefit Research Institute estimated the unfunded liability for private firms
at $240 billion in 1988.
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two years earlier than do workers in companies without retiree coverage; whether
the retiree health benefits cause or reflect the earlier retirement is unknown.14

Until recently, the benefit package offered retirees resembled that for current em-
ployees at the same company, and employers paid a similar share of the cost. This
situation is beginning to change, however, with the new accounting treatment of fu-
ture retiree costs. Greater awareness of the future implications has led many com-
panies to scale back the benefits and increase the share of the premium paid by re-
tirees.

Information on the costs of retiree health programs is limited because many com-
panies include retirees in the same insurance group as employees. For companies
that separate costs for retirees from those for active workers, costs averaged about
$2,500 per retiree in 1991.15 The costs also depend on the age structure of the re-
tiree population since most programs are coordinated with provisions of Medicare.
For example, the cost to employers of a 65-year-old drops to only about 25 percent
of a 64-year old, but rises steadily in later years. 18 Many companies also have a
length-of-service requirement similar to that of their pension program. For compa-
nies that offer retiree benefits, the costs average about 15 percent of total health
care, but reach 20 percent for a few companies with an older work force.

Variation in Health Care Costs by Industry
Unlike standard employment taxes such as that for social security, costs for em-

ployment-based health care vary dramatically among companies and industries as
a share of compensation. This variation results because the proportion of workers
covered by insurance differs, because health care costs per worker do not vary sys-
tematically with wages, and because the cost of insurance differs based on work
force age, use of health care, and local costs of care.

Many Americans favor a system of insurance in which rates would not vary
among individuals on the basis of their expected health care costs-community rat-
ing-presumably because they believe that most of the variation in the need for
health care is beyond the control of the individual, or at least beyond practicable
influence. However, while health care costs may not be controllable, they are pre-
dictable on the basis of demographic and geographic characteristics. Insurance com-
panies are forced to reflect these differences in setting their premiums to prevent
their competitors from picking off the low cost groups. Most large companies now
do not buy insurance but self-insure, hiring insurance companies or others simply
to process claims. In both cases, companies face substantially different costs for
health coverage depending on the characteristics of their work force. As health care
costs rise, companies have increased incentives to use factors related to expected
health care costs to discriminate in hiring. Their capacity to do so legally is sharply
constrained by legislated prohibitions against basing hiring decisions on age, sex,
race, or disability status.

Some of this variation is evident in figure 7 which shows employer costs for health
insurance per full-time-equivalent employee (FTE) by major industry groups. The
costs vary from a high of $6,000 per FTE in communications to $800 in retail trade
and even less in some service industries.1 7 In part, the differences are due to vari-
ations in the proportion of workers covered by insurance. The costs per insured
worker are shown in figure 8 where the differences are still very large. They reflect
differences in the number of retirees per active worker, the average age of the work
force, regional variations in health care costs and specific industry health effects.
Variations across firms are undoubtedly even larger as some of the sources of diver-
sit are largely lost in industry averages.

To illustrate more clearly the effects of age and other factors on insurance pie-
miums, we obtained the rating factors used by two health insurance companies A
and B. A is a small national insurance company. B is a regional Blue Cross/Blue
Shield company. In both cases premiums vary substantially among different groups
of the population.

Premiums rise particularly sharply with age. The premium for males aged 45 to
50 is twice that of 20 to 29 year-olds, and more than four times higher for workers
aged 60 to 64. The differences for women are muted, particularly if maternity bene-
fits are included,"; as they are under most plans today and probably would be under
all plausible national plans. Both companies also charge substantially higher pre-

14Companies that provide retiree health care benefits are also more likely to provide pensionprograms. (Foster-Higgins, 1991)
1fFoster-Higis (1991).

1 Warshawsky (1992).
1Further detail is provided in table 7.
"8The degree of adjustment for maternity benefits differs radically between the two compa-

nies.



miums for small groups, as much as 25 percent more for groups of 10 or fewer peo-
ple, but rates vary little for groups of 25 or more. The national company makes
striking adjustments for geographical differences, with high-cost areas facing pre-
miums three times those charged low-cost areas. Even for the regional company,
rates differed within one state among counties by as much as 40 percent. Both com-
panies also made significant adjustments for some high-risk industries.

Because these characteristics are easily identified and strongly associated with
health care costs, devising effective schemes for community rating within a system
of multiple competing insurance companies is difficult. Discrimination pays. It is
naive to think that, if given the chance, insurers and roviders will forebear from
seeking low-cost groups. While community rating may be a desirable goal, it is dif-
ficult to implement within a system of competing insurance companies or health
providers. In fact, the number of discriminatory Factors incorporated in insurance
premiums has been increasing over time.

International Comparisons
The U.S. health care system is far more costly than that of any other country.

Measured of a share of GDP, U.S. health care spending is one-third higher than
that of the closest country, Canada, and more than twice that of Japan and the
United Kingdom (table 4). The disparities on a per capita basis are even more pro-
nounced. Using purchasing power exchange rates, U.S. spending is twice the aver-
age of the other G-7 countries, and 50 percent higher than Canada (table 5). The
differences have widened. In 1960 U.S. spending as a sharc of gross domestic prod-
uct was actually below Canada's and only a shade higher than that of Germany,
Sweden, and Switzerland. Health care spending is positively associated with per
capita income, but U.S. health expenditures are about one-fourth higher than the
statistical relationship between income and health care spending can explain.

High expenditures in the United States result from both high prices and high use
of medical services. US physicians earn more relative to the average worker than
physicians in other countries, 5.4 times the average wage compared to 2 to 4 times
in other large OECD countries. The fees charged for common medical procedures are
also much higher in the United States. Surgery and high-technology diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures are more common as well as more expensive than elsewhere.
But the United States has only an average number of physicians per capita, fewer
hospital beds than average and a below-average hospital bed occupancy rate. Hos-
pital stays in the United States are the shortest and most costly in the world. The
latter and perhaps the former are traceable to the lavish use of costly therapeutic
and diagnostic equipment and high levels of staffing per patient.

Many people conclude that the large per capita U.S. health care expenditures
must be misallocated because they are not associated with superior health out-
comes. The U.S. infant mortality rate is higher than average and life expectancy at
birth only average. This seeming paradox reflects a variety of factors. Much health
care spending is devoted to speeding cures and reducing disabling side effects of ill-
ness-factors that are not easily captured in the international comparisons. Prices
of health care services are higher in the United States, even when compared with
average incomes, than they are elsewhere, making it necessary to spend more to
buy the same quantity of services. Primary care and community medicine are rel-
atively neglected in the United States. Certain health hazards, notably violence,
lower U.S. average life expectancy.

Finally, the United States finances most acute care health spending through ex-
plicit and implicit taxes on employment. This method of payment underlies the con-
cern that increased health care spending adds to the cost of producing American
products, and, thereby, hobbles U.S. international competitiveness. While health
care is financed largely out of employment-based contributions, the United States
does not stand out in terms of the proportion of employment costs devoted to wage
supplements (table 6). At 17 percent of compensation, U.S. wage supplements are
well above those in Canada, which uses general taxes to finance health care and
limits employment-based taxes to the financing of retirement income. On the other
hand, employment taxes to finance general government programs and wage supple-
ments are higher in many countries than in the United States. In France and Ger-
many, for example, wage supplements stood at 28 and 19 percent of compensation,
respectively in 1991.

II1. HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND AMERICAN COMPETITIVENESS

The economic effects of increases in the cost of employer-provided health insur-
ance are surprisingly complex and controversial. They can best be understood by
clearly distinguishing between two issues. The first is who pays for health care,
workers or their employers. Most economists argue that workers will bear the ulti-
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mate incidence, reasoning from prior studies of the incidence of general employment
taxes. Empirical studies find that the quantity of labor supplied varies little with
changes in the real wage, although the response of married women is greater than
that of men and single women. Thus, workers will not avoid a tax by withdrawing
from the work force. The demand for labor, on the other hand, is often found to be
quite sensitive to its cost because companies have more options for avoiding in-
creased labor expenses. They may choose to adopt more capital-intensive production
methods or to shift production facilities overseas; and consumers may shift their
spending away from those labor-intensive products with the largest price increases.
Because the quantity of labor demanded is far more elastic or sensitive to changes
in employment costs than is the supply of labor, most economists hold that the bur-
den of general employment taxes is largely born by labor in the form of lower
wages. 1#

There is considerable empirical support for the above view of the ultimate inci-
dence of employment taxes, but studies of the tradeoff between fringe benefits (e.g.
health insurance and pensions) and wages reach more mixed conclusions. The early
studies found a positive association higher wages are associated with higher bene-
fits. 20 These studies were severely flawed, however, by the difficulty of accounting
for differences in workers' skills. The demand for these benefits rises sharply with
income, partly because the value of the tax benefits from personal income tax exclu-
sion of fringe benefits rises with income and marginal tax rates. Thus, one would
expect high-skill, high-wage workers to receive more of their compensation in the
form of fringe benefits than low-wage workers do. In any empirical comparison of
wages and fringes among individual workers it is difficult to adjust for all the other
determinants of differences in basic wage payments.

Several recent studies have used innovative methods of resolving some of the data
problems and they find an inverse relationship between wages ang some fringe ben-
efit costs. 2 1 Furthermore, in a 1991 study Woodbury and Huang found that the de-
mand for employer-provided health and pension benefits is sensitive to both the
level of workers' incomes and relative costs, and it is strongly motivated by the pro-
grams' preferential tax treatment. They conclude that a large portion, about 80per-
cent, of an increase in the cost of health insurance is passed backward in the form
of lower wages. In a recent summary of evidence on this issue, Krueger reaches a
similar conclusion.

22

Even if workers do bear the ultimate burden of paying for their health care in
the form of lower wages, there is still a second issue of the mechanism by which
the adjustment occurs. This issue has been only an infrequently explored issue of
empirical research; but it is of considerable importance in the present context. It can
be illustrated by two extreme views of the adjustment process. In the first instance,
the adjustment of wages occurs in nominal terms: a direct backward shifting of the
costs of all fringe benefits through lower take-home wages. On this view employer-
financed health care spending has no effect on product prices or, therefore, on the
ability of U.S. exporters to compete abroad or of U.S.-based companies to compete
against imports.

On the second view, employer health insurance payments are viewed as similar
to a general employment tax that initially leaves money wages unchanged. Employ-
ers try to pass the increased labor costs forward in higher prices. Because they re-
sult in higher prices, costs of health care may affect the competitiveness of Amer-
ican products in global markets.

In both cases, workers pay for most of their own health care. In the first, they
pay directly in lower nominal wages. In the second, nominal wages are unchanged,
but prices rise, thereby cutting real wages. Contrary to views widely held in the
business community, health .outlays have little effect on total trade flows even in
the second case; but the price effects may alter the composition of trade, putting
some companies and industries at a disadvantage. The two cases also can be distin-
guished in terms of their assumptions about the response of monetary policy which
would have to accommodate the price increases in the second case. Without such
accommodation, the effort to pass a large increase in employment costs forward into
prices would lead to higher interest rates, reduced demand, and unemployment.

iSBurtless (1986) and Hamermesh (1993). There are wide differences in estimates of the elas-
ticities of labor supply and demand, but average values would be 0.1-0.2 for labor supply and
0.5 to 0.8 for labor demand.20 Smith and Ehrenberg (1983).

2 In particular, Gruber and Krueger (1991) found evidence of lower money wages in states
with high worker compensations costs, and Gruber (1992a) found that wages declined for af-
fected workers in states that mandated maternity benefits. Montgomery, Shaw and Benedict
(1990) found an inverse relationship between pension costs and money wages.

22 Krueger (1993).



Lower Nominal Wages
We begin with a view of labor markets as highly competitive and atomistic:

* Individual employers and employees can negotiate freely over the terms of the
compensation package, and employers base their hiring decisions on a compari-
son of the cost of the total compensation package relative to the productivity
or value to the company of the individual worker-they are indifferent about
its composition.

* Workers understand the value of every element of the compensation package
they receive.

* The premium employers pay for health insurance for each worker is the actual
expected value of the insured health care services for that worker-and for the
worker's family if they are included in the plan.

* Employers can offer health insurance to some workers, but not to others with-
out having to pay anything extra for this selectivity.

* The supply of labor does not vary with total compensation. This assumption
matches closely, but not perfectly, with empirical estimates of labor supply.23

Under these conditions, employers would determine exactly how much in total
compensation they would pay to each individual worker. Workers would decide
whether the value of insurance, allowing for the tax advantages and lower group
premium, was high enough for them to choose to receive part of their compensation
in employer-financed insurance. If so, the employer would include these workers in
the company insurance plan. If workers chose to remain outside the plan, their
wages would be higher by the exact amount the employer saved by not having to
pay the premium. Since wages would be reduced by exactly the cost of whatever
plan the employee chose, the choice of plan would have no effect on compensation
costs of workers individually or in the aggregate.

The exclusion of employer-financed health insurance from personal income tax
would shift demand to health insurance from other goods, but employees would pay
the full cost of this insurance in reduced wages. Similarly, increases in the costs of
existing fringe benefit programs would be shifted backward onto workers in the
form of lower take-home pay. For the same reasons, health insurance would have
no effect on commodity prices. The ability of individual companies or of the U.S.
economy as a whole to compete with foreigners would be substantially unchanged.

While this model is relevant to some situations, such as the compensation of top
executives, it has some problems as a description of wage determination for the av-
erage worker. Many, perhaps most, workers have a poor understanding of the total
cost of their compensation package. Furthermore, most companies set their benefit
packages unilaterally, perhaps with the preferences of their average employee in
mind; and employees are faced with a take-it or leave-it choice. Since health insur-
ance premiums are averaged over the employee group, the cost of insurance for indi-
vidual workers is not known, and wages for individual workers cannot be adjusted
for variations in insurance costs. Although individual workers 'value health insur-
ance differently and would not buy identical coverage, most plans permit little or
no variation. Nor is it easy to explain within such a model why employers would
subsidize a large portion of family insurance coverage in addition to that of the indi-
vidual without adjusting wage rates. Accordingly, the cost of health insurance may
bear little relation to the value individual workers attach to coverage: it will be too
much for some and too little for others.2 4

Finally, health insurance costs change often and by unpredictable amounts. As a
result, even if workers initially chose an optimal compensation package, the burden
of unforeseen adjustments in premiums fa s on employers at least until wages can
adjust. This period may be short or long, depending on the duratc, of labor con-
tracts and on whether workers are in abundant or short supply.

Higher Prices
Under the alternative perspective, increases in health insurance costs add to the

cost of total compensation. Companies pass those costs forward in higher prices.

2 3Gruber and Krueger (1991) provide a clear presentation of the basic conceptual model as
well as empirical evidence that the costs of the workers' compensation program are shifted back
onto workers.24 Experience-rated and self-insured companies do bear the actual cost of health insurance per
worker, but they also do not vary other elements of compensation on a worker-by-worker basis
to offset the expected costs of health insurance. "Cafeteria plans," where the employer provides
a fixed budget for fringe benefits and allows each worker to choose the specific mix, does provide
a means of more direct tradeoff between alternative benefits; but such plans still cover a rel-
atively small number of workers.



This interpretation is supported by evidence on the reaction to past increases in the
employer portion of employment taxes, such as those for SocialSecurity and Medi-
care. Direct backward shifting of increased health insurance costs may be inhibited
by minimum wage legislation, existing labor contracts, and informal taboos against
wage reductions. Where explicit agreements or practices assign most of the cost of
health care to employers, most of any unanticipated increases in health care costs
will be reflected in total compensation costs, at least temporarily.

Past studies indicate that increases in the employer portion of general employ-
ment taxes are initially reflected largely in higher unit labor costs that are then
passed forward in higher prices to consumers, rather than being passed backward
in lower nominal wage rates. 2 5 Companies can pass higher employment costs for-
ward in higher prices with little loss of sales when competitors have experienced
parallel increases in costs. That is not the end of the story, however, as subsequent
reactions of employers to the higher real compensation, adoption of more capital-in-
tensive techniques, ultimately leads to a shifting of a larger portion of the burden
of employment taxes backward onto workers in the form of a lower real w) ge.

Under the first model the cost of benefits is passed directly back to ./orkers in
lower nominal wages. In the second, workers still pay, because price increases re-
duce real wages. The mechanism by which workers bear the burden of employer-
financed health care differs. The end result is almost the same in the aggregate.
But the effects for individual companies and workers can be quite different under
the two views. Unfortunately, while numerous studies have investigated the issue
of who ultimately pays for fringe benefits, very few have attempted to distinguish
between nominal and real wage adjustments.

The fact that the return to capital has not declined in the United States and other
industrial countries despite large increases in employment taxes and other fringe
benefits in past decades further supports the view that labor pays for employer-fi-
nanced fringe benefits. The increased share of nonfinancial corporate GDP devoted
to wage supplements has been reflected in a decline in the share of income going
to wages, not capital (figure 9). It is hourly compensation, not wages, that closely
follows changes in labor productivity (figure 10). Instead, the debate over the inci-
dence of employment taxes has centered around the mechanism by which the bur-
dens fall on labor-by price increases that erode the purchasing power of wages, or
directly through lower (or less rapidly growing) money wages. Few have alleged that
much of the burden of employer-financed fringe benefits falls on capital income.

Employer-provided health insurance differs from a general wage tax in several
important respects, however. Health insurance coverage confers a direct benefit to
covered workers. Unlike a pure tax, payment of the insurance premium is linked
to benefits workers receive. 26 Thus, while health insurance certainly adds to the
cost of employment, reducing the demand for labor, there is an offsetting increase
in the supply of labor to the extent that workers value the insurance. Even if some
workers do not value the insurance at the full cost to the employer, this feature in-
creases the portion of the cost increase that is ultimately reflected in lower real
wages. It is also an important mitigating factor reducing the magnitude of employ-
ment loss for an increase in health care costs relative to an increase in a pure em-
ployment tax.

Furthermore, not all companies provide health insurance; and even among those
that do, the costs of insurance vary sharply across industries and differ based on
the demographic characteristics of their work forces, and local patterns of medical
practice. Thus, the cost of health insurance is not a uniform tax, and one cannot
so easily assume, at least in the short run, that the costs are passed forward into
prices. Companies that experience large increases in health insurance costs when
domestic competitors do not face a nasty choice. They can seek give-backs from
labor, thereby risking strikes or damage to workers' morale, or accepting reduced
profits. Or they can boost prices anyway, risking loss of market share. The lack of
uniformity suggests that a larger portion of health care costs would have to be offset
directly through lower nominal wages or reduced profits than in the case of a gen-
eral employment tax. Companies with below-average costs would enjoy a cor-
responding advantage. Thus, health care costs can be of legitimate interest to busi-
nesses in their quest for profits, even if health insurance costs on the average are
shifted forward in higher prices (or backward in lower wages). Also, workers have

2sRobert Gordon (1977).
"This argument has been made regarding social security taxes. In that case, however, the

benefit the worker receives as well as taxes are linked to earnings (Burkhauser and Turner,
1986). Thus, the Medicare tax is probably a more relevant example of a general wage tax. See
Summers (1989) for a useful discussion of the distinctions between a pure wage tax, voluntary
benefit programs, and mandated benefits.
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significantly greater options for avoiding the incidence of the tax if they attach little
or no value to health insurance.

In practice, rather than observing variation in the mix of compensation packages
offered individual workers within a given company, the disparities emerge in the
combinations of fringe benefits and wages offered by different companies. It is easier
and more socially acceptable to adopt employment practices that differentiate
among workers by age and other indicators of insurance cost among, rather than
within, companies. Differences in worker preferences for fringe benefits are then re-
flected in their choice of employers. Current labor markets are rife with "clientele
effects." Workers with weak "taste's for health insurance" are attracted to compa-
nies that offer relatively generous cash wages but no health coverage. Such workers
include some who are young and healthy, spouses or other dependents of insured
workers, and those with relatively strong tastes for the things other than health in-
surance that money can buy. It is not surprising that larger companies that provide
health insurance blame the current system of financing insurance through employ-
ment-based plans for creating a highly unlevel playing field.

The tendency for companies with and without health insurance to compete in the
same market intensifies the pressures on companies that provide insurance plans
to devise payment systems that force workers who receive the benefit to pay directly
for such insurance and to eliminate the cross-subsidies implicit in current arrange-
ments. It is reflected in the growth of cafeteria-plan benefit programs, outsourcing
to small companies without health insurance, and the increased use of part-time
labor.

The automobile industry is a particularly pertinent example of these pressures.
The work force in that industry is represented by a strong union that has main-
tained higher wages than those received by workers with similar characteristics
elsewhere in the economy. 2 7 The industry also provides generous health care bene-
fits. However, new foreign-owned plants have sought out younger workers with
lower health care costs, and a substantial portion of the automobile parts industry
offers no health insurance. Faced with these competitive pressures, auto companies
seek to shift a larger share of health care costs backward in the form of lower
wages. The union resists any such adjustment. Both sides find the issue divisive
and wish it would go away. It is, however, naive and misleading to cite such statis-
tics as the cost of health insurance per car as a measure of the effect of health in-
surance on the price of automobiles.

Aggregate Effects on Trade
Health care costs can affect trade flows directly only by adding to total employ-

ment costs. If fringe benefit costs are shifted backward in nominal terms, health in-
surance costs have no major implications for trade.

Even if health insurance costs boost prices, the effects on aggregate trade flows
will be very small. Under flexible exchange rates, differences among countries in
rates of average price change for tradable goods, regardless of their source, are
quickly offset by changes in nominal exchange rates. Thus changes in the average
price level have few implications for the overall trade balance regardless of their
source.

While exchange rates may change for a variety of reasons, the most fundamental
determinant is the pressure of identical products to sell at similar-prices in a given
market. Thus, an increase in the average price level in excess of a country's trading
partners, normally is quickly reflected in the nominal exchange rate. While econo-
mists generally reject the extreme view that purchasing power parity rigidly deter-
mines nominal exchange rates, they agree that price changes are the most impor-
tant factor.

The link between nominal exchange rates and relative rates of price change are
illustrated for four countries in figure 11. Germany and Japan have been low-infla-
tion countries, Italy a high-inflation country. U.S. price inflation is close to the aver-
age of its trading partners. 28 The correlation between changes in the nominal ex-
change rate and relative prices is particularly close for the two countries, Germany
and Italy, whose inflation rates have deviated widely from the average of their trad-
ing partners. The exchange rates of the United States and Japan reflect relative
p*ces over the long term, but also indicate the importance of additional factors. The
U.S. real exchange rate rose sharply in the early 1980s when the collapse of domes-

27 Summers and Katz (1989).
28 The nominal exchange rates are trade-weighted averages using data from 15 industrial

countries, and the price indexes are relative wholesale prices exclusive of food and fuel. Both
measures are compiled and published by Morgan-Guaranty Trust.



tic saving and strong investment demands drove up interest rates and the exchange
rate to facilitate foreign borrowing. 29

Under flexible exchange rates, it is a mistake to believe that a country's aggregate
trade flows are determined by changes in the price level. Instead, a country's net
trade balance will largely reflect the balance between domestic saving and domestic
investment. Simply put, domestic real interest rates will be higher in countries with
low saving relative to investment than in countries with saving surpluses. The high-
er interest rates will attract foreign financial capital, driving up the exchange rate.
The high real exchange rate will, in turn, reduce exports and raise imports.

Variations in domestic rates of spending on health care will affect this process
only to the extent that they alter domestic saving or investment. It is possible to
argue that increases in public sector health care spending will translate into larger
budget deficits, thus reducing national saving. These costs to "competitiveness,"
however, would result from any increase in government outlays that is not financed
through tax receipts. There is nothing special about health care.

Composition of Trade
Variations in the distribution across industries in the increase of health care costs

can change the composition of trade. Adjustments of the exchange rate will only off-
set changes in the average price of tradable goods. Since an increase in health care
costs will push up prices of some companies more-and others less-than average,
the effects on trade flows for particular industries and companies will vary. The ex-
tent of this variation will depend on the size of the change in health insurance costs,
the level of employee compensation, the share of production cost represented by em-
ployee compensation, the elasticity of demand for each exported or import-competing
good, and the elasticity of supply of imports and of foreign-produced goods that com-
pete abroad with U.S. exports.30

The potential importance of such effects is illustrated in table 7, which provides
a comparison of the industrial distribution of health insurance costs relative to wage
costs with the industrial distribution of exports and imports. Heath care costs are
significantly higher in those industries, such as manufacturing that are engaged in
trade. Nonetheless, among the tradable goods industries, we could not find any asso-
ciation between the magnitude of health care costs and the extent of exposure to
trade.3 1 It is important to remember, however, that an industry's sales include a
large component of materials purchased from other industries, and the diversity of
those material inputs results in a substantial smoothing of differences in the health
care content of different products.

The table does not reveal many of the most important trade effects, because the
sectors are broad and contain companies with widely varying health insurance expe-
rience. Manufacturing, for example, includes not only the auto industry, but also
Kodak and Xerox, two companies that have vig6r6iisly and successfully worked to-
gether in Rochester to hold down the level and growth of health care spending.

If one company's export prices (stated in foreign currency) rise because health
care costs increase proportionately more than the exchange value of ,he U.S. dollar
falls, it is likely to lose export sales. If an import-competing company must raise
domestic prices because of rising health costs by more than decreases in the ex-
change value of the dollar boost import prices, it will likely lose sales to imports.
The corollary of these losses, however, is that other industries or companies-those
that raise prices proportionately less than the fall in the exchange value of the dol-
lar-enjoy increased exports or face decreased competition from imports.

The preceding review leads to several qualitative conclusions.

Conclusion 1. In the long-run, the cost of employer-financed health insurance is
largely offset by lower real wage rates or other fringe benefits paid to work-
ers.

Conclusion 2. In the short run, unanticipated increases in employer-financed health
insurance cost will boost nominal compensation costs per worker and cause
a rise in prices or a drop in profits or both.

29Citations to the literature on exchange rate determination and the role of relative price lev-
els is provided in Bosworth (1993).

Aijhe ful story is even more complicated. Within limits, companies can substitute capital,
labor, and purchased inputs for one another in production. Similarly, consumers can substitute
one consumption good for another in consumption. Thus the effects depend on the degree to
which these substitutions can occur for different goods-the elasticities of substitution in pro-
duction and consumption.

"1Trade exposure was measured as the ratio of exports plus imports to domestic shipments.



Conclusion 3. The level of a nation's spending on health care will not affect its inter-
national competitive position, whether financed by government, business or
individuals, unless it affects the balance of national saving and investment.

Conclusion 4. The rapid increase in health care costs in the United States undoubt-
edly added to the federal government deficit, thereby contributing to some-ag-
gregate deterioration in the U.S. trade balance. These effects on trade, how-
ever, in no way differ from the effects caused by a host of other, more impor-
tant determinants of saving.

Conclusion 5. Apart from these macroeconomic effects, changes in health care costs
can alter the composition of trade. Variations in costs across industries hinder
the international competitive position of some U.S. companies and help the
international competitive position of others; and the effects are offsetting.

IV. Health Reform and Its Effects on Business
Extending access to the uninsured and reducing costs have been the central

themes of health care reform. How those reforms are achieved will have a major
effect on business, if for no other reason than the importance of employer-based fi-
nancing within the current system. Politically, the constituency for cost reduction

-has been relatively limited because most Americans believe despite the arguments
of the prior section, that their employer pays for their health care. The issue of cost
containment has taken on greater importance, however, as advocates of extending
insurance coverage recognized that they would be unable to expand access without
providing some form of public subsidy to small firms and low-income individuals.
Reluctant to propose new taxes, they have sought to finance the added payments
through savings on the cost for the currently insured.
A th ird issue, of equal or greater importance for business, will attract increasing

attention as the debate proceeds. Most reform proposals call for equalization of
health insurance premium for all individuals and families regardless of expected
health care costs--community rating. Community rating will have major effects on
the distribution of health care costs among companies and industries, creating both
winners and losers from health reform. To the extent that these changes in costs
become reflected in prices, they will cause a realignment of relative prices and thus
alter the composition of traded goods and services.

These three issues-increased access, cost reduction, and community rating-are
central features of President Clinton's health plan but must be addressed in any fu-
ture reform. Because it provides a useful basis for discussion, we provide a brief
summary of the Clinton plan before examining the above three issues in greater de-
tail.

The Clinton Plan
President Clinton has proposed a plan based on the requirement that employers

pay for most of the cost of health insurance for most of their employees. His plan
as several key elements:

" All legal U.S. residents, other than the elderly or employees of companies with
more than 5,000 employees, would be required to buy insurance from regional
health alliances. Companies with more than 5,000 employees would be per-
mitted to form health alliances of their own.

" The states would be required to approve health plans that meet certain regu-
latory standards, including at least one plan that assures free choice of physi-
cians. The alliances would act as the point of purchase for health insurance and
pay "risk-rated" premiums to hospitals, physicians, and other providers. The al-
iances would be the conduit for subsidies to small businesses and households,

tasks that would require the alliances to review business accounts and verify
household income.

* Employers would be required to pay 80 percent of the average insurance pre-
mium in an alliance area for each of four community-rated family types: single
persons, single parents and their children, childless couples, and couples with
children. These payments would be capped at 7.9 percent of total payroll.

" Employees would be responsible for the balance of the premium; but employers
would be permitted to pay the employees' share as a fringe benefit. Exclusion
from personal income tax of employer-financed premiums would continue for ten
years.

* Various explicit subsidies would be paid to employers with fewer than 75 em-
ployees and average wage payments below $24,000 annually per worker and to
households with incomes below 150 percent of poverty.

" Regional health alliances would administer tight limits on the rate at which
premiums for health insurance can increase annually. These limits would be de-
signed to achieve spending targets established nationally and allocated to each



regional alliance by a national health board. Real growth of private-health
care spending would be drastically curtailed, falling to zero six years following
enactment.
Long-term growth of spending would be set annually by Congress on rec-
ommendation of the National Health Board. If Congress fails to act, the spend-
ing limit, set in statute, would hold growth to the growth of health care outlays
to the growth of gross domestic product.

Enactment and full implementation of the Clinton program as proposed is doubt-
ful. Accordingly, the following discussion also considers some options that may
emerge in a less comprehensive reform.

Access
A broad consensus is emerging that health care reform should assure universal

financial access to care. Despite some administrative problems, achieving near uni-
versal coverage is technically quite easy. Finding a way to pay for it is very difficult.
Plans to achieve universal coverage fall into three basic categories.

Employer Mandates would achieve universal coverage by requiring employers
to pay for most of the cost of health insurance for all employees and their fami-
lies; but, as we have seen, employees will actually pay most of the costs. Other
devices will be used to cover those not connected to the work force.

Individual Mandates would achieve universal coverage by requiring each un-
related individual or family to carry health insurance. To make such insurance
affordable, subsidies would be provided to low-income households.

National Health Insurance plans would require the government (or state gov-
ernments under federal guidelines) to pay for the health care of the population.
The plan would be financed by added taxes.

All three of these options entail administrative problems. Replacing the current
system with government-sponsored insurance would be disruptive. Anindividual
mandate would require techniques to compel the -participation of reluctant house-
holds, particularly those who do not pay taxes, claim welfare, or collect food stamps.
An individual mandate is enforceable only if accompanied by subsidies to enable the
poor to afford coverage. Assuring that subsidies go to the eligible but not to the in-
eligible is always a costly administrative headache. Enforcing an employer mandate
would raise a host of enforcement problems particularly regarding new and small
companies, part-time workers, job changers, and members of families with two or
more earners. And since people in households without a member in the labor force
can be covered only by an individual mandate or government sponsored insurance,
employer-mandate plans are bedeviled not only by their own complexities but also
by those of at least one of the other two approaches. 3 2 While vexing, these problems
are solvable, as other countries have demonstrated.

Surprisingly, universal coverage is also relatively inexpensive. The uninsured,
now including approximately 15 percent of the population, already consume signifi-
cant amounts of care, financed through cross-subsidies collected from the insured.
Furthermore, the uninsured as a group are younger than the rest of the population
and therefore are likely to consume less care per person than the insured. On the
other hand, some of the uninsured and under-insured no doubt harbor untreated
chronic illnesses. "Catch-up" in the treatment of these conditions might boost spend-
ing for a time. No solid estimates are available of how much universal coverage will
boost acute care spending. If approximations that place the per capita cost of univer-
sal coverage at no more than half of average per capita expenditures on the insured
are correct, a one-time increase in total spending of roughly 5 to 8 percent would
result from universal coverage. This increase can be compared with annual growth
of real per capita health care spending since 1990 of 6 percent.

The issue of who should pay, however, is far more controversial. Because almost
all of the disabled and the elderly are already covered by government programs,
workers and their families constitute most of the uninsured. An employer mandate
would increase the number of insured workers in the private sector by 26 percent
(table 3). Most currently uninsured workers are employed in small firms whose own-
ers have strongly resisted such a mandate even with large subsidy payments by gov-

32 The Clinton proposal actually links all three approaches to universal coverage: an employer
mandate for most households; an individual mandate for most nonelderly households with no
member in the labor force; and government-sponsored acute care insurance for the elderly and
disabled (Medicare) and government-sponsored long-term care coverage for the poor (Medicaid).
Much of the complexity critics have found in the Clinton plan flows from the simple fact that
it employs all three of the available methods of achieving universal coverage instead of relying
on one or even two of them.



ernment. Thus, the costs of expanded coverage tend to be pushed into the public
sector. Some of those subsidies would be paid for workers who already have insur-
ance, further raising the budget costs. The government would also need to provide
subsidies to assure coverage for those who are not employed. In the Clinton plan
subsidies to employers and households add nearly $90 billion annually to the Fed-
eral budget by the end of the decade.33

An expansion of coverage through an employment mandate would also have some
effects on the structure of business. Those businesses, predominantly small firms,
that cater to employees with a low preference for health insurance would lose some
of their competitive advantage. However, these effects would be muted by the provi-
sion of a public subsidy. Furthermore, under the Clinton plan, small companies
would gain an ability to attract workers because they could provide them with
health insurance at significantly lower costs than can large companies. 34 Businesses
in the tradable goods industries would be relatively unaffected because, with a few
exceptions, workers in these industries already have health insurance. They would
experience some gains from reduced costs of uncompensated care. Uninsured work-
ers are most common in retail trade and the service sectors.

The competitive effects would depend to some extent on the method of implement-
ing the mandate. At present, 15 percent of workers have health insurance provided
through their spouse. If workers are only required to show that they have insur-
ance, there would still be a category of workers seeking jobs that do not provide in-
surance. However, if, as under the Clinton program, each job must contribute a
share of the household's insurance costs, there would be a much larger redistribu-
tion of health insurance costs among employers.
Cost Containment

Adjusted for general inflation, per capita health care spending has been rising for
the past two decades at a 4.5 percent rate, compared to 1.5 percent for GDP per
capita. The Administration proposes to eliminate this differential by the end of the
decade. This is an extraordinarily ambitious goal, but it is critical to the Clinton
plan because the Administration proposes to use those savings to finance the sub-
sidies required to achieve universal coverage and additional benefits promised to the
currently insured. Projected expenditure caps, based on this target, are used to de-
velop estimates of the program's cost.

The Administration has proposed to control growth in total costs through tight
limits on the rate of increase in insurance premiums. However, very little has been
said about how insurance companies are expected to allocate payments to providers
so as to stay within those limits. They are specifically prevented from cutting ele-
ments of the basic insurance package.

The reasonableness of the Administration's projections depends, as indicated in
the introduction, upon the source of the rapid cost increases. The program reflects
the view that the increases are due to growing waste and inefficiency, including un-
necessary treatments. If this view is accurate, costs can be dramatically reduced
without loss of medical benefit. Alternatively, if the increases reflect technological
advances that expand the ability of the medical profession to respond to catastrophic
illnesses, cost savings of the magnitude envisioned by the Administration could only
be achieved through reductions in access to beneficial care, an outcome the Adminis-
tration opposes. In either case, the speed with which the savings are to be realized
seems highly questionable.

33A full analysis of the effects of reforming health care financing on the international competi-
tiveness of companies and industries requires several steps. (1) Calculate how reform changes
the cost to a company of a given set of health benefits. (2) Calculate the change in the cost of
inputs purchased from other companies attributable to health care reform. (3) Based on initial
exchange rates, calculate how these price changes will affect exports (for export industries) and
imports (for industries subject to import competition). (4) Calculate by how much the exchange
rate must change to reestablish a trade balance consistent with the balance between domestic
saving and investment. (5) Industry by industry, and company by company, calculate whether
the combination of changes in own-company costs, changes in costs of purchased inputs, and
changes in exchange rates affects capacities to sell abroad and resist import competition domes-
tically.

Even after performing these five analytical steps, one ideally would want to know how compa-
nies would alter the health insurance packages they offer, how such changes would affect total
compensation, and whether monetary and fiscal authorities would alter policies because of
health reform.34 Companies with fewer than seventy-five employees are eligible for subsidies if average earn-
ings are leas than $24,000 annually. Large companies are not eligible for such subsidies. Thus,
large companies have strong incentives to create subsidiaries that employ only low wage work-
ers. This incentive led one observer to remark archly that the Clinton plan would be very good
for small business formation.



If the cost control targets cannot be met, but the timetable for universal coverage
is sustained, much of the incremental cost of universal coverage spills over into the
public sector. If health care cost increases outpace the rise in incomes, an increasing
proportion of businesses would be subject to the limitation on their payments to 7.9
percent of payroll. The government would finance the excess. The size of subsidies
payable to households whose income is less than 150 percent of official poverty
thresholds would increase. Reform greatly expands the government's exposure to
unanticipated cost increases. Such cost increases, if not foreseen, could easily spill
over into an increased budget deficit, higher interest rates, an appreciation of the
exchange rate, and a larger trade deficit. This is the most important means through
which health reform might influence aggregate trade flows.
Community Rating

One major objective of health care reform, in addition to covering the uninsured,
is community-rating in which premiums do not vary with expected health care costs.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield originally used community rating, but commercial insurers
entered the market and began to set premiums based on predictable risk character-
istics. The BC/BS plans had to match commercial rates to avoid being left with the
high-cost residual. Rates now vary based on numerous characteristics-including
age, sex, region, industry of employment, and preexisting conditions-that are indic-
ative of future costs. Insurance firms charge small groups, less than 10, about 25
percent more than large groups largely because of concerns about adverse selection.
The health care system of the United States is unique in the extent to which it re-
lies on experience rating to price health insurance to individuals and groups.

The extreme form of this approach is self-insurance, the practice now employed
by most medium and large companies. Under this arrangement the company pays
the actual costs of care consumed by its employees plus a charge for administration
by an insurance company or other agent. Self-insurance became appealing after the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 exempted self-insured plans from
state regulation and, in particular, from state-mandated benefits. Currently, more
than half of insured workers are covered by self-insured plans.

The current reliance on experience rating is incompatible with a commitment to
universal coverage: the commitment is meaningless without specifying the terms on
which the coverage will be available. The usual argument of economists that experi-
ence-rating improves efficiency by relating price niore closely to cost loses much of
its appeal when it is remembered that individuals are combined into groups through
their employment. Furthermore, much of the predictable component relates to char-
acteristics over which individuals have no control, and which are illegal-to use as
a basis for pricing in other economic transactions.

It is not surprising that community-rating has substantial public support on the
basis of equity arguments. What is less evident is that the shift from experience-
rating to community-rating will result in a very large reallocation of health care
costs among employers. It may also prove to be far more difficult to implement a
system of community rating than its advocates currently anticipate.

We shall use the data on employer payments for health insurance at the level of
two-digit SIC industries shown in table 7 to illustrate some of these points. Column
2 shows the health insurance expenditures per full-time-equivalent worker (FTE) in
1992. The numbers in column 2 vary enormously for at least four reasons.

* The proportion of workers for whose insurance employers pay differs widely
among companies and industries.

* The range of benefits varies widely among companies and industries.
* The cost of a given set of benefits differs among companies and industries based

on the riskiness of the activity, the age and other demographic characteristics
of the labor force, and the location of the industry (since health costs vary re-
gionally).

* The ratio of retirees for whom employers provide benefits to active workers dif-
fers among companies and industries.36

Despite these qualifications, the numbers in column 2 indicate roughly the burden
of current health care benefits. As noted earlier, most of the burden falls on work-
ers. In the case of retiree benefits, which are more or less a fixed liability of the
company that is independent of employment, the burden probably falls on share-

35Data do not exist that would allow us to adjust for variations in the proportion of current
employees who' are covered by insurance at the level of industry detail shown in the table. Infor-
mation on retiree health insurance costs at the level of individual industries is also very limited.
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holders. 36 But a sudden equalization of costs or a move in that direction will ini-
tially accrue as a change in costs to businesses, and these windfall gains and losses
may last for some time (if responsibility for retiree benefits is shifted from compa-
nies, shareholders are likely to experience a one-time permanent increase in share
values).

Column 4 shows the cost per FTE of a system in which coverage is expanded to
all workers, and employers pay 80 percent of the insurance premium. 37 The cost for
current employees is assumed to be uniform across all plans. It is assumed that the
net cost of providing insurance for the 26 percent of the private work force currently
uninsured would be-half that of an insured worker. It was calculated at the level
of the total private economy after excluding the cost of retirees. The costs vary
among industries only because of differences in the costs of retiree health insur-
ance.38 In contrast, the employer cost under President Clinton's plan will not be uni-
form for at least five reasons.

* Some companies would receive subsidies under the Clinton plan.
* Some companies would form their own company health alliances.
* The Clinton plan, at least initially, would not eliminate regional variations in

health costs.39

* Many companies now offer benefits beyond those in the Clinton benefit package
and payments beyond 80 percent of total insurance cost. While companies would
not be required to continue offering such benefits, some almost certainly would
do so.

* The costs of retiree benefits would initially remain with companies. While the
Clinton plan would shift these costs to regional alliances completely by the end
of four years, we think it unlikely that this proposal will survive.

Column 5 shows the change in health costs per FTE between the current system
(column 2) and the extreme version of community rating (column 3). The differences
are expressed as a percent of wages in column 6. It is obvious that there would be
very large changes in the industrial distribution of health care costs under such a
system. The largest gainers would be in mining and manufacturing, while retail
trade and most service industries would pay substantially more.

Column 7 shows the share of trade-imports plus exports--to total industry sales
for each industry. The trade-weighted percentage change in health expenditures per
FTE is -28 percent,40 indicating that companies in traded goods industries sectors
would experience on the average a drop in direct health care costs from a complete
equalization of health care spending per worker. As emphasized earlier, this per-
centage change in health insurance per FTE does not correspond to the effect of the
Clinton reform.

These estimates of changes in health care costs are far from the types of measures
required to infer the effects of reform on international competitiveness. There are
the previously discussed ambiguities about the extent of backward-shifting of the
costs through adjustment of nominal wages. Furthermore, a change in the exchange
rate would be expected to neutralize the effects of any change in the average price
of tradables. Thus, only companies with larger falls in prices would gain a competi-
tive advantage. Companies with smaller falls in prices or price increases would suf-
fer a loss of international competitiveness. A company may experience reduced
health care outlays from reform, but suffer a loss of competitiveness if the costs of
its major suppliers are increased. Perhaps more importantly, a company may experi-
ence increased costs from reform, but enjoy increased competitiveness if reform re-
duces public spending, lowers the deficit, increases national saving, leads to lower
real interest rates, and causes a decline in the exchange value of the dollar.

The Administration plan rests on competition among approved health plans. Each
plan would receive a risk-adjusted capitation payment for every enrollee. Such a
system creates strong incentives for providers to select patients whose costs will be

3 This point is of some significance, as retiree benefits are independent, within, some range,
of current employment, in contrast, benefits for current workers vary with employment. Eco-
nomic analysis suggests that fixed costs have less effect on current pricing decisions than do
variable costs, although both costs must eventually be covered if the business is to survive.

"7The 80 percent is close to the average of current practice.
"5The estimates of retiree costs are very approximate. We used estimates from Lewin-VHI

on costs at the level of the major industrial sectors, and assigned those costs to the underlying
two-digit industries as a common share of their health care spending.39In 1990, per capits health care spending varied from an estimated $1,726 in Idaho to $3,031
in Massachusetts. The average for the United States was $2,425 per capita. (Families USA,
1990)

40 We calculate the trade-weighted change in health care costs per FTE by multiplying the
percentage change in FTE costs (column 4) by the each industry's share of total trade.



less than their capitation payment, and to keep out or eject patients whose costs
are expected to exceed their capitation payment.

Providers can influence individuals' choice of a specific plan in many subtle and
not-so-subtle ways. Patients with long and established relationships with physi-
cians, presumably because of health problems, are less willing to switch to newly
created health maintenance organizations, thereby contributing to risk selection.
It is extremely doubtful that any system of risk-adjustment on the basis of identifi-
able and socially acceptable characteristics could completely control selection bias.
This is particularly true with hospitals where the high level of fixed costs and joint
costs makes it very difficult to accurately measure the costs of individual treatment.

If states are given authority to draw boundaries defining regional health alliances
and the alliances have the powers proposed by President Clinton, one can con-
fidently predict fierce battles at the state level over just how the boundaries should
be drawn among health alliances. Low-cost areas, such as the suburbs, are certain
to try to exclude the high cost communities, especially inner cities.

Concerns about selection bias have been a major factor limiting capitation ar-
rangements between insurance companies and providers tinder the present system.
Whether community rating and competing, capitated health plans can co-exist re-
mains in doubt. Until these doubts are resolved, it is not possible to know whether
uniform insurance premiums require a monopoly on the provision of insurance.

CONCLUSION

We endorse the consensus among economists that the costs of health care are
borne principally by workers. This conclusion does not mean that rising health care
costs are or should be of little concern to individual companies. Companies that suc-
ceed in controlling growth of health care spending achieve a cost advantage over
companies that do not. This advantage, like the discovery of ways to produce more
efficiently, generates a surplus that can be used to "buy" better workers with higher
wages or other fringe benefits, or "buy" increased market share at home or abroad
with lower prices, more research, or increased advertising. Thus, each company be-
haves rationally when it tries to control health care spending and treats rising costs
as a serious problem. The effort to hold down health care costs, like the effort to
hold down production costs, arises from the competitive engine that underlies the
productivity of market capitalism.

But the advantages that individual companies can gain from efficient operation
do not translate into increased competitiveness for U.S. companies as a group. If one
company succeeds in selling more abroad, the value of the U.S. dollar is increased.
As a result, other companies will have a harder time selling abroad or competing
against imports.

The largest potential gainers from controlling the growth of health care spending
are U.S. workers. To the extent that Americans consume health care that provides
few benefits or none at all, to the extent that administrative costs of health insur-
ance and providers are needlessly high, and to the extent that health care is ineffi-
ciently produced, U.S. households could achieve an increase in welfare from reform
of health care financing and delivery.

In the process of achieving such reforms, individual companies will find their com-
petitive positions improved or damaged. We conclude with this paradox: health care
reform matters very little for the competitive position of the United States as a
whole, but it matters considerably for individual companies. Some companies should
care about reform because their international competitiveness will improve. Some
should care about reform because their international competitiveness will decline.
For all companies, including those that face foreign competition neither at home nor
abroad, health care reform carries the promise of slowing and rendering predictable
a cost they can neither predict nor control.

4 1Newhouse (1993).
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Figure 1. National Health Expenditures by Type
Perornt of GDP. 1960-1991
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Figure 5. Hourty Compensation, 1960-1992
1992 Prices
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Figure 9. Income Shares W'dhin Non-Fnancial Corporations
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Table 1. Sources of ][nurance Coverage, 1992
Persora

n illio.nsl Percent

An persons 251.4 100.0
Uninsured 35.4 14.1
Insured 216.0 85.9

sources at buutran

Employer coverage 139.9 55.6
On own job 67.6 26.9
As dependent 72.3 28.8

Retiee coverage 10.2 4.0
Non-group coverage 31.3 12.4
Medicaid 27.1 10.8
Medicare 32.9 13.1
Military 9.9 3.9

Addenda:
Multiple insurance coverage 35.2 %4.0

Source: Tabulated from the 1992 Ou'renw Populadon Survey by Lain-VH.
Includes person with multiple covmsge.

Table 2. Employment Status of Uninsured Persons, 1992
Pron (in miIllions)

ReAndymp to fami,, head Uetwl"ed
All nersonr Had moure Child Otler IJndwfu"

Tou population 251.4 120.4 70.6 23.3 37.1

Uninsured persons 35.4 12.4 8.6 7.7 6.7
Neidbr bead nor 7.1 2.1 1.1 2.6 1.2 -

spouse worked
Head or spouse worked 28.3 10.2 7.4 5.1 .5

Pul dne 22.0 8.0 6.1 4.1 3.s
Pan ime 6.3 2.3 1.3 1.0 1.7

Scum: Tabulated b.has 1992 OAneA Populaton Survey by L me,-VMO.
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Table 3. Health Insurance Coveesu of Workers. 1992
AMsWOm WrinWWWWe**ad,4/atfrfi / lsu biw , b~ wf w,' Wsaasi wwdwv"

AMl workers 117.4 57.6 14.7 27.7

Age ofworker
Under 19 13.5 .0 52i 39.2
19-4 13.9 38.3 16.4 45.3
25 -44 65.3 62.3 14.2 23.345-64 33.1 62.1 14.4 23-565. 3.6 25.1 6.7 68.2

Sanus otworkor
Ful-time 96.1 67.2 10.8 22.0
Pan-,-me 21.3 14.2 32.3 53.5

Number of
employees in firm

0.9 22.9 23.1 23.6 53.3
10.24 10.1 45.5 18.4 36.125 .99 14.8 56.9 14.5 28.6
300 -499 16.5 68.1 12.5 19.4500.999 6.5 72.5 12.1 15.4
10004 44.6 74.4 10.3 15.3

Class of worker
Private 3S.8 59.4 14.1 26.5
Government 18.5 73.2 1.9 14.9
Salt-employed 12.7 23.5 23.4 53.1

Avorqeweeky -
camaogs of worker

Self-employment loss 0.6 8.9 27.8 63.3
$1 -5149 14.8 10.7 30.8 58.5
St50S249 17.1 34.7 19.5 45.8
S250 1.399 24.8 59.9 13.9 26.2
S300 - 599 23.1 74.A 11.0 14.6
S600. 799 15.0 30. 8.7 11.2

_ soo* 17.1 81.5 69 116
SON=e : TbWsd arom the 1992 Curua Papulsson Survey by LM&, VH3.
eor uls ch of theme dssrausm., Se dai wM repaed as act sed. Th figvre fa r gs m nopasle aery &M

Megary am m siom ip WWIly in dii table.

'NIL
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Table 4. Total health expenditures as a share of GDP In G7 countries
Percent

average annual chanSe
COunM- 19Md 198L 1991 M&W.91 1Q$-9g

United States 5.3 10.5 13.4 0.26 0.48
Canada 5.S 8.5 10.0 0.15 0.25
France 4.2 8.5 9.1 0.16 0.10
Oemany 4.8 8.7 8.5 0.12 -0.03
Italy 3.6 7.0 8.3 0.15 0.22
Japan 3.0 6.6 6.6 0.12 0.00
United Kingdom 3.9 6.0 6.6 0.09 0.10
Seme: 'OE Health Dat: Compemive Amlysis of Haakh Syn as' dlkm. 1993.

Table . Per capita health expenditures In G7 countries, purchasing power parity
1985 U.S. dollar

awrag annual growth rates
Country 1960 1985 199) 10-91 1985.91

United Sttes 517 1,711 2,297 4.93 5.03
Canada 375 1,244 1,536 4.65 3.57
France 257 1.083 1.313 5.40 3.26
Germany 336 1,175 1,327 4.53 2.05
Italy 175 814 1,126 6.18 5.55
Japan 93 792 1.016 8.02 4.24
United Kintdom 271 684 856 3.78 3.83
Sourme: *OECHmh Data: Ceopiemive Awlysis of Het Systenms disks. 1993.
Each mcoty's expenditures wer ,djustd!fr germal infaton with the mutary's ODP price deflaim, and were then converted to U.S. doUs
ang 1915 valhm o lpsdasinpON"PaMn,.

Table 6. Wage supplements as a share of total compensation in G7 countries
Percent

Country 1980 1985 1991
United States 16.6 16.9 17.3
Canada 8.5 9.8 10.7
France 26.1 27.9 27.8
Germany 17.9 18.8 18.8
Italy 26.6 26.8 NA
Japan 11.0 13.0 14.3
United Kingdom 13.5 13.5 12.2
Sour : 'OECD National Aecowns: volume 1', 1993.
Wage supplements include employer payments for both public and private social insurance and employer
payments for pnvate pension. health, and welfare proums. Total compensation includes wale supplements
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL F. HOGAN

President Clinton's health reform proposal, the Health Security Act, would fun-
damentally reshape the United States health care system. The Health Security Act
specifies that all Americans have access to comprehensive health insurance coverage
and defines the roles of employers, governments, and individuals in financing this
coverage. The Act also redefines the role of insurers in providing coverage to all
Americans while attempting to realign the provider incentives that have contributed
to the rapid rate of growth in health spending in the United States. Moreover, it
would attempt to place limits on the growth in health spending through a combina-
tion of price competition and premium growth limits over time.

The Health Security Act is likely to have a favorable impact on the underlying
cost structure of several industries which compete in international markets. Most
of the U.S. employers who engage in international trade now provide insurance to
their workforce and their dependents as well as their retirees. The cost of providing
this coverage has been inflated because much of the care received by uninsured per-
sons is actually paid by insuring companies through "cost sniting"--shifting the
costs of uncompensated care to insured patients-and by providing coverage for
working dependent spouses and/or working retirees whose employer does not offer
insurance. The Act would retrieve employers of the cost of care for uninsured per-
sons by eliminating uncompensated care costs through universal coverage and by
requiring all employers to insure their own employees.

In this analysis, we estimate the potential savings to firms competing in inter-
national markets resulting from these reforms. These estimates reflect the impact
of cost shifting savings by industry atid the savings resulting from spending con-
trols. Our estimates also reflect any offsetting increase in costs for part time work-
ers now excluded from coverage, improvements in coverage resulting from a federal
minimum benefits standard, and the effects of community rating of premiums.

We also offer a qualitative assessment of the implications of these savings the
competitiveness of the U.S. economy. To the extent that health care reform results
in the ability to provide health care more efficiently, the U.S. economy will clearly
gain. However, our estimates suggest that there will be both winners and losers at
the industry level, and the net effect on competitiveness is likely to be small.

OVERVIEW OF THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT

Major features of the plan are outlined in the following box.

OVERVIEW
* In general, all persons not covered under Medicare obtain coverage

through a program of Health Alliances

* Medicaid recipients participate in Health Alliances
* Employers must contribute to coverage for workers and dependents
* Non-workers must purchase coverage
* Premium subsidies provided for low-income persons and certain

employers

* Prescription drug coverage under Medicare
• Expanded long-term care coverage
* Controls on overall health spending

The major elements of the Act that affect employers, and are included the esti-
mates below, are:

* Employer Premium Contribution Requirement
* Inter-Employer Equity Provisions
* Employer Premium Subsidies
* Retiree Health Benefits
* The Corporate Alliance Option
* The Impact of Community Rating on Employers
* Constraints on Premium Growth

These are discussed in detail in our complete paper.
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DATA AND METHODS USED

In this analysis, we estimated thg potential impact of the Health Security Act on
expenditures for employers using the Lewin-VHI Health Benefits Simulation Model
(IIBSM). HBSM is a microsimulation model of health expenditures which permits
us to estimate the impact of health reform alternatives on aggregate health spend-
ing and on expenditures for major payers for health care. HBSM is designed to
produce estimates of program impacts by source of payment, including:

* Number of workers and dependents affected
" Cost to employers
* Impact on firms that do not now insure
" Number of firms affected
• Uncompensated care cost shift savings
• Tax savings (corporate deductions for health benefits, if applicable)

MODEL AND DATA
* Health Benefits Simulation Model (HBSM)

- Household data base
- Statistical match with employer data base
- Updated and projected to 1998

* Household data fde - 1987 National Medical Expenditures Survey
(NMES)
- Source of insurance
- Health services utilization
- Health expenditures by source of payment and type of service
- Family income/employment data
- Employment characteristics
- Age/sex/family composition

* Statistical match with 1991 Healtk Insurance Association of American
(HIAA) Survey of Employers (3,000frms)
- Charactistics of health plan (if offered)
- Covered workers; family; individual
- Non-covered workers
- Employee characteristics (category, age, full-time, part-time)

The microsimulation approach enables us to develop aggregated estimates of pro-
gram impacts while also providing information on the distribution of these effects
across socioeconomic groups. Because the model is based upon a representative sam-
ple of the population, it produces aggregate estimates of the impact of policy propos-
als on total number of persons affected, aggregate health spending, and program
costs. However, because the model develops these estimates based upon analyses
performed on an individual-by-individual basis, the model also provides estimates
of the impact of these policies on various socioeconomic groups.

The model is discussed in greater detail in our paper.

IMPACT ON PRIVATE EMPLOYERS

We develop estimates of health spending by industry using HBSM together with
detailed employment and insurance coverage data obtained from the Bureau of the
Census. HBSM currently produces estimates of the impact of reform on private em-
ployers by firm size and by major industry categories (single digit level).

We estimated the impact of reform by industry using pooled CPS data (described
in detail in our complete paper.) The change in employer spending was estimated
for each individual in the following steps:

* Newly Covered Persons-Newly covered persons were estimated from the CPS
data using the coverage information provided in the CPS file. The cost of cov-
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erage will be estimated based upon HBSM estimates of the per capita cost of
the minimum benefits plan by age and sex.

* Coverage Upgrade-We estimated the impact of requirements to upgrade cov-
erage to the minimum standard using the HBSM assigned to each individual
in the'CPS. These data permit us to identify persons in plans which would be
required to upgrade either benefits or the employer premium contribution.

We also estimate cost shift savings. This includes:

" Uncompensated/Undercompensated Care Cost Shift-Premiums in firms
that now offer insurance were adjusted to reflect reduced cost shifting due to
reductions in hospital uncompensated care costs and improvements in reim-
bursement under public plans.

" Spousal and Retiree Coverage Savings-We estimated the savings associated
with requiring dependent spouses to take coverage on their own job directly
from the CPS data by shifting the cost of coverage for affected persons to their
own industry.

In the absence of reform, private employers will spend-about $254.2 billion on
health care in 1998 (Table 1). This includes the employer share of spending for
workers and dependents ($226.2 billion) and retiree health benefits ($28.0 billion).
Employers' spending would increase by $28.9 billion under health reform. Aggregate
health spending in firms that now offer insurance would decrease by about 0.4 bil-
lion while health spending by firms that do not now provide insurance will be $29.3
billion.

The cost to employers for health services required under the program for workers
and dependents would be $230.7 billion in 1998. However, employers are likely to
provide supplemental benefits and/or premium contributions for workers and de-
pendents in many of the workplaces that now provide benefits in excess of the uni-
form benefits standard specified in the Act. We estimate the value of these supple-
mental benefits to be $19.4 billion in 1998. We estimated the amount of these sup-
plements based upon the assumption that in workplaces with negotiated labor
agreements, employers will supplement both benefits and premium contributions in
cases where the employer now provides benefits in excess of standards required
under the Act. We assume that firms in non-unionized workplaces will also continue
supplemental benefits only in instances where their spending for health benefits is
reduced under the Act:

" Benefits-Employers will continue to cover any benefits that they now cover
which are not covered under the uniform benefits plan (i.e., adult dental, eye-
glasses, etc.).

* remium contribution-The dollar amount of the employee premium con-
tribution is not allowed to increase above the current amount. Thus, if the over-
all premium increases under the plan, the employer pays the full amount of the
premium increase.

Employers will also provide retiree benefits althou h the cost of these benefits
will be reduced under the early retiree provisions of the plan. The Federal govern-
ment will pay 80 percent of the cost of the premium in the Regional Alliance for
early retirees (age 55 through 65) leaving the employer to pay only the retiree's
share (20 percent) of the premium. This will reduce private employer expenses for
retiree coverage from $28.0 billion under current policy to about $20.2 billion.

Employer premium payments would increase by an additional $45.2 billion be-
cause employers would be required under the Act to participate in the community
rated Alliance pools that include higher than average cost populations. As discussed
above, workers and dependents in the Regional Alliance will be pooled with higher
cost groups such as early retirees. This raises the community rated premiums above
the average ccst of covering workers and dependents. Thus, a portion of the pre-
mium paid by employers will be used to subsidize care provided to other high cost
populations. In addition, the Corporate Alliance payroll tax would add about $6.7
billion to employer health spending.

These costs will be offset by premium subsidies in the amount of $39.1 billion.
As discussed above, employer premium payments are capped not to exceed a speci-
fied percentage of payroll which varies with firm size and average payroll. Of this
$39.1 billion in subsidies, about 46 percent would go to firms that now offer insur-
ance while the remainder would go to firms that do not now provide insurance.

Impact on Employers by Firm Size and Industry in 1998
The impact of reform on employers will vary substantially by firm size. This re-

flects current differences in levels of coverage across employers and variations in
premium subsidy levels by firm size. Smaller firms that now offer insurance will

77-124 0 - 94 - 3
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tend to see a reduction in health spending due to the higher level of premium sub-
sidies provided to these groups. For example, insuring firms with less than ten
workers save an average of about $868 per worker under reform (Table 2). Em-
ployee costs generally increase in higher firm size groups with an average increase
of about $280 per worker among insuring firms with 5,000 or more workers.

Among firms that do not now offer insurance, employer spending would increase
by about $1,908 per worker. The increase in spending per worker would be lowest
among the very small firms (under ten workers) because these firms would receive
the deepest subsidies under the program.

IMPACT ON EMI'IA)YERS9 BY INDUSTRY

The impact of the Health Security Act will vary across industries due to dif-
ferences in existing levels of coverage. Firms that now provide comprehensive cov-
erage to most of their employees will generally see savings under the act due to re-
duced cost shifting and premium growth limits under the Act. Firms that now pro-
vide little or no coverage will typically pay more due to the minimum coverage and
benefits requirements under the Act. Thus, industries with high coverage rates will
tend to benefit from the Act while other lower cost industries will typically see an
increase in employer health benefits costs under the Act. This will have implications
for industries engaged in international trade because most of these industries al-
ready provide comprehensive insurance coverage for their workers.

Aggregate private employer health spending in 1998 would increase by about
$28.9 billion under the Act. This includes the cost of covering uninsured workers
and upgrading to the minimum benefits standard offset by savings due to managed
care, administrative simplification and reduced cost shifting. This estimate also in-
cludes savings to employer retiree health benefits programs. Most of this increase
in employer costs will occur in the retail trade and services industries where cov-
erage levels are lowest. However, although aggre ate private employer costs will
generally increase health expenditures will actually decline in certain industries
such as manufacturing, transportation, and wholesale trade.

Costs will generally be reduced among firms that now offer insurance in most in-
dustries. Expenditures for insuring firms decline in industries such as construction,
manufacturing, transportation, and wholesale trade and finance. Some of these in-
dustries are saving largely due to the requirement that working spouses take cov-
erage on their own job while others save because they include many small firms
that qualify for subsidies. In general, expenditures will increase in industries where
there are large numbers of ineligible workers in existing plans such as in the retail
trade and services industries under the plan.
Tradable Goods Industries

We are particularly interested in the impact of the Health Security Act on produc-
ers of goods which are potentially tradable in international markets. These tradable
industries include manufacturing, mining and agriculture.

Overall, tradable industries will benefits under the Act. Employer health spending
in tradable industries would be reduced by about $1.1 billion in 1998 (Table 4). Em-
ployer health spending would be reduced by about $5.2 billion in the manufacturing
industry and about $0.8 billion in the mining industry. This reflects the fact that
theses industries currently provide comprehensive coverage to most workers and
will benefit from reduced cost-shifting under the Act. However, health spending in
the agriculture industry will actually increase by about $4.9 billion under the Act
due to the fact that few employers in this industry now provide insurance.

Total employer spending for tradable industries would be about $82.9 billion in
1998 under current policy (Table 5). Under the Health Security Act, employer
spending in firms that now provide insurance would be reduced by about $6.3 bil-
lion. About half of these savings would be in health benefits for retirees. (A detailed
analysis of the changes in employer health spending for firms that now provide in-
surance is provided in Appendix. A of the complete paper.) Employer health spend-
ing for firms that do not now provide insurance would increase by about $5.2 billion
for firms in the tradable industries. Most of this increase would be in the agri-
culture industry. As discussed above, overall health spending in the tradable indus-
tries would be reduced by $1.1 billion under the Health Security Act.
Manufacturing

Manufacturing is the largest of the tradable industry groups. Employer health
spending in the manufacturing industry will be about $73 billion in 1998 under cur-
rent policy (Table 6). This includes spending for workers and dependents of $63.3
billion and spending for retiree benefits of about $9.3 billion. Overall, manufacturing
will account for about 29 percent of total private sector health spending in 1998.



Under the Health Security Act, employer health spending in the manufacturing
industry would be reduced by about $5.2 billion for firms that now provide insur-
ance. (A detailed analysis of the impact of the Act on manufacturing firms that now
provide insurance is presented in Appendix A.) Among manufacturing firms that do
not now provide insurance, total health spending will increase by about $3.1 billion.
Overall, employer health spending in the manufacturing industry would be reduced
by about $2.1 billion in 1998.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

For our purposes, an increase (or decrease) in the competitiveness of U.S. indus-
tries is defined as an increase (or decrease) in the level of output firms in the indus-
tries are willing to supply at a given price, holding other factors, including the
prices of competing foreign firms and exchange rates, constant. That is, it is an in-
crease in the efficiency of production. This is, we believe, the sense in which the
issue of the effect of health care reform on competitiveness is raised. Initially, firms
may lower prices relative to competitors in an effort to expand output. However, an
increase (or decrease) in "competitiveness" sets into motion factors affecting trade
and monetary flows, and exchange rates, such that there is a tendency toward pur-
chasing power parity and an international version of the Law of One Price for a
given tradable good. That is, if the firms in two or more countries are producing
the same tradable product, the effective price I of each of the two countries' prod-
ucts, in domestic currency, will tend toward equality.2 However, as a result of an
increase in the "competitiveness" of the industry, output for that industry has ex-
panded.

In assessing the effect of health care reform on the competitiveness of U.S. indus-
try, it is perhaps useful to distinguish factors that affect the real costs of the health
care system, under health care reform, from the financing or distribution of those
costs by industry.3 It is the first which, to a first approximation, will affect the effi-
ciency or competitiveness of the U.S. economy as a whole. How health care is fi-
nanced-who pays the costs-will have distribution affects among industries, with
both "winners and "losers," but the net effects on the competitiveness of U.S. indus-
try are likely to be modest. If the total costs of providing a given amount and qual-
ity of health care are likely to be lower, the net effects are likely to be positive.
Hence, we briefly discuss the potential effects of health care reform on the efficiency
of the health care system. We then address the effects on firms in particular indus-
tries.

If, as a result of health care reform, there is an increase in the efficiency with
which a given a amount of health care can be produced and delivered, there is a

otential dividend as resources released from the health sector flow into other areas.
nder one set of assumptions, it is estimated that total health care expenditures

under the Health Security Act will be about $57 billion less by the year 2000 than
would occur in the absence of reform.4 These net savings are due to efficiencies as
the result of a shift towards managed care, and savings in administrative costs
through simplification and standardization. However, the single greatest component
of savings is through "cost-containment." These savings will, presumably, arise
through the incentives for greater efficiency provided by the discipline of premium
caps, and through the competition. Caps on expenditures will presumably be met
through the elimination of inefficient and wasteful practices and procedures. Note
that estimated costs to private employers will be about $28.9 billion higher in 1996
and $16.0 billion higher in 2000.

These savings in expenditures potentially represent, in the longer term, real re-
sources-labor and capital-that will leave (or not enter) the health care industry.
Released from the health care industry, these resources may migrate to other U.S.
industries, allowing an expansion of output in these industries and lower prices. It
is these resources that potentially represent the real savings to the economy from
health care reform.

1 The delivered" price, which may include transportation costs.
2 See, for example, Charles Kindolberger, International Economics, Richard Irwin, Inc. 1968,

pp. 474.
iThis statement may suggest that the total cost of health care is independent of the way in

which it is financed. Clearly, this is not the case. Prices, and the signals for efficient resource
allocation that they imply, are most important resource allocation. Rather before reviewing a
static estimate of health care -.overage costs by industry that are, presumably the result of the
incentives of the system, it is useful to consider the effect of resources absorbed by the health
sector to obtain the larger picture.4 See John Sheila, 'the Financial Impact of the Health Security Act," Lewin-VHI, Inc, presen-
tation dated January 6, 1994.



However, what constitutes "cost containment" and how it will be achieved in
practice is less clear, at this point. To the extent that "cost containment" becomes
a form of price controls, the reduction in nominal expenditures in the health sector
may not be due to greater realized efficiencies. Instead, one might anticipate the
typically observed adverse consequences of price controls-non-price rationing and
P uality deterioration. Additional resources may be expended by individuals and
irns in attempting to adapt to the price or expenditure controls, with any net sav-
ings to the economy greatly reduced, along with the welfare of the beneficiaries.

Individual firms provide health care to their employees as part of the total com-
pensation package-direct wages, pensions, and other fringe benefits. Our view of
the health benefit as part of the total compensation package is similar to that of
most economists. Firms attempt to attract and motivate qualified employees at the
lowest possible cost, hiring workers up to the point at which the cost of the addi-
tional worker is equal to the worker's expected contribution to the firm. Employees
respond to the "total compensation package," valuing both direct wages and benefits.
In principle, workers are willing to trade direct wages for additional benefits, such
as health care, and firms are willing to supply these tradeoffs. There is, in principle,
an "optimal" compensation package, for which the employee's value of an additional
dollar spent by the employer on (non-taxable) health benefits is just equal to the
value placed on an additional spent on direct (taxable) wages. In this view, the em-
ployee always "pays" for health benefits in terms of foregone cash wages.

Though the employee "pays" for health care costs, this does not mean that
changes in those costs will not affect efficiency, relative prices and industry output.
Consider, for example, an employer which provides a standard health benefits pack-
age and a money wage to employees. A decrease in the cost to the employer of pro-
viding the standard benefits package will lower the cost of labor. The firm will at-
tempt to hire additional labor, raising the money cash wage offered. If that firm or
industry, alone, enjoyed the lower cost of health benefits, the firm (or industry) will
be able to attract workers from other firms, or induce some new entrants into the
labor force, through offering a higher wage. Output and employment in that firm
or industry will expand. Money wages will rise, but by less than the amount of the
decline in the cost of health benefits.

If, on the other hand, all firms enjoy the same decline in the cost of the health
benefit package, all will attempt to hire more employees, expanding output and sub-
stituting the (now) less costly labor for other productive inputs. However, the supply
of labor to the economy as a whole is likely to be less elastic than the supply to
an individual firm or industry. Wages, in this example, will rise by almost all of
the decline in health costs in each industry, and output will expand relatively little.

Under the Health Security Act, all employers will be required to provide health
benefits to their employees. Some firms will experience an increase in health care
costs, and others will enjoy lower costs for the same, or better, benefits. Obviously,
those firms that will experience the largest increase in costs are those which do not
currently provide insurance. Most large employers, and employers in higher wage
industries, provide health insurance currently. Lower wage, and smaller firms are
less likely to provide insurance.

In those firms who do not offer insurance under the current system, employees
are less willing to accept lower cash wages in return for health benefits, at least
at the terms the employer is able to offer. Or, binding minimum wage constraints
may make the firm unable to offer the tradeoff at all. As shown in Table 5, firms
in retail trade, services, agriculture, and construction will experience the largest per
worker increases in health care costs. This does not necessarily mean, however, that
they will become a less attractive employer because of the lower cash wages they
are likely to offer. These firms may not offer insurance because it comes at a very
high price, relative to the prices faced by larger firms for comparable coverage,
under the current system. If so, health care reform that makes the tradeoff to em-
ployees at small firms more attractive by lowering the price may find employees
who willingly accept it. On the other hand, firms in manufacturing, mining, whole-
sale trade and transportation, communication and utilities will enjoy decreases in
costs fo,',, typically, the same coverage.

With the exception of agriculture, the industries experiencing the largest decrease
in per capita insurance costs are those in the tradable goods sector. According to
our estimates, the typical firm in manufacturing or mining will enjoy a decline in

5Henry Aaron and Barry Bosworth, "Health Care Financing and International Competitive-
ness," The Brookings Institution, draft dated December 2, 1993, provide a brief exposition of this
view, and review the relevant evidence.



the cost of labor, albeit a relatively modest one on average.6 Because labor has be-
come slightly less costly, these firms will have an incentive to'hire additional work-
ers, substitute labor for other resources, and expand output. These firms may reduce
product prices slightly, relative to foreign competitors, in order to increase sales.
However, as output (and exports) rise, increased output will tend to raise (marginal)
costs and this, perhaps coupled with an adjustment in the exchange rates, will re-
store equilibrium. Hence, based on our estimates of the magnitude of the reduction
in health care costs, we believe there will be modest effects on output.

Our estimates suggest a slight increase in per worker costs in agriculture. This
increase is due largely to the high proportion of employers who do not currently pro-
vide health insurance in the agricultural industry. To the extent that health care
reform lowers the price of insurance to small employers in that industry, and em-
ployees willingly trade lower wages for health benefits at the lower price the com-
petitiveness of the agriculture industry may not necessarily be reduced If, how-
ever, some employees are less willing to make that trade, employment and output
could be reduced.

Four other aspects of the Health Security Act that have implications for the com-
petitiveness of the U.S. economy are (1) community rating; (2) early retirement ben-
efits; (3) cost-sharing with spouse's employer; and (4) greater labor market mobility.

Community rating means that a health insurance plan must charge the same pre-
mium to beneficiaries, irrespective of differences in risk, or expected health costs,
of those employees. In contrast, current health insurance is typically experience
rated, or employers are self insured. In either case, the premium costs are more
likely to reflect the expected costs of insuring a group with particular risk character-
istics. With community rating, industries which, on average, employ a distribution
of workers with higher expected health costs are being subsidized by industries
which, on average, employ a less risky distribution. As our analysis has suggested,
this cross-subsidization results in income transfers, and allocation effects.

Under the Health Security Act, the government provides a major subsidy to the
insurance premiums of workers who retire early. As a consequence, we are likely
to observe an increase in the retirements for employees between ages 55 and 64.8
The likely effect of increased early retirements is to decrease the effective supply
of labor, increasing labor costs and reducing the competitiveness of U.S. industries,
particularly those in which older workers are important.

Under the current system, spouses of employed workers often accept jobs that
offer no health insurance coverage, or often decline coverage if offered, because they
are covered under the employed spouse's policy. Under the Health Security Act, em-
ployers would have to share the cost of such coverage. 9 The likely result is analo-
gous to firms which must offer coverage for the first time. The employee ultimately
pays for the "coverage" in reduced wages, except in this instance the spouse was
already covered. The reduced wages are a net loss to the two-worker family. A de-
cline in the labor force participation of spouses in those circumstances is not un-
likely. It is likely that employment, and output, will decline in industries that cur-
rently employ a large proportion of such workers.

Finally, universal coverage will increase the job mobility of workers. To the extent
that this improves the "job match" between the worker and the firm, economic effi-
ciency is enhanced.

In summary, health care reform may improve the overall competitiveness of the
U.S. economy to the extent that it increases the efficiency of the health care sector
itself. However, our estimates suggest that overall effects are likely to be modest,
and there is always a risk that "cost containment" may not achieve its goals. There
will be distribution effects across industries-winners and losers under health care
reform. Based on our estimates, the tradable goods sector, particularly manufactur-
ing and mining, are likely to experienced reduce health care costs.

3A portion of the cost savings per worker we estimate is due to savings in retirement costs.
This may overstate the relevant savings.
71 f exchange rates rise because of an increase in the demand for U.S. exports in other sectors,

the real price of U.S. agricultural goods may rise on foreign markets.8A recent study by Gruber and Madrian found that mandatory "continuation of coverage"
laws increased early retirement rates by 20%. See Jonathan Gruber and Brigette Madrian,
"Health insurance Availability and the Retirement Decision," National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, Working paper no. 4469, September 1993.9In fact, each employer pays somewhat more than 50%.
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TABLE I

THE IMPACT OF HEALTH REFORM ON PRIVATE EMPLOYER HEALTH SPENDING IN 1998
(IN BILLIONS)

Frm 1Tint Now Finm That Do AN Firm

- OmftrIumrome Net Now Offer
I I 25 M

SPENDING UNDER CURRENT POLICY
Workers and Dpndents $226.2 - $226.2
Retirees $28.0 -$28.0

Current Spending I $254.2 I V $254.2
SPRING UNDER REFORM ____

Service Costs for Worketrs and Dependents a/ $188.1 - ~ $42.6 - $230.7
Retiree Benefits $20.2 -. $20.2
Supplemental Benefits b/ $19.4 .- $19.4
Community Razing Cross Subsidy c/ $37.4 -- $7.8 S 45.2
Corporate Alliance Payroll Tax $6.7 - $6.7
Premium Subsidies d/ ($18.0)1- ($211- ($39.1)
Total $253.8 1 $29.3 $283.1

CHANGE IN EMPOYER COSTS
!Net Change 1 $0.41 $29.3F $28.91
a Includes the cost of care provided to workers and dependents. Reflects managed care and cost shift savings as

well as savings from the premium cap and the requirement that employers share the cost of family coverage in
two-worker families.

b Employers with unionized workplaces are assumed to continue existing coverage for services not covered under
the program (i.e.. dental and eyeglasses). The amount of the employee contribution for health benefits does not
increase above current levels. Employers in non-unionized workplaces are assumed to continue supplemental
benefits only if their costs are reduced under reform.

C The premiums paid by employers will generally exceed the actual cost of covering workers and dependents
under the plan due to pooling the relatively low cost working population with older, higher cost groups.

d The program provides a subsidy which caps employer spending at various percentages of payroll. The level of
subsidy vanes with firm size and average employee payroll.

Source. Lewin-VI-1 estimates using the Health Benefits Simulation Model (F{BSM).

TABLE 2
IMPACT OF THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT ON PRIVATE EMPLOYERS BY FIRM SIZE IN 199

I Nat ha I Health Spendlag
Fhin Fims That Now Insure Fbrm That Do Not Now AlD Firs

Sbe Towa TAm-cam PeugFr Toald AmgCanue Towal Am~ Change
I(1321o1.) Wwe Iw e Worker 0(DI~ms) I PoWorker I(ile.

PRIVATE EMPLOYERS BY FIRM SIZ
1.9 (S6.7)f ($868)~ $10.8 $1,543 $4.1 $276
10-24 $2.0ad $268j $8.1 $2,173 $10.1 ~ $900
25-99 ($3.5) ($378) ~ $3.8 $1.997 $0.3 I$28
I00999 $1.7 $102 ~ $2.7 $2,102 S4.4J $251
1.000-5.000 ($0.6) ($58) $3.9 $2.690 $3*3j $275
5,00U or More $6.71 $2801 -1 -1 $6.71I S280

ALL PRIVATE EMPOWYERS
All Finns 7 -5.41 ($5.0A $29.31 $1.908.01 $28.91 $319.0
a The KIAA data indicates the sarae of premium paid by employers in finms with 10 to 24 employees is 70

tees cosnprwd with 84 percent for finns with 10 or kwwve workers and an overall average amoug employers
of abouw 80 Fpe rei The cost of imeresial; premium c ou butions to 80 percet amounts for most of the
aaaeo io cowt for this firm siz group.

Source. Lswi-VHI estimma using the Health Seneflws Simulation Model (IIUSM).
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TABLE 3
NET CHANGE IN HEALTH SPENDING FOR PRIVATE FIRM IN SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES IN 1998

NET' CHANGE IN HE"TH SPEWING
Flnm That Now Insure Fbln= Than Do Not Now All Fims

Indtm~a Toed Aiwrage Toem Avea Cbmge Toa Avenge
(331am) m (33M) per Woke (33am ) COua Per

Worker -_ _Worker

Construction ($1.8) ($397) $3.4 $1.593 $1.6 S243

Manufacturing ($5.2) ($263) $3.1 $1!.726 ($2.1) ($96)
Trasportation, ($5.7) ($924) $1.4 $2,070 ($4.3) ($628)
Communicaton and
Utilities
Wholesale Trade ($1.9) ($561) $1.2 $2,136 ($0.7) ($177)
Retail Trade $10.1 $914 $7.0 $1,957 $17.1 $1.167

Services 5.8 $270 $9.2 $1,992 $15.0 $576

Finance ($0.7) (S117) $1.5 $2.050 $0.8 $127
Other ($1.0) (S306) $2.5 $1.978 $1.5 $334
Total Private ($0.4) ($5.0) $29.3 $1,98 $2&9 $319
Source: Lewi.VHI estimates using the Health Benefits Simulation Model (HBSM).

TABLE 4

IMPACT OF THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT ON TRADABLE INDUSTRIES IN 1998

Net Chainge in Spending
(inml loi) Change per Worker

All Tradables ($1,073) ($43)

Manufacturing ($2,063) ($96)

Mining ($847) ($997)

Agriculture $1,837 $301

Firms That Now Offer Insurance $6,313 $283)

Firms That Do Not Now Offer Insurance $5,240 $1,823

Source: Lewin-VHIl estimates using the Health Benefits Simulation Model (HBSM) and the March 1992

Current Population Survey Data.
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TABLES

THE IMPACT OF THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT ON HEALTH SPENDING FOR PRIVATE
- TRADABLES FIRMS IN 1999 (IN MILLIONS)

IFb s That Now Fkm That Do NotOffer l nc'aaoe Now Offer AD ~ruu
SPENDING UNDER CURRENT POLICY

Workers and Dependents $72.701 - $72.701
Retirees $10,261 - $10.261
Current Spending $82,962 -1 $82.962

SPENDING UNDER REFORM
Service Costs for Workers and Depndents a/ $57,9421 $11,206 $69,148
Retiree Benefits $7,47dJ - $7.470
Supplemental Benefits b/ S5,349 - $5.34
Community Rauing Cross Subsidy c/ $7,797 ($2,241) S5.556
Corporate Alliance Payroll Tax $2.760 - $2.760
Premium Subsidies d/ ($4,669) $3,725) ($8,394)
Total $76,649 $5,240 $81,889

CHANGE IN EMPLOYER COsta
Net Change 7 ($6,313)1 $5,2401 ($1,073)
a Includes the cost of care provided to workers and dependents. Reflects managed care and cost shift savings aswell as savings from the premium cap and the requirement that employers share the cost of family coverage in

two-worker families.
b Employers with umonized workplaces are assumed to continue existing coverage for services not covered under

the program (i.e., dental and eyeglasses). The amount of the employee contribution for health benefits does notincrease above current levels. Employers in non-unionized workplaces are assumed to continue supplemental
benefits only if their costs are reduced undeareform.

c The premiums paid by employers will generally exceed the actu,%l cost of covering workers and dependents
under the plan due to pooling the relatively low cost working population with older higher cost groups.d The program provides a subsidy which caps employer spending at various percentages of payroll. The level of
subsidy vanes with firm size and average employee payroll.

Source: Lewin-VHI estimate using the Health Benefits Simulation Model (HBSM).

TABLE 6
THE IMPACT OF THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT ON HEALTH SPENDING FOR PRIVATE

" MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN 1998 (IN MILLIONS)

Finns That Now Flm That Do
Offer Imamm Not Now Offer Al FIr=t

I UUmnee
SPENDING UNDER CURRENT POLICY

Workers and Depndents $63.326 - $63,326
Retirees $9,326 -1 $9,326
Current Spending $72,652 -- 1 $72,652

SPENDING UNDER REFORM
Service Costs for Workers and Dependents a/ $50,536 $6,115 $56.651
Retree Benefits $6.795 - $6,795
Supplemental Benefits b/ $5,349 - $5,349
Communty Rating Cross Subsidy c/ $5.966 ($674) $5,292
Corporate Alliance Payroll Tax $2,614 $2,614
Premium Subsidies d/ ($3,798) -$2,314) ($6,112)
Total $67,462 $3,127 $70,589

CHANGE IN EMPLOYER COSTS
Net Chane $5,190) $3,127 ($2.063)
a Includes the cost of cam nmvidsdt w,, -- A.,A D .... .. . .

Vvua~~uut x~ ,n, caea nd cost $rllt svings aswell as savings from the premium cap and the requirement that employers share the cost of family coverage in
two-worker families.

b Employers with unionized workplaces are assumed to continue existing coverage for services not covered under
the program (i.e.. dental and eyeglasses). The amount of the employee contribution for health benefits does not
increase above current levels. Employers in non-unionized workplaces are assumed to continue supplemental
benefits only if their costs are reduced under reform.

c The premiums paid by employers will generally exceed the actual cost of covering workers and dependents
under the plan due to pooling the relatively low cost working population with older higher cost groups.d The program provides a subsidy which caps employer spending at various percentages of payroll. The level of
subsidy vanes with firm size and average employee payroll.

Source: Lew.n-VH estimates using the Health Beinfits Simulation Model (HBSM).
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDITH RASELL

I am Edith Rasell, a health economist at the Economic Policy Institute. Thank you
for allowing me to testify today on the effects of health care reform on the competi-
tiveness of U.S. firms.

I will begin by reviewing some of the major factors that cause differences in firms'
health costs by industry and I will describe why businesses in the tradable goods
sector face particularly high costs. Second, I will discuss how the various compo-
nents of health care reform would affect firms' health costs, particularly firms in the
manufacturing sector. Third, I will discuss the issue of who pays for health insur-
ance received on the job and argue that health costs are a competitive disadvantage
for U.S. firms. Last, I will briefly describe how the reduction in manufacturers'
health costs under the Clinton health reform plan would affect net exports and in-
vestment in manufacturing.

The focus of this hearing is on competitiveness. Since 58 percent of America's
internationally traded goods and services are manufactured goods, competitiveness
is a particular concern of manufacturing firms. These remarks will focus on the ef-
fects of health care reform on the manufacturing sector.

MAJOR DETERMINANTS OF FIRMS' HEALTH COSTS

Under the current system, manufacturers' health costs are relatively high. In the
manufacturing sector in 1992, the employer cost of employee health benefits per
hour worked was 76 percent higher than in nonmanufacturing (Bureau of Labor
Statistics). Many of the reasons for these high costs are outlined below. Some of
these factors will be affected by proposed health care reforms and some will not.

1. Level of Coverage and Benefits Provided. Most manufacturing firms pro-
vide health insurance to employees. In 1991, 75 percent of manufacturing workers
received coverage from their own employer This is a higher rate of coverage than
in any other industry except mining. Also, there is anecdotal evidence that manufac-
turing workers have relatively comprehensive policies, another factor which drives
up costs.

2. Uncompensated Care. It is estimated that the hospital costs of private payers
are increased by 30 percent due to costs shifted from uncompensated care. The cost
shift from ambulatory services is probably of similar magnitude. Uncompensated
care increases all payers' costs by the same percentage. Thus, a firm with a rel-
atively high level of health costs experiences a cost increase of a greater absolute
amount due to uncompensated care than does a firm with lower health costs.

3. Experience Rating. Small firms often are experience rated. In addition, self-
insured firms including most manufacturers pay their actual health costs, not a
community-rated, average amount per person. So self-insured firms actually pay
costs as if they were experience rated. Thus health costs of small and self-insured
firms will often depend upon the health status of employees and their dependents.
I have not examined data on employee health status by industry. But if we use age
as a proxy for health status and note that the average age of workers in manufac-
turing is somewhat higher than in nonmanufacturing, we conclude that per-em-
ployee health costs will likely be higher also.

4. Number of Spouses and Dependents Covered. Covering spouses and de-
pendents as well as employees raises health costs for those firms that provide insur-
ance. If all working spouses received coverage through their own employer, this
would reduce costs for firms currently providing insurance to large numbers of
working spouses. Firms providing the beat health insurance benefits (broadest cov-
erage at least cost to enrollees) likely attract disproportionately large numbers of
spouses and dependents.

5. Number of Retirees with Employer-Sponsored Health Insurance, Espe-
cially Retirees under Age 65. Manufacturers have large numbers of retirees to
whom they provide health insurance. Early retirees are not eligible for Medicare,
but due to their age, they are often heavier users of health care than are active
workers. Health costs for this group are quite high. The cost of retiree health cov-
erage in the manufacturing sector in 1994 is estimated to be $15 billion out of total
health costs of $67 billion (Rasell, Baker, and Tang).

6. Firm Size. Administrative costs as a share of benefits paid fall as firm size
rises. Small firms employing one to four people pay administrative costs equal to
40 percent of claims while firms of 10,000 or more face costs of only 5.5 percent
(Congressional Research Service). The average size of a manufacturing company
with more than 4 employees is over 100 people (Bureau of the Census). However
in the economy as a whole, the average size of companies with more than 4 people
is 39 people. Larger firm size would tend to reduce administrative costs as a share
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of claims, and rr, i'e health costs of manufacturers relatively lower than
nonmanufacturers.

HOW HEALTH CARE REFORM WILL AFFECT FIRMS' HEALTH COSTS

Having delineated the major reasons why manufacturers' health costs are high,
we can now examine how various components of health care reform would afect
these factors.

1. Community rating. Community rating would eliminate cost differences based
on age or health status and would likely lower manufacturers' costs. It would also
help ail experience-rated or self-insured firms with higher than average per-enrollee
costs due to health status.

2. Relief from the Costs of Retiree Coverage. The costs of retiree health cov-
erage are borne by the firm, not by active workers. Relief from this expense would
mean a major decrease in manufacturers' health costs.

3. Universal Coverage. Universal coverage would reduce the level of uncompen-
sated care. Of total uncompensated hospital care, two-fifths is received by the unin-
sured (ProPAC). These costs would be eliminated if coverage were universal and the
uninsured were covered by private health insurance. However, two-fifths of uncom-
pensated hospital costs are due to the low rates paid by Medicare, and one-fifth are
due to Medicaid. Universal coverage alone would reduce, but not eliminate, cost
shifting from uncompensated care.

4. Employer Mandates. For firms not currently providing health insurance or
providing only minimal, low cost coverage, an employer mandate will mean an in-
crease in health costs. But since most manufacturing workers already receive insur-
ance from their own employer that is at least equal to that in the Clinton basic ben-
efit package, the employer mandate will not raise costs for most manufacturers. In-
stead, the mandate will reduce the costs of uncompensated care for the uninsured
and will likely lower the number of working spouses covered under policies paid for
by manufacturers.

The employer mandate will also bring many Medicaid recipients into the private
insurance system, further reducing uncompensated care. Over 20 percent of Medic-
aid beneficiaries live in families with a full-time, full-year worker (Employee Benefit
Research Institute). With an employer mandate, these people will be covered by pri-
vate insurance. An additional 31 percent of Medicaid beneficiaries are in families
with a part-time or part-year worker. Under the Clinton plan these people would
be covered with private insurance through the alliances, paid ?or by employers and
personal contributions and probably with public subsidies as well. Thus, Medicaid
enrollments would be reduced by approximately half. Cost shifting from Medicaid
will probably be reduced, even if payments to alliances for people who remain in
the program continue to be lower than private sector premiums.

5. Caps on Costs for Small Firms. Most manufacturers are too large to be eligi-
ble for small firm subsidies. However, to the extent the cost of the subsidies requires
a tax increase or diverts public money from other uses more beneficial to manufac-
turers, it could adversely affect this sector.

6. Caps on Costs for All Firms, Such as the Clinton Cap of 7.9% of Payroll.
If this cap reduced manufacturers' costs, and if the benefits of these cost reductions
were greater than the adverse affects of diverting money from other uses or raising
taxes, then the cap would be beneficial for manufacturers. However, the main bene-
ficiaries of such a cap are firms facing relatively high health costs as a share of pay-
rbll. Given other reforms such as community rating, relief from retiree health insur-
ance costs, and universal coverage, there is no reason that manufacturers' costs as
a share of payroll should be relatively high.

7. Cost Containment. The imposition of cost containment will likely result in in-
creased efficiency and health cost savings. These gains would benefit all firms, in-
cluding manufacturers.

8. Individual Mandate. Such a mandate would reduce the amount of uncompen-
sated care and lower the number of working spouses covered under manufacturing
employees' policies. Thus, it would reduce costs for manufacturers.

9. Reform of the Small Group Insurance Market. Since most manufacturers
are sufficiently large to avoid the insurance problems faced by small firms, this
would have a very small effect on their costs. However, to the extent this reform
extended coverage and reduced uncompensated care, it would reduce manufacturers'
costs.

HOW CHANGES IN HEALTH COSTS WILL AFFECT FIRMS' COMPETITIVENESS

To understand how a reduction in manufacturers' health costs would affect com-
petitiveness, it is first necessary to know how the health cost savings would be used.



Many economists argue that firms' savings in health care costs would be entirely
passed to the firms' workers in the form of higher wages. In the standard theoretical
view of the labor market, identical workers in different firms receive equivalent
total compensation. A worker without employer-sponsored health insurance would
receive an exactly compensating increase in money wages so that total compensation
of both workers would be equal. The costs of health insurance would be exactly off-
set by dollar-for-dollar reductions in wages. In equilibrium, the cost of health care
or the share of total compensation received in the form of health insurance would
have no effect on the level of total compensation.

However, such a trade-off between health benefits and wages has never been em-
pirically demonstrated with an analysis of microdata. In addition, the loud and fre-
quent complaints by business about high health costs placing firms at a competitive
disadvantage also tend to support the view that health costs are not completely off-
set by lower wages.

Given the high and rapidly rising costs of health care and health insurance in re-
cent years and the slow growth in productivity and wages, it is very likely that the
U.S. may be in a period of disequilibrium where the costs of workers' health care
and health insurance are not entirely offset by lower wages. In some firms or indus-
tries, rapidly rising health costs may require real reductions in money wages for a
fully compensatory trade-off. However wages are not easily lowered and reductions
of the necessary magnitude may not be possible in the short run. Simultaneously,
workers are increasingly realizing the importance of health insurance and have be-
come very unwilling to give up coverage or accept reductions in benefits. Disagree-
ments over health insurance packages have become major hurdles in collective bar-
gaining.

I argue that we are in a period when health insurance costs are not fully offset
by reductions in money wages. Total compensation for a worker with health insur-
ance may be higher than the value of what that worker produces and these high
labor costs could reduce profits or raise prices.

If workers are not currently bearing the full cost of health care, then they will
not receive the full health cost savings that would occur with health care reform.
Firms would therefore use the savings to raise profit margins or to reduce prices.
The increase in profits could be invested by the firm or could be paid to sharehold-
ers as larger dividends. Alternatively, firms could pass along the savings in health
care to consumers in the form of lower prices

These three situations-with health cost savings being used to raise wages, in-
crease profits, or reduce prices-outline the range of possible uses of the savings
from health care reform. The most likely outcome of a reduction in health costs
would be some combination of these.

In an examination by myself and others at the Economic Policy Institute of a fully
implemented Clinton health plan, we find that manufacturers would save $18 bil-
lion in health costs in 1994 (Rasell, Baker, and Tang). In one scenario in which one-
third of the savings in the manufacturing sector are used for each of raising wages,
increasing profits, and reducing prices, we find a cumulative increase in net exports
of $54 billion (1994$) over the first ten years of the plan and an cumulative increase
in investment of $31 billion over the 10-year period.

CONCLUSION

Health costs in manufacturing are particularly high. The costs of uncompensated
care, the large numbers of retirees and working spouses receiving health insurance
coverage, experience rating, and inefficiencies in the health care sector are all fac-
tors that drive up costs and could be affected by health care reform. If manufactur-
ers experience a fall in their costs for health care, this would likely enhance their
competitiveness by allowing reductions in prices and increased levels of investment.
Although the effects of health care savings on competitiveness are positive, they are
likely to be fairly small.
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Attachment.

THE IMPACT OF THE CLINTON HEALTH CARE PlAN ON JOBS, INVESTMENT, WAGES,
PRODUCTIVITY, AND EXPORTS 1

lBy M. Edith Rasell, Dean Baker, and Kainan Tang]

INTRODUCTION

Although the health care reform debate has just begun, already a major point of
disagreement is the effect of the Clinton Administration proposal on employment:
The Clinton plan requires all employers to pay at least 80 percent of the average
premium cost for each worker and a prorated amount for each part-time worker,
with subsidies for small firms and caps on total costs for all firms. Some people,
particularly members of the small business community, argue that these mandates
will raise labor costs and result in significant job losses.

This paper examines the potential economic impact of two aspects of the Clinton
health reform proposal: (1) the initial redistribution of health costs that will result
from the employer mandate requiring all employers to provide health insurance to
workers, the use of community rating, and coverage of early retirees through the
public program; and (2) the cost-containment component of the plan We investigate
the effects of the plan on employment, investment, wages, net exports (exports
minub imports), and productivity in manufacturing and in the economy as a whole.
We also evaluate claims that the mandates will result in large job losses in small
firms.

The complexity of the Clinton Administration health care reform plan makes it
very difficult for researchers to simultaneously determine all the effects of all the
provisions of the plan. Specifically, we do not attempt to identify the employment
effects on particular industries or occupations whose employment would be affected,
either adversely or positively, by cost containment efforts or by the specific means
of financing the health care plan (e.g., job losses in the tobacco industry). The study
does, however, determine the major effects of some of the plan's most important ele-
ments.

Using standard macroeconomic assumptions and a modified microsimulation
model, we find:

" Under the Clinton health care plan, in 1994 the manufacturing sector will save
$18 billion compared to its expenditures under the current system. These sav-
ings will increase manufacturing-related employment by 112,800 jobs by the
fifth year of the plan.

" The economy-wide effect of the redistribution of health costs is a net increase
of 76,900 jobs by the fifth year.

" The cost containment provisions of the plan will increase employment in manu-
facturing-related sectors by 52,000 by the fifth year. The combined effects of the
cost redistribution and cost containment provisions of the plan will create an
additional 164,700 jobs in manufacturing-related industries by the plan's fifth
year and 258,700 jobs by the 10th year.

* The economy-wide effects of the cost containment provisions will depend on how
the health dividend is used. If it is invested, then the new jobs created will
more than offset the slowdown in job growth in the health care sector. Cost con-
tainment will also lead to greater efficiencies in health care delivery.

This analysis also finds that the Clinton health care plan promotes an improved
mix of jobs, with relative increases in permanent and full-time employment and
manufacturing-sector employment growing relative to service-sector employment: In
addition, we argue that reports of large job losses in small firms because of the em-
ployer mandate rest on assumptions completely irrelevant to the Clinton plan. How-.
ever, undoubtedly some job loss and dislocation will result from the Clinton plan.



While all sectors of the economy will be affected by the Clinton plan, this analysis
focuses primarily on one sector-manufacturing-for two reasons. First, manufac-
turing plays a singularly important role in the economy. Manufacturing is the sector
most subject to foreign competition. Insofar as manufacturing firms' health costs are
reduced, the firms will be better able to export abroad as well as compete with im-
ports in domestic markets. This will improve the country's trade balance, boost em-
ployment, and increase economic growth. Also, manufacturing continues to set the
pace for the economy as a whole in raising productivity. So as the share of manufac-
turing in the economy rises, so will average productivity growth and real wages.

Second, manufacturing is similar to other sectors of the economy and thus can il-
lustrate the various aspects of the Clinton health care plan. Because many manufac-
turing workers are already provided with health insurance (75 percent in 1991 [Em-
ployee Benefits Research Institute 19931), many firms can expect to see their costs
fall. However, the firms employing the 25 percent of manufacturing workers who do
not receive insurance from their employer likely will see their costs rise. In addition,
many firms in the manufacturing sector will benefit when they are relieved of the
health costs of early retirees. As in all sectors, the impact of the health care plan
on manufacturing will be the net result of these contradictory effects.

This study is based on the Clinton health care reform plan as of September 7,
1993.2 The effects are determined assuming that the plan is fully implemented on
January 1, 1994. Our purpose in this analysis is not to endorse or verify the various
components and projections of the Clinton plan. We are not attempting to go behind
their numbers, nor are we endorsing the plan as the best means of providing high-
quality, affordable health care. Our intent is to evaluate selected employment and
economic effects of the plan as it has been outlined by the Administration.

EMPLOYER MANDATES AND SMALL FIRMS

Mandates on employers to provide insurance to their workers will impact most
heavily those firms not currently insuring their employees. Since most currently un-
insured workers are employed in small firms, the mandate will have- its greatest po-
tential impact on employment in small firms. However, the subsidies for low-wage
firms with 50 or fewer employees will mitigate this impact.3 Recent concerns about
the effects of an employer mandate on employment have been driven primarily by
two studies,4 widely cited in the press,", that have presented a picture of large-scale
job loss stemming from a health care mandate. However, neither of these analyses
examined the Clinton mandate, which caps firms' costs and provides generous sub-
sidies to small firms.6 The other studies also exclude the effects of reductions in
health costs in many sectors that could lead to job growth. Finally, both of these
analyses assume an extremely high employment response to changes in labor costs
that is not supported by recent empirical work.7 In fact, no existing study has exam-
ined the effects of the Clinton mandate on employment in small firms. See "Man-
dates and Small Firms" in the Appendix for more information.

SCENARIOS

In determining how the savings in health care costs could affect employment, in-
vestment, net exports, productivity, and wages, we consider three distinct possibili-
ties, all of which are plausible. First, it may be the case that firms' savings in health
care costs will be passed directly to the firms' workers in the form of higher wages.
There are many economists who argue that firms see health care expenses as simply
part of the cost of hiring labor; they do not care if they pay the money as a premium
for health insurance or to the worker in his or her wage. In this view, savings that
the firm receives from the Clinton health plan would be paid to workers as higher
wages.

A second possibility is that firms will use the savings in health care to raise their
profit margins. By this logic, when a worker is hired, the employer and employee
agree on the compensation package. If the compensation includes health insurance
and if the cost of the premium climbs faster than productivity grows or wages fall,
then firms would be forced to pay the higher health costs out of their profits. If
health costs were reduced, as they would be in the Clinton plan, then firms would
see their profits rise. The increase in profits could be invested by the firm or could
be paid to shareholders as larger dividends.

A third possibility is that firms pass along the savings in health care to consum-
ers in the form of lower prices. This could occur due to competition driving down
prices, or it could be explained by a mark-up pricing model, where firms set their
prices at some fixed margin above their costs. In either case, if firms' costs for

ealth care fall, then the price they charge for their product will fall a corresponding
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amount. This would mean that savings in health care are passed along to consumers
in lower prices.

These three situations outline the range of possible uses of the health cost sav-
ings. The most likely outcome of the Clinton plan would be some combination of
these; that is, some portion of the savings would be used to raise wages, to increase
profits, and to reduce prices. Therefore, in estimating the impact of the Clinton
plan, we have chosen to present a variety of scenarios that are combinations of the
situations described above. The following four combinations will be considered:

(1) half the savings are used to raise wages, half to raise profits
(2) half to raise wages, half to reduce prices
(3) half to raise profits, half to reduce prices
(4) one-third to raise wages, one-third to raise profits, and one-third to reduce

prices.
Most of the discussion below highlights the fourth combination, the -midrange sce-

nario in which one-third of the savings goes to wages, profits, and prices. The cases
from which these scenarios are derived are described in more detail in the Appen-
dix.8 We estimate these scenarios for two different time periods: years 1 through 5
of the Clinton plan and years 1 through 10. For each period, we make an assess-
ment of the cumulative impact over the period and of the effects of the plan in a
single year.9

THE CLINTON HEALTH CARE PLAN AND THE REDISTRIBUTION OF COSTS AMONG FIRMS
The Clinton plan will redistribute health costs among firms. Currently, firms that

provide health insurance to their employees are also paying for the health care of
many other people. The Clinton plan's mandate that all employers provide insur-
ance to their workers will raise costs for firms not currently buying insurance. But
the mandate also will immediately reduce costs for many firms that already insure
employees. These savings will come through two channels. First, mandating all em-
ployers to cover their employees will reduce cost shifting for uncompensated care
and lower the costs for firms that already provide insurance. Currently, an esti-
mated 30 percent of private insurers' hospitals payments actually cover the
nonreimbursed expenses of people who are uninsured, underinsured, or covered by
Medicare or Medicaid, both of which reimburse providers at levels below the actual
cost of the care provided. Since everyone will be insured under the Clinton plan,
this cost shifting will no longer occur, reducing the bills of firms that now provide
insurance.

Further immediate savings by firms currently providing insurance will occur be-
cause all workers will have their own insurance. At present, workers who are in-
sured on the job commonly provide coverage for spouses and dependents who may
be working but who do not have coverage through their own employer. This subsidy
from firms that do provide insurance to those that do not would be eliminated under
the Clinton plan because all employers would be required to insure their workers.

In addition to the mandate, a second source of immediate savings for many firms
currently providing insurance, particularly small firms, will be the switch to com-
munity rating. At present, many firms, especially small firms, are experience rated,
meaning that their health costs are determined by their employees' age, health sta-
tus and existing medical conditions, and the leve of health risks faced by workers.
In addition, small firms are charged much higher administrative fees than are large
firms. Under the Clinton plan, all firms will be charged the same rates. This means
that for some firms rates will rise, while others will see rates fall. Among those most
likely to see falling rates are small firms that currently insure their workers -and
manufacturing firms, whose work forces are usually somewhat older than the aver-
age for the economy as a whole. -

A third source of immediate savings for many firms, particularly in manufactur-
ing, will be the large reduction in or elimination of expenditures for the health care
of early retirees. As part of their strategy to become more competitive, many firms
-have been shrinking the size of their workforce. They often try to do this through
early retirements (before age 65) to avoid layoffs or th rough outright dismissals. In
many cases, in return for employees agreeing to take early retirement, the firm
promises to maintain workers' health care benefits. While the promise of health in-
surance is very important to early retirees who are not eligible for Medicare until
age 65, these agreements can be very costly to employers because these older indi-
viduals tend to use more medical services than do average-age workers. Under the
Clinton proposal, the government will pick up 80 percent of the expense of a basic
health insurance package for early retirees age 55 to 64. This will provide substan-
tial and immediate savings for firms with large numbers of early retirees.10



METHODS: MEASURING THE SAVINGS FROM THE REDISTRIBUTION OF COSTS

The savings to the manufacturing sector from the redistribution of costs is cal-
culated as the difference between projected expenditures under the current health
care system and estimated expenditures under the Clinton proposal, both calculated
for 1994, the year in which we assume the plan is fully implemented. Expenditures
under the Clinton plan are estimated using a modified microsimulation technique
based on the National Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES), with firm level infor-
mation from the Census of Manufacturers and the Bureau of Labor Statistics' (BLS)
Current Employment Statistics. Based on this technique, manufacturers' expendi-
tures in 1994 under the Clinton plan are estimated at $49 billion. (For more details
on these estimates, see the Appendix.) Manufacturers' spending in 1994 under 'the
current system is estimated as a projection of current health care expenditures
based on the BLS' Employer Costs for Employee Compensation and Employment
and Wages. Manufacturers' expenditures in 1994 under the current system are pro-
jected to be $67 billion. Thus in 1994, the manufacturing sector would save $18 bil-
lion under the Clinton plan compared to the current system. The following sections
of this paper show how these savings will affect employment, investment, net ex-
ports, productivity, and wages in manufacturing and in the economy as a whole.

We begin with an examination of the economic effects of the redistribution of
health costs and reductions in firms' costs of health care for early retirees. From
there, we address the economic effects of cost containment and the combined effects
of the redistribution of costs and cost containment.

THE EFFECTS OF THE REI)ISTRIIBUTION OF COSTS ON MANUFACTURING

The first set of projections (Table 1) shows the effects of the immediate savings
to manufacturing resulting from the redistribution of costs among all employers and
relief from the health costs of early retirees. Specifically, Table 1 shows the effects
on employment, investment, net exports, productivity, and wages. The discussion
below describes the midrange outcome (Scenario 4), where one-third of the savings
goes to each of wages, profits, and prices.

Compared to continuing with the current health care system, by the fifth year of
the Clinton plan, 112,800 new manufacturing-related jobs would be created. By the
10th year, 123,900 additional jobs would be created (see Scenario 4 in Table 1).

Cumulative investment would rise by $9.8 billion over the first five years and by
$20.5 billion over 10 years. The cumulative increase in net exports would be $15.2
billion and $33.9 billion over five and 10 years, respectively. Productivity would rise
0.22 percent by the end of the fifth year and 0.52 percent by the end of the 10th
year. Wages would rise 1.05 percent by the end of the fifth. As can be seen in Table
1, each of the four scenarios shows gains in all areas. In addition, these gains are
significant relative to the size of the manufacturing sector. For example, three of
the four scenarios show gains of employment greater than 112,000 in the fifth year
after the plan is implemented. This would represent a 0.7 percent increase in manu-
facturing employment over the baseline scenario with the current health care sys-
tem. Manufacturing investment rises by approximately 2 percent in two of the four
scenarios, and net exports increase by approximately 1 percent. When half of the
savings is passed along in higher wages, real wages take an immediate jump of al-
most 1.6 percent. In general, the effects of the initial savings increase over time as
the higher profits gradually lead to more investment and the lower prices increase
net exports.

THE EFFECTS OF THE REDISTRIBUTION OF COSTS ON THE ECONOMY AS A WHOLE

The manufacturing sector will see its health costs fall due to the redistribution
of health care expenditures. As shown above, these health care savings will increase
employment, output, and investment, as well as raise productivity and wages in
manufacturing-related sectors. However, other sectors that currently do not insure
their workers will see their health costs rise. Since many of the uninsured are in
the service sector, the cost increases will be largest there.1 1

There are no reliable data available to show the exact impact that these cost in-
creases will have on wages, employment, investment, and productivity in small, pri-
marily service-sector firms.
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In the- absence of clear evidence, we assume that the losses in the service sector di-
rectly due to the redistribution of' current health care expenditures would exactly
offset the gains in manufacturing and other high health cost sectors that directly
result from their savings. In other words, we assume that for every dollar that
wages rose in manufacturing due to lower health care costs, wages fell a dollar in
the service sector due to higher costs. We make the same assumption for employ-
ment, investment, and productivity.' 2 Insofar as the mandates lead to net increase
in national health expenditures, we have assumed that the additional revenue flow-
ing to the health care sector has a positive employment effect of approximately the
same magnitude as the negative employment effect resulting from the additional
costs incurred in the rest of the economy.

However the net impact for the economy as a whole is not zero. The reason for
this is that manufactured goods are in general traded internationally, whereas serv-
ices for the most part are not. This means that a decline in the price of U.S. manu-
factured goods will increase our exports and decrease our imports (because domesti-
cally produced goods are comparatively cheaper) 'n a way that will not be offset by
a corresponding increase in the price of goods in the service sector.

By mandating a more even distribution of health care expenses among all employ-
ers, the Clinton plan is in effect removing an excess burden that U.S. manufacturers
currently are being forced to bear in their efforts to compete with foreign manufac-
turers. In addition, firms will see large reductions in their costs for retiree health
care. Lowering their health expenditures will increase their ability to compete, lead-
ing to more exports and more jobs in the economy as a whole, even assuming that
the service sector's losses otherwise completely offset the gains in manufacturing.

It is also worth noting that there are not only gains in net exports and employ-
ment, but also in investment and productivity. The reason for the gains in these
latter two categories is that higher export sales act to stimulate investment. Al-
though these gains are comparatively modest, over time even these secondary effects
are a substantial stimulus to the economy. In general, the manufacturing sector has
been the most significant source of productivity growth in the economy. By lessening
the extent to which manufacturiiig is being forced to subsidize health care costs in
the rest of the economy, the Clintlon plan will be a boost to the economy as a whole.
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Table I.-THE EFFECTS OF THE COST REDISTRIBUTION ON MANUFACTURING

Scearirio I ' enarlo2 " Scenario3 3  
Scnarlo4

4

Employment (Thousands of Jobs)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ............................................................................ 54.4 115.1 169.2 112.8
Tenth Year ........................................................................... 72.0 113.8 185.8 123.9

Investment (Billions of 1994 Dollars)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ............................... $2.7 $0.0 $2.8 $1.8
Tenth Year ........................................................................... 3.5 0.0 3.6 2.4

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ................................................................. 13.2 1.8 15.0 9.8
First Ten Years ................................................................... 29.1 1.8 30.9 20.5

Net Exports (Billions of 1994 Dollars)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ........................................................................... . $0.0 $5.6 $5.6 $3.8
Tenth Year .......................................................................... 0.0 5.6 5.6 3.8

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ................................................................. 0.0 22.7 22.7 15.2
First Ten Years ................................................................. 0.0 50.8 50.8 33.9

Productivity (Percent Change from Baseline)
Effect in:

Fifth Year .......................................................................... 0.29 0.06 0.34 0.22
Tenth Year ........................................................................... 0.73 0.06 0.78 0.52

Wages (Percent Change from Baseline)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ............................................................................ 1.57 1.57 0.0 1.05
Tenth Year ........................................................................... 1.57 1.571 0.0 1.05



The economy-wide effects of the redistribution of costs are shown in Table 2. As-
suming the complete offset in services discussed above, there would be a net in-
crease of 75,900 jobs in both the fifth year and 10th year of the plan compared to
continuing with the current health care system. There will be a small cumulative
increase in investment of $1.2 billion by the fifth year. Net exports would rise by
a cumulative total of $15.2 billion over the first five years and by $33.9 billion over
the first 10 years of the plan.

Table 2.-THE EFFECTS OF THE COST REDISTRIBUTION ON THE ECONOMY AS A
WHOLE

Employment Investment Net Exports Productivity Wages (Per-
(Thousands of (Billions of (Billions of (Percent cent Change)

Jobs) 1994 Dollars) 1994 Dollars) Change)

Effect in:
Fifth Year ....................................................... 75.9 $0.0 $3.8 0.01% 0.0%
Tenth Year ...................................................... 75.9 0.0 3.8 0.01 0.0

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years .............................................. $1.2 $15.2
First Ten Years ............................................... 1.2 33.9
Note: These projections assume savings are equally distributed between higher wages, higher profits, and lower prices.

THE CLINTON HEALTH CARE PLAN AND COST CONTAINMENT

In addition to these immediate savings, the cost containment provisions of the
Clinton plan will reduce the rate of growth of health care costs, creating substantial
savings for firms. In recent years, health expenditures have been rising at a rate
of 9 to 11 percent annually. If the health care system is not reformed, the rate of
growth is projected to remain very high for the indefinite future, and firms' already
heavy health cost burden will grow even larger. The Clinton plan will put in place
a mechanism to slow the growth in costs, which will create large savings that we
are calling a health care dividend. In the fifth year of the new plan, this dividend
will equal $72 billion.

METHODS: MEASURING THE SAVINGS FROM COST CONTAINMENT

To measure the longer term savings to manufacturing from cost containment, we
subtracted the targeted rate of growth in the Clinton plan from current forecasts
of the rate of growth of health care spending over the next 10 years. Since the cost-
containment target of the plan has been criticized as being unrealistic, we also cal-
culated the plan s effects based on the assumption that just half the amount of pre-
dicted long-term savings is actually realized. In this way we have set out a range
between an optimistic and a pessimistic scenario for cost containment. We have esti-
mated the impact of this cost-containment program under the same set of scenarios
in which savings flow to some combination of higher wages, higher profits, or re-
duced prices. We estimate the effect of the savings due to cost containment on em-
ployment, investment, net exports, productivity, and wages both in manufacturing
and in the economy as a whole.

THE EFFECTS OF COST CONTAINMENT ON MANUFACTURING

Whatever the benefits associated with the redistribution of costs among firms, ul-
timately the major source of potential gain to manufacturing and to the economy
will result from the cost containment program put in place by the Clinton plan. The
economic effects of cost containment are shown in Table 3, and further details are
in the Appendix. Table 3 shows a range of outcomes; in each case the smaller num-
bers show the efrects of the Clinton plan achieving half its targeted savings, and
the higher numbers show the effects of achieving all the targeted savings.

Table 3 shows that the gains to manufacturing from cost containment will eventu-
ally be even larger than the gains resulting from the redistribution of expenditures
and the immediate reduction in costs. Again, we assume the midrange (Scenario 4)
outcome, where one-third of savings flows to each of wages, profits, and prices. Due
to cost containment, employment in manufacturing will be higher by 26,000 to
52,000 jobs in the fifth year of the plan, and by 68,100 to 135,100 jobs in the 10th
year. By the fifth year of the plan cumulative investment will have a increased by
$1.1 billion to $2.2 billion, and by 5.4 billion to $10.8 billion by the end of the 10th
year Cumulative net exports will increase between $2.1 billion and $4.2 billion over
the first five years and between $10.2 billion and $20.3 billion over the first 10
years. Productivity will rise by 0.15 to 0.30 percent by the end of the 10th year. By



the fifth and 10th years of the plan, wages will be an average of 0.29 to 0.57 and
0.66 to 1.32 percent higher, respectively.

THE EFFECTS OF COST CONTAINMENT ON THE ECONOMY AS A WHOLE

Effective cost containment will present both opportunities and hazards for the
economy as a whole. As noted earlier, there should be an unambiguous positive ef-
fect on manufacturing from cost containment as savings in health care are passed
through in the form of higher wages, higher profits, and lower prices. This clearly
leads to gains in the form of increased employment, investment, productivity, and
net exports.

There is a second unambiguously positive effect that can be associated with cost
containment. To some extent cost containment will involve lowering incomes (reduc-
ing economic rents) earned by some of the workers and corporations in the health
care industry. This would

Table 3.-THE EFFECTS OF COST CONTAINMENT ON MANUFACTURING

Scsnarlo I I Scenario 2 2 Scenario 33 Scenario 44

Employment (Thousands of Jobs)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ............................................................ 11.1-22.1 28.0-55.3 29.0-78.0 26.0-52.0
Tenth Year ........................................................... 33.4-66.8 67.9-135.8 101.3- 68.1-135.1

202.6
Investment (Billions of 1994 Dollars)

Effect in:
Fifth Year ........................................................... $0.6-1.1 $0.1-0.2 $0.7-1.3 $0.4-0 8
Tenth Year ........................................................... 1.7-3.3 0.1-0.2 1.8-3.5 1.2-2.3

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ................................................... 1.2-2.3 0.3-0.6 1.7-3.3 1.1- 2
First Ten Years .................................................... 73-14.5 0.8-1.6 8.1-16.2 5.4-4 ,.8

Net Exports (Billions of 1994 Dollars)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ........................................................... $0.0-0.0 $1.3-2.6 $1.3-2.6 $0.9-1.7
Tenth Year .......................................................... 0.0-0 0 3.3-6.5 3.3-6.5 2.2-4.3 -

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years .................................................. 0.0-0.0 3.1-6.2 3.1-6.2 2.1-4 .2
First Ten Years ................................................... 0.0-0.0 15.3-30.5 15.3-30.5 10.2-20.3

Productivity (Percent Change from Baseline)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ........................................................... 0.04-0 .08% 0.0-0.01% 0.05-0.09% 0.03-0.06%
--Tenth Year ......................................................... 021-0.42 0.02-0 .04 0.23-0 .45 0.15-0.30

Wages (Percent Change from Baseline)
Effect in:

Fifth Year ........................................................... 0.43-0 86% 0.43-0.86% 0.0-0.0% 0.29-0.57%
Tenth Year ........................................................... 0.99-1.99 0.99-1.99 0.0-0.0 0.66-1.32

I ' Higher Wages. 'A Higher Profits2 
1h Higher Wages, h Lower Prices3
I', Higher Profits, 'A2 Lower Prices
A Higher Wages, VA Higher Profits. 'A Lower Prices

mean reducing the excessive fees received by highly paid health care professionals
or cutting the extraordinary profits earned by some of the corporations producing
pharmaceutical and other health care supplies and equipment. However, despite the
lower incomes and reduced profits, there is likely to be little change in behavior or
employment. In other words, highly paid specialists might still work roughly the
same hours even if their pay rates were somewhat lower. Or, pharmaceutical com-
panies may still produce roughly the same supply of drugs even if their profits were
no greater than those received by firms in other industries. Insofar as health cost
containment brings savings of this sort, it represents a pure gain to the economy.
There is no effect on employment in the health care sector, but because of the lower
cost to the rest of the economy, there will be additional money going to higher
wages, higher profits, or lower prices.

While these first two effects are unambiguously positive, there is a third and
probably more important effect, the impact of which can be either positive or nega-
tive. To some extent, effective cost containment is almost certain to involve the re-
duction of waste in the form of eliminating unnecessary paperwork or reducing the
provision of unnecessary services. Reduction of waste of this sort means increasing



the efficiency of the health care sector, but it also means that fewer workers will
be employed than if current trends continued. The rate of growth of health care em-
ployment would decrease. Thus, the increase in efficiency presents an opportunity
to the economy in the sense that these workers could be more productively employed
in other sectors. It also presents a risk, however, in that it is possible that alter-
native forms of employment will not be forthcoming. In this case, an increase in the
efficiency of the health care sector may actually lead to a loss of jobs for the econ-
omy as a whole.

In most economic analyses of the impact of health care reform this possibility is
not considered, since most analyses use economic models that assume the economy
will always be at or near full employment. We have explicitly not made such an as-
sumption, since historically (and certainly in recent years) the economy has gen-
erally not been at or near full employment. If full employment is not assumed, then
the reduced rate of job creation in the health care sector could pose a real problem.
In the three years since the onset of the last recession in June 1990, the health care
sector has accounted for over 25 percent of all the new jobs that have been created.
If the growth of employment in the health care sector over this period had been
slower, then in all probability overall job growth would have been slower as well.
The economy is still operating well below full employment, and most forecasts pre-
dict slow economic growth for the rest of the decade. In such a situation, there is
a real risk that the primary, impact of increasing the efficiency of the health care
sector will be to raise unemployment.

However, the cost savings and resultant increased efficiency also present an op-
portunity. The savings can be seen as a health care dividend. If this money is put
to productive use-for example, if both the private and public sector invest the bulk
of their savings-then it can lead to alternative sources of employment and higher
productivity for the economy as a whole. Policies that are conducive to private in-
vestment in plant and equipment and public investment in education, training, and
infrastructure can ensure this result. If, however, a large portion of the savings in
health care is used in less economically productive ways, such as to purchase im-
E orts or to reduce the deficit, then the net effect of the cost containment may well

e to produce higher unemployment. In short, if we do not assume the economy
automatically attains full employment, whether or not the economy actually gains
from the cost savings and increased efficiency of the health care sector will depend
on how the dividend is used. This will in turn depend upon the macroeconomic poli-
cies pursued by the government at the time.

COMBINED EFFECTS OF THE CLINTON PLAN

This section examines the effects of the redistribution of costs among all employ-
ers, firms' savings on early retirees' health care, and savings from cost containment
on the manufacturing sector and on the economy as a whole. By combining these
three factors, it is possible to determine the major economic effects the Clinton
health plan will have on employment, investment, net exports, productivity, and
wages.

THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF THE CLINTON PLAN ON MANUFACTURING

The impact of the combined effects of the Clinton plan on the manufacturing Pec-
tor-the effect of the immediate saving from the redistribution of costs (Tabc 1) and
the longer-term savings from cost containment (Table 3)-is summarized in Table
4. We assume that savings are equally distributed between higher wages, higher
profits, and lower prices. The numbers shown also assume that the Clinton plan's
cost containment targets are achieved.

Employment will be 164,700 higher in the fifth year of the plan and 258,700 high-
er in the 10th year (see Figure 1). In the fifth year, investment will be $2.8 billion
higher (see Figure 2). The cumulative increase will equal $11.0 billion by the end
of the fifth year and will rise to $30.5 billion by the end of the 10th year. Net ex-
ports will be $5.4 billion greater in

Table 4.-THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF THE COST REDISTRIBUTION AND COST CONTAINMENT
ON MANUFACTURING

Employment Investment Net Expts Productivity Wages (Per.
(Thousands (Billions of (Billions of (Percent cent Change)

I of Jobs) 1994 Dollars) 1994 Dollars) Change)

EffectI I I I I
Fifth Year .................................................................I 164.7 $2.8 $5.4 0.28% 1.62%
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Table 4.-THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF THE COST REDISTRIBUTION AND COST CONTAINMENT
ON MANUFACTURING--Continued

EmoWt instnt Net [spol Produdviy W. (.
(Thousnds (Blons of (Bilons @ (Percent C

of Jobs) 1994 Dollars) 1994 Dollars) Change)

Tenth Year ............................................................. 258.7 4.7 8.0 0.82 2.37
Cmmotr Effec:

Firt Fiw Years ........................................................ $11.0 $19.2
FKVs Te Years ......................................................... 30.5 53.9

ie, Thme peeldwts assume savings am equall distributed between higher wages, hiW profits, and l ices.

the fifth year (see Figure 3). The cumulative increase will be $19.2 billion by the
end of the fifth year and $53.9 billion by the end of the 10th. Productivity will have
increased by 0.28 and 0.82 percent by the end of years 5 and 10 respectively. Wages
will be 1.62 percent higher on average by the fifth year and 2.57 percent higher by
the 10th year.

THE COMBINED) EFFECTS OF THE CLINTON PILAN ON THE ECONOMY AS A WHOIE

To complete the analysis, we examine the effects of the redistribution of costs and
the cost containment on the economy as a whole. As pointed out above the effects
of cost containment on the economy as a whole cannot be quantified with any preci-
*ion. We can note again, however, that the savings in manufacturing produce a net
gain. The net effect outside the manufacturing sector will be somewhat ambiguous.
Obviously, efficiency gains in health care will be a pure gain to the economy. How-
ever, the ultimate impact of the Clinton plan will depend on the success in
redirecting the health care dividend toward more productive ends.

CONCLUSI()N

Our results clearly show that the Clinton health care plan could produce signifi-
cant economic benefits for the economy. Although some firms will pay more, the cost
burden for many firms that already provide insurance will be reduced. Due to the
redistribution of costs that will result from the employer mandate, community rat-
ing, and firms' savings on retiree health care, in the economy as a whole there will
be a net increase of 75,900 jobs by the fifth year of the plan. In addition, investment
will increase and net exports will rise. The manufacturing sector will save approxi-
mately $18 billion in the first year of the plan. These savings will increase manufac-
turing-related employment by 112,800 by the plan's fifth year as well as produce
economically significant gains in exports, wages, and profits and reduce prices. This
will in turn lead to more jobs, more investment, increased net exports, higher pro-
ductivity growth, and more rapid real wage growth.

As the cost containment provisions in the Clinton plan reduce the rate of increase
in health care expenditures, there will be even larger savings for health care pur-
chasers. In manufacturing, cost containment will create an additional 52,000 jobs
by the fifth year of the plan and increase net exports. In addition, cost containment
will increase efficiency in the health care sector. By the fifth year of the plan, the
health care dividend will total $72 billion and will be rising rapidly. The net econ-
omy-wide effects of cost containment will depend upon how this dividend is used.
If it is invested either in the public or private sector, the new jobs created will more
than offset the slowdown in job growth in health care. If the dividend is not in-
vested, then the reduced rate of job creation in health care could lead to higher un-wnpIoymenL

ne proposed health care reform will also shift the economy toward a better mix
of job, in part because of the already discussed expansion of the manufacturing sec-
tor that provides well-paying jobs for the non-college-educated workforce, precisely
the group experiencing adverse wage and job trends in recent years. Equally impor-
tant, the employer mandates in the health care plan will reduce the existing finan-
cial incentives for employers to use contingent forms of work-hiring part-time and
temporary workers or using independent contractors.

During the 1980. and into the current economic recovery, there has been an ex-
cessive growth in contingent employment (duRivage 1992; Mishel and Berstein
1993) that has undercut the living standards and economic security of the
workforce. This growth of contingent employment has been partially driven by em-
ployers seeking to escape fringe benefit coats, especially health insurance. Such
moves will no longer be possible under the new health care plan. Employers will
have to pay a prorate share of the insurance premium of part-time workers, with
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the costs of a 16 hour-per-week worker being half that of a full-time worker. Tem-
porary help agencies will be required to pay 80 percent of the insurance premiums
for the temporary workers on their payrolls, as will all employers for their employ-
ees. Last, independent contractors who receive 80 percent of their income from one
firm will be considered an employee of that firm and will have 80 percent of their
premiums paid for by the firm. Thus, the employer mandates will reduce employer
financial incentives to shift toward contingent work. The result will be that employ.
ers will structure their workforce based on productivity and quality considerations,
not on their savings from providing fewer benefits.

The main purpose of the Clinton plan is not to aid the economy but rather to pro-
vide high quality health care to all Americans at a reasonable cost. The plan's mer-
its will ultimately depend on how effectively it meets these goals. However, the
plan's economic impact could be very positive as well.

APPENDIX

THE EFFECTS OF THE REDISTRIBUTION IN COSTS: THREE SCENARIOS

The calculations for the scenarios discussed in the text are based on combining,
with different weights, three cases in which savings in health care are passed on
completely in the form of higher wages, higher profits, or lower prices. We first
model each of these "pure" scenarios before averaging them together to get the re-
sults discussed in the text. Each of these pure scenarios is constructed using as-
sumptions about elasticities that are well within the range frequently used in eco-
nomic modeling and are well supported by empirical research.

WAGES

The scenario in which savings in health care expenditures are passed on entirely
in the form of higher wages is extremely straightforward. We simply assume that
wages rise dollar for dollar in accordance with declines in health care costs. We then
calculate this increase as a percentage of current wages in manufacturing. There
are no other effects from this change because the price of manufactured goods is
completely unchanged, as are firm profits. This means that there should be no im-
pact on either investment or net exports. While workers in manufacturing industries
will have more income to spend as a result of their higher wages, this should be
offset exactly by the reduction in incomes of providers in the health care industry
who will be earning less than in the baseline scenario and by the increased health
care expenditures of firms that had not previously provided insurance to their work-
ers. Since the gains in income for workers in manufacturing are offset exactly by
losses of income elsewhere, there is no change in total demand. This leaves output
and employment unaffected. The impact of $18.4 billion in health care savings for
manufacturing firms passed on entirely in the form of higher wages is summarized
in Appendix Table 1.

i'ROFITS

In the scenario where the health savings are kept entirely by firms as increased
profits, we have to make an assumption about how higher profits affect investment.
For this we relied on recent work on the effect of cash flow on investment by Steve
Fazzari (1993). In the most extensive microlevel study to date of the investment pat-
terns of manufacturing firms, Fazzari found a very strong link between cash flow

Appendix Table I.-EFFECTS OF COST REDISTRIBUTION -

Eaorw"I kIMsInwn Nel Ezecus ft"W Wa as (Ppr-(%Mousms of (SINls of (6i"s of rt"
Jobs) 1994 Dolias) 1994 Dolia) Change)

lIher Wap ScMario
Effect in;

Fifth Year ................................................... 0.0 $0.0 $0.0 0.0% 3.15%
Tenth Year ................................................. 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.15

Cumulative Effect;
First Five Years ......................................... 0.0 0.0
First Ten Years .......................................... 0.0 0.0

Highe Profit Scenario
Effect in:
Fdth Year ...................... 108.0 $5.3 $0.0 0.57% 0.0%
Tenth Year ................... 144.1 7.1 0.0 1.45 0.0
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Appendix Table 1.-EFFECTS OF COST REDISTRIBUTION-Continued

EmIymn kinvetnt lNt Expot Productivity
(Thousands f1 (Billions of (Billions of (Percent

Jobs) 1994 Dollars) 1994 Dollars) Changs)

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ..................................

.. . .. ..  26.3 0.0
First Ten Years .......................................... 58.1 0.0

Lower Price Scenario
Effect in:

Fifth Year ................................................... 230.2 $0.1 $11.0 0.10% 0.0%
Tenth Year ................................................. 227.6 0.0 11.0 1.10 0.0

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ......................................... 3.6 45.4
First Ten Years .......................................... 3.6 101.6 1 1

and investment. We aggregated the coefficient for the different categories of manu-
facturing firms in his study to derive a coefficient for the manufacturing sector as
a whole. The aggregate coefficients are as follows, with the subscript indicating the
length of the lag in years:

CF, = 0.072
CF., = 0.11
CF,.2 = 0.067

The rate of growth of sales also affects investment. This means that as investment
increases the sales of firms producing capital goods, it will induce further invest-
ment. To estimate the size of this effect we again used the results of the Fazzari
study. His estimated coefficient kor the effect of sales growth (expressed as a percent
of current sales) on the firm's investment divided by their capital stock is:

SG = 0.138
SG,. = 0.085
SGi. 2 = 0.042

To use these coefficients to calculate the amount of investment induced by sales
growth, we multiplied the sales growth by the size of the capital stock in manufac-
turing. We estimated that this will be $2.4 trillion in 19947(ifi 1994 dollars) based
on data from the U.S. Department of Commerce's Fixed Reproducible Tangible
Wealth in the United States, 1925-1989, and subsequent investment data. To cal-
culate the growth rate of final sales we used a denominator of $2.0 trillion, which
is approximately equal to final sales of manufactured goods in 1993. We assumed
that the only change in sales was that due to the profit-induced effect on invest-
ment, with the rest of the redistribution in demand from the service sector to manu-
facturing bringing no net change in final demand.

Over the longer term this increase in investment raises national output by in-
creasing productivity. To calculate this impact we assumed that the effect of capital
on prouctivity is the same in manufacturing as elsewhere in the economy. DRI, a
leading econometric forecasting firm, estimates the elasticity of output with respect
to capital services to be 0.33. This means that a 1 percent increase in capital serv-
ices will increase output by 0.33 percent. This figure is similar to estimates that
have been produced in a wide range of studies over the years. At present capital
services are being used up at an approximately $650 billion annual rate (all num-
bers are in 1987 dollars. unless otherwise indicated). Gross domestic product (GDP)
is approximately $5.0 trillion. This means that a $6.5 billion increase in capital
services would lead to a $16.7 billion increase in output. To translate current invest-
ment into capital services in future years it is necessary to adjust for the life of the
investment. According to BLS' most recent multifactor productivity tables, the an-
nual rate of depreciation for structures and equipment is approximately 5.5 percent
and 11.7 percent respectively. The ratio of investment in equipment to structures
was approximately 4.8 for the five years from 1986 to 1990. This gives an annual
rate of depreciation of slightly more than 10 percent. If the ratio of equipment to
structure investment remains the same, this means that roughly $65 billion dollars
of investment is needed to generate an additional $6.5 billion of capital services. Ap-
plying the elasticity cited earlier, we calculate that an additional dollar of capital
generates approximately $0.25 in additional output in subsequent years. This is the
ratio we used in calculating the impact of increased manufacturing investment on
productivity and GDP.
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In order to be consistent, we assumed that the increase in productivity is trans-
lated entirely into higher profits. Prices do not fall and wages do not rise even as
workers become more productive and profit margins are growing. As productivity
and profits grow, the amount of investment they induce grows as well. We trans-
lated the increase in investment into gains in employment at the rate of 20,270 jobs
per billion dollars of additional demand. This ratio is derived from an Economic Pol-
icy Institute study (Baker and Lee 1993) that measured the secondary employment
impacts associated with jobs in various sectors of the economy. Baker and Lee esti-
mated the average number of jobs created either directly for the end product or indi-
rectly in the supplier industries per billion dollars of expenditure on manufactured
goods. This number was adjusted to take account of inflation from the year used
in the study (1991) until 1994. The impact of the entire $18.4 billion in savings to
manufacturing firms being added to profit is summarized in Appendix Table 1.

PRICES

In the scenario where savings in health care are all passed along in the form of
lower prices, the initial impact comes entirely through net exports. While lower
prices should make manufactured goods more affordable for domestic consumers,
the reduction in purchasing power for workers or owners of firms in the service sec-
tor largely offsets this effect. The increase in net exports, however, has a secondary
impact in that higher net exports create higher growth in sales which leads to more
investment. We calculated the impact on investment of this sales growth using the
estimates from the Fazzari study discussed earlier. We also assumed that any pro-
ductivity gains resulting from this investment are passed along in the form of lower
prices, although this second-order effect is too insignificant to be of any consequence
in these calculations.

We calculated the effect of lower prices on net exports using estimates of price
elasticity calculated by Barry Bosworth (1993). In his recent book he estimated the
elasticity of demand for nonoil, nonfood manufactured exports as - 1.02. He cal-
culated the elasticity for imports as - 1.43. This means that a 1 percent reduction
in the price of manufactured goods should lead to a 1.02 percent increase in U.s.
exports of manufactured goods and 143 percent decline in U.S. imports of manufac-
tured goods. These elasticities are consistent with many other estimates in the lit-
erature. Since Bosworth estimated these elasticities with a three-year lag structure,
when we applied them to our calculations we assumed that 30 percent of the impact
is felt in the first year, 75 percent by the second year, and the full impact by the
third year.

Our calculations of employment gains are based on multiplying the increase in net
exports plus the increase in investment by 20,270 jobs as described above. In both
the case of health care savings being passed on in lower prices and in the case of
the savings being kept as increased profits, we have not included any multiplier ef-
fect for the induced increases in demand. We have not estimated this multiplier ef-
fect for two reasons: (1) it would be difficult to attempt to calculate how much of
this spending will produce a second round of demand for domestic manufactured
goods; and (2) it would be difficult to determine the multiplier impact associated
with the reduction in demand in the service sector. By excluding any multiplier ef-
fect we have probably underestimated the effect that health care savings will have
on the manufacturing sector. The impact of the savings to manufacturing firms
being entirely passed along in lower prices is summarized in Appendix Table 1.

THE EFFECTS OF COST CONTAINMENT

We estimated the savings from the Clinton plan's cost containment by assuming
that costs for manufacturing would follow the-same path as health care costs for
the economy as a whole under both the baseline scenario and the Clinton plan. In
order to keep the numbers in 1994 dollars and directly comparable to our other cal-
culations, we assumed a 3 percent annual inflation rate for the whole period and
deflated each year's savings accordingly. After calculating the level of savings year
by year, we examined the same three pure scenarios described above, assuming in
turn that all savings are passed along in higher wages, higher profits, and lower
prices. The summaries of the impact of the health care plan in each of these sce-
narios appear below in Appendix Table 2.

ESTIMATING HEALTH COSTS IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR

Health care savings in the manufacturing sector are the difference between health
care expenditures under the Clinton plan and spending under the current health
care system. The calculation is made for 1994 because the Clinton plan premium
estimates are for that year. We project manufacturers' spending under the current
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Appendix Table 2.-EFFECTS OF COST CONTAINMENT
Employment Investment Not E s Prodtactlvity Wages (Pu.

(Thousands of (Oilhons ci (Billions of (Perceot cent Change)
Jobs) 1994 Dollars) 1994 Dollars) Change)

Higher Wage Scenario
Effect in:

Fifth Year ................................................... 0.0 $0.0 $0.0 0.0% 1.72%
Tenth Year ................................................. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.97

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ......................................... 0.0 0.0
First Ten Years .......................................... 0.0 0.0

Higher Profit Scenario
Effect in:

Fifth Year ................................................... 44.2 $2.1 $0.0 0.15% 0.0%
Tenth Year ................................................. 133.6 6.6 0.0 0.81 0.0

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ......................................... 5.5 0.0
First Ten Years . 29.2 0.0

Lower Price Scenario
Effect in:

Fifth Year ................................................... 111.7 $0.4 $5.1 0.02% 0.0%
Tenth Year ................................................. 271.6 0.4 13.0 0.08 0.0

Cumulative Effect:
First Five Years ......................................... 1.1 12.3
First Ten Years .......................................... 3.1 60.9

system to 1994. Health costs as a share of wages and salaries in manufacturing
were obtained from the BLS' Employer Costs for Employee Compensation. The
health insurance share of all insurance costs was obtained from the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce survey of employee benefits. Total wages and salaries in manufactur-
ing were obtained from BLS' Employment and Wages (ES-202 data). Spending was
adjusted to reflect a continuation of current trends in manufacturing employment
and health insurance coverage. Manufacturers' health costs in 1994 were estimated
to be $67 billion.

Manufacturers' costs under the Clinton plan were estimated using the National
Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES) as the primary data source. To estimate firms'
eligibility for subsidies under the Clinton plan and to determine whether the payroll
cap was binding, we needed to know manufacturing workers' enterprise size, aver-
age wage in their enterprise, enterprise payroll, and the mix of family types (single,
single-headed household, couples without children, and couples with children) in the
firm. The average enterprise size, average wage, and payroll information for durable
and nondurable manufacturing by range of firm size was obtained from the 1987
Census of Manufacturers conducted by the Bureau of the Census. Payroll and wage
data were projected from the BLS' Employer Cost for Employee Compensation.

These firm level data were appended to the records of manufacturing workers in
the NMES using firm size and durable/nondurable as match variables. (The 1988
May Current Population Survey was used to estimate enterprise size from establish-
ment size in manufacturing, holding constant durable/nondurable manufacturer and
rural/urban/suburban location; these relationships were then used to determine en-
terprise size in the NMES.) The mix of family type by firm size, durable/nondurable
manufacturing, and rural/urban/suburban location was determined by averaging
over manufacturing workers in the NMES. Premium costs were estimated at $1,881
$3,761, $3,789, and $4,243 for singles, couples without children, single-headed
households, and couples with children, respectively 13 Firms' minimum premium
costs, i.e., 80 percent of the total premium adjusted for numbers of workers per fam-
ily, were estimated to be $1,504, $2,068 $2 412, and $2,412, respectively.

Enterprise costs were then estimated by' assuming firms would pay the lesser of
their payroll-capped premiums, where the caps varied by firm size and average
wage according to the specifics of the Clinton plan, or 80 percent of the estimated
premiums of the workers. Where under the current system firms paid more than
80 percent of premiums, these additional costs were added to the firms' expendi-
tures, as were the costs of supplemental insurance not included in the Clinton basic
Plan. We adjusted for changes in the health insurance status of workers between
1987 and 1994, and for the change in the size of the manufacturing labor force over
the period. Finally, we added on the costs of the over 65-year-old retirees' insurance
premiums by inflating the costs in 1987, taken from the NMES, by the rate of in-



crease in national health care expenditures, plus a 15 percent increase in the num-
ber of retirees. Expenditures by manufacturers under the Clinton plan in 1994 were
estimated at $48.6 billion.

With the exception of the premium costs shown just above, these calculations are
based on the 'leaked" description of the Clinton plan dated September 7, 1993.
Since that 'Lme, some changes have been made in the plan. Eligibility for subsidies
has been broadened to include firms with up to 75 workers. This should further re-
duce potential job loss. However, since the size of the increase will be quite small-
an estimated $16 billion over five years or an increase of 4 percent-the effects will
also be very small. 14 In addition, the subsidy has been changed so that it is no
longer an entitlement. However, the administration estimates that funds raised by
the health plan provisions will cover all the subsidies. So, in keeping with our goal
of estimating the effects of the plan as it is written and estimated by the adminis-
tration, these calculations assume complete funding of the subsidies.

MANDATES AND SMALL FIRMS

Under the Clinton plan, firms with 50 or fewer employees and with average wages
of $12,000 or less would pay no more than 3.5 percent of payroll for employee health
insurance premiums. For a worker in a small firm earning $12,000 per year, or
about $5.75 an hour, the Clinton mandate would mean an additional cost of about
20 cents an hour, or $8.08 a week. A new payroll tax of 3.5 percent is approximately
equal to the decline in the value of the minimum wage due to inflation over the
last 14 months. Just as this decline has produced no employment boom, it is un-
likely that the mandate will lead to large job losses. Recent research by leading
labor economists indicates that the employment effects will not even be large
enough to be picked up in national statistics (Card 1992; Katz and Krueger 1991;
Spriggs forthcoming).

Under the Clinton plan, small low-wage firms will have their costs capped at 3.5
percent of payroll. As average wages in small firms rise from $12,000 to $24,000,
the payroll cap rises from 3.5 to 7.9 percent of payroll. No firm will be required to
pay more than 7.9 percent of payroll for health insurance premiums. However, the
studies most frequently cited in critiques of the Clinton mandates assume much
higher costs. A study by the Employment Policies Institute assumes employer pre-
mium costs of $5,310 for family coverage and $2,160 for individuals (O'Neill and
O'Neill 1993). The report concludes that such mandates would result in a loss of
3.1 million jobs. While we strongly disagree with many of the assumptions and tech-
nical aspects of this work, our central objection to its use in the current debate is
that it is irrelevant to the question of the effects of the Clinton mandates on employ-
ment. This work assumes that low-wage, small firms' premium costs for a family
policy would be more than 12.5 times greater than they actually would be under
the Clinton plan and that costs for individual premiums would be more than five
times greater. Under the Clinton plan, even large high-wage firms would not face
costs as high as those used in this work. The study's family premiums are more
than twice as large, and individual premiums are nearly 1.5 times as large as those
that would be faced by large high-wage firms under the Clinton plan. In addition,
this work ignores the cost savings that will be received by many firms and the re-
sultant employment gains.

Another frequently cited work was prepared by the CONSAD Research Corpora-
tion for the National Federation of Independent Business, a small-business trade as-
sociation. This work examines the employment effects of five health reform propos-
als (but not the Clinton plan; it had not been developed), and specifically excludes
from the estimates of employment effects "businesses whose health care insurance
premiums are reduced under a health care reform proposal" (page 18). Moreover,
of the three pro osals they examine that include employer mandates, none is at all
similar to the Clinton plan. Two plans require all employers to pay 75 to 80 percent
of premiums, and the third imposes a 7 percent payroll tax on all firms. Under these
regimes, they find that 6.6 to 16.3 million jobs would be placed "at risk," meaning
the workers in these jobs would face job losses, layoffs, or reduced wages and bene-
fits. While we question many of their assumptions and methods, our main critique
is the relevance of these findings to the Clinton proposal. None of these proposals
provide subsidies to small firms nor cap firms' costs as the Clinton plan does. These
two studies do not inform us about the employment effects of the Clinton plan. An
examination of these effects has yet to be done.

In addition to basing their studies on estimates of premiums that are too high
and on very dubious assumptions, these two reports also explicitly exclude from
their analysis those sectors of the economy that will gain from health care reform.
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Clearly many firms will benefit, as described above, and the manufacturing sector,
which is singularly important for the economy, stands to gain quite a bit.
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ENI)NOTES

1. This report was funded by the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation as part of
the Kaiser Health Reform Project, an effort to help inform policymakers, the media,
and the public on critical issues in health reform. This study by the Economic Policy
Institute examines one such issue and is one of several the Foundation is funding
on the economic impact of health reform. The Kaiser Family Foundation does not
endorse the findings of any single study, and hopes that each will contribute to the
debate.

2. As of early October 1993, when this report was being written, the Clinton
health reform plan had not bcen officially released. The basis of this analysis is a
"leaked" but widely circulated description of the plan, dated September 7, 1993.

3. Since this analysis was completed, the Administration has announced changes
in the health care plan. See "Estimating Health Care Costs in the Manufacturing
Sector" in the Appendix for a discussion of the effects of these changes.

4. See "The Impact of a Health Insurance Mandate on Labor Costs and Employ-
ment," by June E. O'Neill and Dave M. O'Neill of the Employment Policies Institute
Washington, DC, September 1993, and "The Employment Impact of Proposed
Health Care Reform on Small Business," prepared by the CONSAD Research Cor-
poration for the National Federation of Independent Business, Washington, DC,

Ma 1993.
5. Kathleen Day, "The Reformer Meets the Restaurateurs," The Washington Post,

September 14, 1993, and Sylvia Nasar, "Health Care Quandary: Will Coverage Cut
Jobs?" The New York Times, August 30, 1993.

6. The Clinton plan would provide approximately $421 billion in subsidies over
five'years to small firm for the purpose of offsetting their expenditures for health
insurance premiums. Thiq would greatly reduce their premium costs and eliminate
much of the employment effects of the mandates. See Dana Priest, "Health Subsidy
Estim-te Rises by $16 Billion," The Washington Post, October 5, 1993.

7. The Employment Policies Institute study uses an elasticity of -0.3 in calculat-
ing the sensitivity of labor demand to changes in labor costs. This implies that a
1 percent increase (decrease) in labor costs leads to a 0.3 percent decrease (increase)
in labor demand. This degree of sensitivity would imply that the 20 percent rise in
the real value of the minimum wage between 1989 and 1990 would have led to a



6 percent drop in employment for minimum wage workers. In fact, a variety of stud-
ies by the nation's leading labor economists found no evidence of any decline in em-
ployment (Katz and Krueger 1991; Card 1992; Spriggs forthcoming).

8. In all of these scenarios we count only the direct impact of increased spending
on net exports or investment. We do not include any respending or multiplier effects
from the higher wages, etc., under the assumption that this spending is largely dis-
placing other spending that, in the absence of the redistribution of costs, would have
been done by firms or workers in the service sector. Insofar as this is not the case,
we have understated the positive impact of the redistribution of health care costs.

9. A key assumption we made in modeling the Clinton plan is that it is possible
for the economy to be below full employment and to have unused resources. Econo-
mists often use general equilibrium models, which assume full employment, to as-
sess the impact of policies. In these models, changes only come about through the
reallocation of resources from less to more productive Uses, or vice versa. There can
be no overall gains to the economy as a whole except for the increased efficiency
associated with such reallocations. We did not take this route in modeling the Clin-
ton health care package, because we do not believe it presents an accurate descrip-
tion of the economy. By almost any standard measure, such as unemployment rates
or capacity utilization, the economy is nearly always operating below its potential.
This means that the impact of a policy in dampening or stimulating demand for un-
used resources is likely to be far more significant than its impact in reallocating re-
sources between more and less productive sectors.

10. The latest details on this issue from the Clinton Administration indicate that
for the first three years of the plan firms may be assessed a fee equal to one-half
of their savings on early retirees' health costs (Wall Street Journal, October 14,
1993). Such fees are not included in this analysis.

11. Health Insurance Coverage from Own Employer, 1991

Industry Percent Insured
Wholesale Trade 66
Retail Trade 35
Business and Repair Services 44
Personal Services 26
Entertainment and Recreational Services 33
Professional Services 56
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 67

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1993.
12. It is possible that the negative impact of increased costs in the service sector

is larger than the positive impact of lower costs in the manufacturing sector. This
would require a greater elasticity of demand for labor in the service sector than in
manufacturing. There is no evidence that this is the case. Furthermore, since most
estimates of the elasticity of demand for labor are very low in any case, it is very
unlikely that any difference between sectors could have much of an impact on our
calculations.

13. Personal communication, Health Care Task Force.
14. Priest, Dana. "Health Subsidy Estimate Rises by $16 Billion." The Washington

Post, October 5, 1993.



Figure I

Job Growth in Manufacturing
under the Clinton Plan
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Figure 2

Increase in Investment under the Clinton Plan
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Figure 3

Increase in Net Exports under the Clinton Plan
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COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN DENTAL HYGIENISTS' ASSOCIATION

The American Dental Hygienists' Association (ADHA) is the largest national orga-
nization representing the professional interests of the approximately 100,000 dental
hygienists across the country. Dental hygienists are preventive oral health profes-
sionals, licensed in dental hygiene, who provide educational, clinical and therapeutic
services that support total health through the promotion of optimal oral health.

ADHA is pleased that reform of the nation's health care deliver system is one
. of Congress' highest domestic priorities. We are committed to participating in this

process to ensure universal access to cost-effective quality health care, including, at
a minimum preventive oral health services. Oral health is a part of total health and
the oral health care delivery system requires reform along with the medical care de-
livery system.

ADHA is pleased that the Health Security Act proposed by President Clinton in-
cludes preventive and primary dental care for children as well as emergency care
for both children and adults. However, in light of the proven cost-effectiveness of
preventive oral. health care-where each $1 spent yields $8-$50 in savings-ADHA
feels strongly that preventive and other basic oral health care benefits should be
provided to adults from the outset. As currently written, the Clinton plan would
phase in additional dental benefits for adults by the year 2001.

As this Subcommittee explores the impact of health reform on business competi-
tiveness, ADHA wishes to highlight the cost savings associated with preventive oral
health care.

ADHA has joined the Coalition for Oral Health, which includes approximately
twenty-five national oral health organizations, to press for the inclusion of cost-effec-
tive oral health ben~e:ts in health "are reform legislation. The Coalition, using U.S.
Public Health Se-vic, data, has developed a preventive and primary oral health
package for children and adults which would cost a modest less than $10 per per-
son per month. This package would include: preventive services consisting of a pro-
fessional oral health assessment, dental sealants, professionally-applied topical fluo-
ride, an annual dental cleaning (oral prophylaxis), and fluoride supplements; acute,
emergency dental services; early intervention services (to maintain and restore func-
tion) including restorative services and periodontal maintenance services; and certain
accommodations for persons with disabilities.

ACCESS TO ORAl, HEALTH CARE

The Institute of Medicine estimates that fifty percent of Americans do not receive
regular dental care. Further, while 37 million Americans lack medical insurance,
the National Dental Research Advisory Council reports that 150 million Americans
lack dental insurance, and millions more are underinsured for health care, including
oral health care.

Preventable oral diseases currently afflict the majority of children and adults in
our country. Dental caries (tooth decay), gingivitis and periodontitis (gum and bone
disorders) are the most common oral diseases. In fact, the Public Health Service re-
ports that fifty percent of all children in the United States experience dental caries
in their permanent teeth and two-thirds experience ingivitis. Furthermore, nearly
half of all employed adults have gingivitis and eighty percent have experienced
periodontitis, according to the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force. If untreated,
gum disease causes bone deterioration and eventual loss of teeth, pain, bleeding,
loss of function, diminished appearance, and possible systemic infections. Indeed, as
many as four to fifteen percent of American adults, and more than forty percent of
the elderly, have lost all their teeth. These individuals frequently experience nutri-
tional deficiencies as a result of being unable to chew food. Each of these oral health
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disorders--dental caries, gingivitis and periodontitis-can be prevented through reg.
ular preventive care.

Universal access to oral health services should be provided to all Americans as
one way to support total health. Ideally, everyone should have access to diagnostic,
preventive, restorative and periodontal care, as well as emergency care to treat
pain. At a minimum, however, preventive services should be available as an invest-
ment for long-term savings.

Children, in particular, should be assured regular preventive services. The Amer-
ican Academy of Pediatrics supports a fully funded preventive care benefit pack-
age-which includes preventive dental care-as a component of its recommended
basic benefit package for children. The Medicaid Early and Periodic Screening Diag-
nosis and Treatment (EPSDT) program also recognizes the value of preventive oral
health care for children, mandating coverage of these services for all Medicaid-eligi-
ble individuals from birth to age 21. Because of financial and other restrictions im-
posed by states, however, the September 1989 "Public Health Service Workshop on
Oral Health of Mothers and Children" revealed that the Medicaid program contin-
ues to serve only a fraction of the children it was intended to serve.

Preventive oral health care has already proven beneficial. The National Institute
Dental Research (NIDR) reports that one-half of American children ages five to sev-
enteen are now cavity free. Although the prevalence of dental caries among school-
aged children has declined in recent years, 84 percent of 17-year olds were found
in a recent NIDR survey to have cavities. Further, the Centers for Disease Control
reports that the oral health of African Americans and Hispanics is far worse than
that of whites. For example, one of the most severe forms of gum disease-localized
juvenile periodontitis-disproportionately affects teenage black males and can result
in loss of all teeth before adulthood.

Americans with access to preventive dental services highly value this care, as il-
lustrated by federal government workers. The Washington Post recently reported
that 1.6 million of the four million current and retired federal workers who partici-
pate in the Federal Employees Health Benefits (FEHB) program choose the Blue
Cross-Blue Shield policy, in part because of its preventive dental package, which in-
cludes dental exams, X-rays, prophylaxis (cleaning) and fluoride treatments. In ad-
dition, Hewitt Associates (Hewitt), an international consulting firm specializing in
employee benefit plans, reports that 92 percent of the health plans in its data base
include dental coverage.' Hewitt also reports that employees ranked dental coverage
second in importance only to medical coverage and before all other benefits, includ-
ing paid time off, pension options, sick leave and life insurance.

COST SAVINGS ASSOCIATE[) WITH I'REVENTIVE ORAL HEALTH CARE

Investing in America's oral health care will trai-..late directly into fiscal savings.
It is a known fact that preventive care can reduce tnc need tor expensive critical
care. In fact, NIDR reported in July 1992 that Americans saved nearly $100 billion
in dental bills during the 1980s because of improvements ;n oral health. Each $1
spent on preventive oral health care yields $8-$50 in savings.

Remarkably, while economic factors, such as population growth, increases in num-
bers of dentists, and increases in numbers of Americans with dental insurance,
might have significantly increased the growth in dental expenditures over the past
decade. National Income and Product Accounts data from the U.S. Commerce De-
partment indicate that average annual growth in total real dental expenditures, ad-
justed for inflation, was only one percent annually from 1979 to 1989. This was sub-
stantially less than growth in medical expenditures. This slower growth in dental
expenditures is estimated to have resulted in savings to the American public of
more than $39 billion in 1990 dollars from 1979 through 1989. Increased emphasis
on prevention, widespread use of fluorides, and a better-informed public contributed
to those cost savings.

Even with these savings, however, there is room for significant improvement. In
fact, the American Fund for Dental Health reports that 20 million work 4ave are
lost annually due to oral health problems. Increased access to preventive oral health
services undoubtedly would reduce this staggering number and exponentially in-
crease cost savings.

I Hewitt Associates March 30, 1993 testimony before the House Ways and Means Subcommit-
tee on Health, "HealthCare Reform: Consideration of Benefits for Inclusion in a Standard Bene-
fits Package," stated that it maintains a data base covering the salaried employees of over 1000
major employers and the hourly and union employees of more than 200 major companies. These
em ployers provide benefits to more than 20 million employees and 35 million of their spouses
anddependents.



A working draft report prepared by the Public Health Service's Oral Health Co-
ordinating Committee entitled "An Essential Oral Health Benefits Package" esti-
mates an annual per capita cost of $74 to provide all American children with com-
prehensive oral health services 2 and all American adults with only acute emergency
and preventive services.3 Thus, the estimated cost of providing these services would
be $19.2 billion for the entire population or $11.8 for the 160 million Americans who
presently lack dental insurance. The report further estimates that extending com-
prehensive coverage to all Americans would entail a per capita cost of $134 or $34.9
billion for the entire population or $21.5 billion for the dentally-uninsured. [See at-
tached table.)

The Coalition for Oral Health, which includes ADHA and other national oral
health organizations, is advocating the inclusion of a cost-effective oral health bene-
fits package in health care reform legislation. The Coalition, using U.S. Public
Health Service data, has developed a preventive and primary oral health package
for children and adults which would cost a modest less than $10 per person per
month. This package would include: preventive services consisting of a professional
oral health assessment, dental sealants, professionally-applied topical fluoride, an
annual dental cleaning (oral prophylaxis), and fluoride supplements; acute, emer-
gency dental services; early intervention services (to maintain and restore function)
including restorative services and periodontal maintenance services; and certain ac-
commodations for persons with disabilities.

ROLE OF DENTAL HYGIENISTS IN PROVIDING AMERICA'S ORAL HEALTH CARE

As the primary providers of preventive oral health services, dental hygienists
stand ready to aid the nation in improving its delivery of oral health care and subse-
quently contributing to total health by providing valuable services such as routine
prophylaxis; periodontal assessment, treatment and maintenance; application of
fluorides and sealants; x-rays; and education in self care. By helping patients modify
personal health behaviors to promote self care, dental hygienists assist individuals
in playing a vital and cost-effective role in their own oral health.

As Congress reforms the health care delivery system, lawmakers thus should not
view dentists as the gatekeepers of oral health services, akin to the primary care
physician whose status may be elevated to that of gatekeeper of the provision of
medical services in the future. The role of a dentist in the delivery of oral health
care is not akin to that of a primary care physician. The preventive oral health serv-
ices which ADHA is advocating be included in a standard benefits package should
be available to all Americans when provided by any state licensed provider. Both
dental hygienists and dentists are licensed in all 50 states and therefore have dem-
onstrated their competence to the satisfaction of state licensure boards whose mis-
sion it is to ensure the health, safety and welfare of the public. Further, dental hy-
gienists receive three times the amount of education in preventive oral health serv-
ices as do dentists.

Federal legislation should ensure direct access to dental hygienists by providing
for direct reimbursement in order to maximize Americans' access to preventive oral
health care services. We must break down arbitrary practice setting barriers to ac-
cess which have long tied oral health care delivery to the fee-for-service private den-
tal office, where only 50 percent of the population is served. Several states, includ-
ing Colorado and Washington, have endorsed direct access to dental hygienists
through legislation which permits dental hygienists to practice independently. These
states expressly have recognized that full utilization of the services of dental hygien-
ists can address the need to augment the delivery of oral health care. Federal law
in no way should impede the progress that states are making in recognizing that
dental hygienists appropriately may provide preventive oral health services outside
of the purview of a dental office, thus breaking down the barriers which have im-
peded access to oral health services for too long.

2 Services recommended include professional oral health assessment, consisting of thorough
examination of the hard and soft tissues of the oral cavity and related structures provided on
an annual basis, for those age two and older; dental sealants for permanent molar teeth in chil-
dren; professionally-applied topical fluoride provided up to twice a year for children and adults
who are assessed to be at risk for dental caries; oral prophylaxis (cleaning) for the removal of
hard and soft deposits and extrinsic strain; and fluoride supplements made available to children
until age 13 whose water supply contains sub-optimal levels of fluoride, acute emergency dental
services, dental restorative se,-ices, and periodontal maintenance services.3Adult preventive services woukd include oral health assessment oral prophylaxis, periodontal
maintenance services, professionally-opplied topical fluoride for adults at risk for dental caries,
and acute emergency dental services.
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A 1987 Federal Trade Commission study entitled Restrictions on Dental Auxil-
iaries, An Economic Policy Analysis recommends the elimination of licensing laws
which limit the number of dental hygienists in a dentist's practice, finding that in-
creased use of dental hygiene services will decrease costs to the consumer and im-
rove access without compromising quality. It is critical for federal legislation to
uttress, and not impede, state law efforts to ensure increased access to dental hy-

giene services for children, the elderly, minorities, the poor, and the traditionally
underserved. Indeed. recently proposed Medicaid EPSDT program rules for dental
screening services would provide for referral to a dentist or a professional dental hy.
gienist under the supervision of a dentist as an option to satisfy the requirement
or initial referral for dental services. The stated rationale is to "increase the avail-

ability of dental services in areas where dentists are scarce or not easy to reach."
Any federal legislation that provides for preventive oral health care services must
protect patients' direct access to dental hygienists by providing for direct reimburse-
ment.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, preventable oral diseases still afflict the majority of children and
adults in our nation, compromising their health and unnecessarily adding to health
care costs. Ideally, all Americans should have access to diagnostic, preventive, re-
storative and periodontal care, as well as emergency care to treat pain. But, at a
very minimum, Americans need access to basic preventive oral health care, includ-
ing education in self care, routine teeth cleaning, provision of fluorides and sealants,
periodontal maintenance and routine x-rays. Any federal legislation that provides
for preventive oral health benefits also must ensure Americans' access to dental hy-
gienists the primary providers of preventive oral health care services.

ADHA stands ready to work with the nation's policymakers to ensure every Amer-
ican basic oral health and the savings of billions of health care dollars.
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FOOTNOTES: Assumptions used in the developoeen of the Oral Hlteh Beaefts Package

a stmated utilLatiom rat.-The proposed oral health service package projects an overall utilization rate of
70 percent (or the targ t populauon. unless discae conditions or other modifying factors warrant adjustment of
this rate. National dental care utuliAon data (NHIS. 1989) reports an overaU annual utilation rate of
57 percent.' Heakhy People 2000 has set a goal of 70 percent ut-1izatin of the oral health care system for adults
aged 35 years an older.33 Recommend that future cost estnates be based on a utiiztion rate of 70 percent for
a age categories.

b Unk cet of dental ser t e-Cost estimates for individual clinical-based services are based on 1985 median fen
from a nausonal survey o( denusts conducted by the American Dental Association' and adjusted to 1992 dollars.

c UeIUJ oniul ioJn-Th services package targets the population of two age groups (I and 14 year old children)
for placement of denial sealants on susceptible permanent molar teeth. in any one year.N Recommend the
application of sealants to a total of eight (8) permanent moiar teeth per individual during the period of 7 to I
years of 4ge.

d Ulization mnid L -A modified utiization rate of 50 percent (or sealant appication is recommended based upon
the target goal of 50 percent established in Healthy People 2000,

u 
In 1989, only 17 percent of eight year old

children, and 13 percent of children aged 14 years, were reported to have sealants.,

e Sffke modfle-The preventive service package recommends a single application of dental sealants to four (4)
permanent molar teet per individual, in any one year, during the period of 7 to 15 yeas of age,

L!1U iu a difler-The benefit package employs an 85 percent utlizatn rate, which corresponds to the
HeaLthy People 2000 target goal for untividuals no receiving opiunally fluoridated public water,3

g Seirrle t..dMJ-The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimate that approximuely 112
million people (or approxmately 45 percent) in the U.S. (1989) did not have access to the benefits of opeimally
fluoridated water, either through adjusted or naturally occurring means.' Assuming the U.S. population serve by
commuruty and non-communsty water supplies is distributed evenly by age category, this service package uumes
that 45 percent of the child population consumes drinking water with IM than optimal levels of fluoride. Thus.
this figure represents the proportion of the U.S. population no receiving water with a dentally significant
concentration of fluonde and would benefit moat from the application of profeionaUy-applied topical and
systemic fluoride supplement. Children and adolescents consunung dentally siificant concentrations of fluoride
in their drinking water should no be prescribed dietary fluoride supplements.

b UtilIzatoLn jfier-A modified utdiiztion rate of 20 percent is used in the model to represent the proporuon of
the U.S. child populaon at high risk of experiencing dental carie, and thus would benefit from adition& topical
fluoride treatment-even those residing in fluoridated ares, Thi estimate is based on the 1986-87 National survey
of oral health in school children that reported 60 percent of the decayed teeth in children were found in 20 percent
of the individuals surveyed1S

Service modiler-The CDC estimate that over 1.8 million people (1989) in the U.S. in more than 8,081
,;ommunities am receiving the benefits of optimally adjusted fluoridated water, and an additional 9 million people
in 1,869 communjues are using water with naturally occurring fluoride at levels of 0.7 mg/liter or higher.'
Assuming the child population served by community and non-community water supplies is distributed evenly by
age category, the service package used the estimate of 55 percent as the proportion of the U.S. child population
with access to drinking water with a dentaly significant concentration of fluoride. This population would 021
benefit significantly from pro(sionally-applied topical fluoride, unless there is evidence the individual is at
increased risk of dental canes see footnote h).

Sakemodiftr -The National Institute of Dental Research (NIDR) conducted the 1985-86 National Survey of
Oral Health in U.S. Employed Adults and Seniors and reported that approximately 7 percent of employed adults
dentatee) aged 18-64+ ycars were caries free, and about 3 percent of dentate seniors aged 65+ (dentata) were
canes fre.

' 
Although only a small proportion of adultlseniors were found to be caries fre. an estimate of

10 percent was project as the proportion of adultisensors at increased risk of active dental caries and would
benefit from fluoride supplements. The service modifier is based upon the survey findings that the decayed
component ID) of cares scores (unrestored tooth aurfaea.l comprised approximately 8 percent in employed adults
and 9 percent in seniors of the decayed and filled tooth scores (DFT).

5

k Serviceofir-The proporton of children and adolescents requiring routinee oral prophyla.is i estunsted to
be 60 pernt. This estimate is based on the 1986-87 NIDR Najonal Survey of Oral Health in School Children
which reported 59 percent of children aged 14-17 years demonstrate gingival bleeding upon probing." Gingival
bleediNlu serves as an indicator for mild or moderate gingival infammauon and an indirea measure of treatment-
need required.



t 8-Approxi Jy 89 percent of the adult population aged 18 and older i classified as dental.'
The proportion of dental adults aged 19 to 64 years and dentate seniors aged 65+ years requiring routine oral
prophylaxis' Is es mated at 40 percent. Projection bued of data from the 1985.86 NIDR National Survey of
Oral Health in 9.S. Employed Adults and Seniors - 43.6 percent of employed adults (dentae) aged 1844+ years
were reported with gngivea bleding in at ceast one site; and 46.9 percent of seniors dentale) were reported with
bleeding ggiva.

E*liblIe pLu aon-The target population includes infants and children, 13 years of age and younger. Daily use
of dicury iluoride supplements is recommended for infants (pediatric drops) and children (fluoride tablets) up
through the age of 13, who reside in areas not served by fluoridated public or private water supplies."

Estimated utilLizaon rate-The estimated need for emergency dental services is IS perceeL Baed on data from
the 1985-86 National Survey of Oral Health in US. Employed Adults and Seniors - 18.6 percent of employed
adults, and 16.2 peremt of seniors self-reported the need for "immedisa dental treatment." From the same
national survey, 14 percent of adults and seniors reportedly sought dental care for either a toothache or to have a
tooth extracted."

e EJwJ ifpoplationThe benefit package targets the population of children, aged 3 to 10 years,. at risk of
experiencing dental carice in their primary dentition.

p ~gzk~Serke modi-Based upon the findings of the 1986-87 National Survey of Dental Caries in U.S, School
Children, the mean number of decayed (untutored) primary tooth surfaces requiring restorton was
1.1 tootb surfaces. The mean decayed and filled tooth surface score (dfs) for children aged 5-9 years was
reported u 3.9 surfaces (the decayed component was 28 percent)."

q Eligibl E pgolaji-The benefit package targets the population of children and adolescents, aged 6 to 18 years, at
ruk of experiencing dental ca es in their permanent dentuon.

r uStrtmojfle-Bued upon the findings of the 1986-87 National Survey of Dental Caries in U.S. School
Children, the mean number of decayed (unretored) permanent tooth surface requiring restoration was 0,4 of a
surface. The mean decayed, muising, and filled tooth surface score (DMPS) for children and aged 5-17 years was
rcpted as 3.07 surfaces (the decayed component comprised 13.4 percent)."1

I mk Am mdiu-Based upon the findings of the 1985-86 National Survey of Oral Health in US. Employed
Adults and Seniors, the mean number of decayed (untutored) coronal surfaces for employed adults aged I8 to
64+ wu 1.3 surfaces. The mean decayed and filled coronal surfaces score (DS) was reported as 23,2 surfaces
(the decayed component comprised 5.6 percent)."

t t et mod ir-8ased upon the rindings of the 1985.86 National Survey of Oral Health in U.S. Employed
Adults and Seniors, the mean number of decayed (unrestored) root tooth surfaces for employed adults aged IS to
64+ was 0.4 o a surface. The mean decayed And field root surfaces was reported as 0.76 of a surface (the
decayed component comprised 53.5 percent of the DFS score)."

u Service mod -Based upon the findings of the 1985-86 National Survey of Oral Health in U.S. Employed
Adults and Seniors, the mean number of decayed (untutored) coronal surfaces for seniors aged 65 + was
1.54 surfaces. The mean decayed and filled coronal surfaces score was reported as 20,4 surfaces (the decayed
component comprised 7.6 percent of the DFS score)."

T lSLelr9ig mo -Based upon the findings of the 1985-86 National Survey of Oral Health in U.S. Employed
Adults and Seniors, the mean number of decayed (unreotored) tooth surfaces for seniors aged 65 + was
1.46 surfaces. The moan decayed and filled root surface score was reported as 3.17 surfaces (the decayed
component comprised 46.1 percent of the DIS score)."

w CtLke mod -Based upon the findings of the 1986-87 National Survey of Dental Caries in U.S. School
Children, 10 pereW of children ard adolescents were estiated to require dental scaling services beyond the
"routine oral prophylaxis.'

x LwBict-mod upon the findings of the 1985-86 National Survey of Oral Health in U.S. Employed
Adults and Seniors, 53.7 per t of employed adults aged IS to 64+ were reported with findings of subgimgival
calculus."

57 JgL Ioffit-Based upon the findings of the 1985-86 National Survey of Oral Health in U.S. Employed
Adults and Seniors, 65.6 percent of seniors aged 65+ years were reported with findings of subgingival calculus."



STATEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL, HEARING SOCIETY

The International Hearing Society (IHS) is pleased to have this opportunity to
submit testimony for the hearing record of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on
Health for Families and the Uninsured January 12th hearing on the Impact of
Health Reform on the Competitiveness of American Businesses.

IHS represents the vast majority of traditional hearing aid dispensers (a/k/a hear-
ing aid specialists) in the United States. IHS members are the nation's most experi-
enced providers in testing, selection, fitting and follow-up care of hearing aids. IHS
members typically are small business men and women strategically located and ac-
cessible to the hearing impaired public throughout the United States.

Health reform appropriately seeks to increase patients' access to needed health
care services in a cost-effective manner. To foster this goal, federal health reform
policy should ensure utilization of and competition between all qualified providers.
Indeed Congress must be wary of professional groups that may seek to capitalize
on health reform to secure a monopoly position where it is unwarranted. Further,
federal (and possibly state) regulatory bodies may undermine Congressional efforts
to ensure a maximally competitive marketplace.

The hearing aid industry offers an example of a segment of the health care deliv-
ery system that today offers patients services in a competitive marketplace, fully
utilizing all qualified providers. Unfortunately, this environment is threatened by a
possible revision of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulation of hearing aid
devices which could restrict patients' access to one group of qualified providers. As
such, the hearing aid industry also presents an example of how efforts could be un-
dertaken at the regulatory level that could totally undermine Congressional goals.
In devising health reform legislation, Congress should include provisions to require
the utilization of all qualified practitioners and should coordinate, to the extent pos-
sible, with federal regulatory agencies to ensure that their policies are consistent
with federal health reform goals.

THE HEARING HEALTH INI)USTRY

Over 26 million Americans suffer from hearing loss, but only 6 million of them
use hearing aids. Given the vast underutilization of hearing aid devices, health re-
form presents an opportunity to augment Americans' utilization of this extremely
valuable medical device in a competitive marketplace.
A. Provider groups

In the hearing health care industry, there are essentially three provider groups:
physician ear specialists (otolaryngologists), audiologists and hearing aid specialists.
Otolaryngologists treat hearing loss either medically or surgically. They request di-
agnostic testing performed by audiologists to assist them in reaching their medical
diagnoses and treatment protocols. However, only 5-10% of the approximately 26
million hearing-impaired Americans can be treated medically or surgically. The re-
maining 90-95% have irreversible sensorineural hearing loss for which the only pos-
sible treatment is the use of a hearing aid.

Both audiologists and hearing aid specialists perform the requisite testing to de-
termine hearing aid candidacy and to select and fit hearing aids. Audiologists have
Masters degree in audiology. Hearing aid specialists may or may not have formal
education, but are licensed in 46 states and registered in 2 others. Two independent
role delineation studies find that qualification to test for hearing aid candidacy does
not correlate with formal education.' Further, the American Academy of Otolaryn-
gology has stated that both audiologists and hearing aid specialists are qualified to
detect symptoms that warrant medical referral.
B. Cost and access issues

Hearing aid specialists typically are the most cost-effective providers. The average
price of an in-the-ear hearing aid is $670. When sold by hearing aid specialists, this
price includes testing and fitting fees in 90% of sales. Testing and fitting fees are
included in the price of the instrument in 55% of the sales by dispensing
audiologists in private practice. Dispensing audiologists in clinics and doctor's offices
include testing and fitting fees in only 24.5% of sales. 2 The fees for the standard
tests for hearing aid candidacy are not insubstantial (approximately $110).3 These
professional fees are nonrefundable and neither the professional fees for determin-

'The first role delineation study was conducted in 1981. More recently, in 1991, a second com-
prehensive study was conducted by Ayres D'Costa, Ph.D., of Ohio State University.2Hearing Instruments. Vol. 44, No. 6 (1993).3Ibid.



ing hearing aid candidacy nor the price of the hearing aid are covered by Medicare
or most private insurers.

Hearing aid specialists also are more likely to be located in or service non-metro-
politan areas than are audiologists. (See attached Exhibits 1 and 2).

Given the hearing aid specialists' accessibility and cost-effective provision of serv-
ices, health reform should ensure patients' continued access to this provider group.
C. FDA activities

Ironically, as Congress debates health reform, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), which has jurisdiction over the condition of sales of hearing aids, is consider-
ing a new proposed rulemaking that could restrict access to hearing aid specialists
as a viable point of entry into the hearing health system. An Audiology Coalition
of professional self-interest groups recently recommended that the FDA designate
audiologists as the sole point of entry into the hearing health care system on the
basis that only audiologists have an understanding of the full range of services that
a hearing impaired individual may require. Yet, as noted above, only 5-10% of the
hearing-impaired population requires the diagnostic services that audiologists prin-
cipally perform. Further, unless ordered by a physician for the express purpose of
assisting with a medical diagnosis or treatment plan, the audiologic diagnostic tests
are unreimburseable under the Medicare program.

IHS has submitted comments to the FDA in response to its November 10, 1993
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the conditions of sale of hearing aids.
Attached is the Executive Summary of IIJS' comments for the Subcommittee's re-
view and record.

The potential for the FDA to restrict patients' access to hearing aid specialists
through its rulemaking underscores the need for all branches of the Federal govern-
ment to coordinate carefully federal health policy, especially in an era of health re-
form. Indeed, unless such coordination takes place, one arm of the Federal govern-
ment (e.g., FDA) could completely undermine the efforts of the Congress to ensure
maximum utilization of all cost-effective qualified providers.

IHS appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments and would be pleased
to provide the Subcommittee with any additional information. Please feel free to
contact IHS' Director of Government Relations, James Lovell, at 1/800-521-5247 or
IHS' Washington Counsel, Tim Waters or Sally Rosenberg at 202/887-8000.
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EXHIBIT 3

HEARING HEALTHCARE

PATIENT FLOW CHART FOR ADULTS
(HEARING AND DISPENSING)

ENTER ------ (A

I

EX

EXIT

1. Communicative needs assessment: analysis and
interpretation of patient communication requirements.

2. Amplification requirements and selection: loudness
growth assessment, real ear measurement, hearing aid
selection.

3. Hearing aid verification: fitting hearing aid, free field or
real ear measurement testing, confirmation of
appropriate fit.

4. Follow-up: counseling, psychological ramifications,
expectations, modifications.
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EXHIBIT 4

EXECUTIVE SUNIARY OF 3ASIC AUDIOKETRIC TESTS PERPO D BY DOZE
AUDIOLOGISTS AND HEARING AID SPECIALISTS

1992 National Submitted and Allowed care Charge and Frequency Data for Selected Codes

SUBEITTE _ MZD

BASIC AUD1OMZRXC FREQUEHCY TOTL AVERAW PM3 ICT T0TA AVERAW
CR__ CCAo m _AR3 C5

92551 Screening Test, Pure Tone, Air Only 8,067 $176,600 $22 3329 $45r186 $14

92552 Pure Tone Audiometry -- Threshold - Air 162,555 $3,836,481 $24 130,649 $1,955,135 $15Only
92553 Pure Tone Audiometry -- Threshold -- Air 207,334 $7,311,412 $35 168,292 $3,889,503 $23

and Bone

92555 Speech Audiometry; Threshold Only 27,837 $566,802 $20 21,875 $287,172 $13

92556 Speech Audiometry; Threshold and 133,704 $4,149,876 $31 109,779 $2,293,410 $21
Discrimination II___

92557 Basic Comprehensive Audiometry 711,646 $44,017,377 $62 581,145 $24,045,112 $41

Source: Levin/VEX Analysis of 1992 Medicare Part B Physician Procedure File

C13
0a

~4.



EXECUTIVE SUMgARY OF A 8AKPLM oF T= CO~M RSIVE ADDIOaLGICDIA OSTIC TESTS ADVOCATED BY THE AUDIOLOGt COALITIOII AS WITHINAUDIOLOGISTS' DISCRETION TO PERFOmVA FOR ALL PIOSPTIVE REARM AID PCSERS
Reimbursable under Medicare o.8j when ordered by a physician for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment

1992 National Submitted and Allowed Medicare Charge and Frequency Data for Selected Codes

SITE OF LESION

92562 Loudness Balance Test, Alternate
Binaural or Monaural

92563 Tone Decay

92564 Acoustic Reflex Testin_

92569- Acoustic Reflex Decay

92585 1 Brainstem Evoked Response

REI TRNEDTc y

92567 ot

SPEECH RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS

92571 Filtered S ch

92572 Sta erfed Spndaic Word Test

92576 1 thetic Sentence ID

TOTAL

SURnrTTED ATH
RZEXy TOTAL AVERAE Zgt To AVEA- CwR=O ( =q= CHRG

3,512 $85,562 $24 3,047 $47,097 $1S

40,163 $974,052 $2_.____24I $ sS, 6i
2 0 3 , 9 8 5 $ 4 , 5 9 4 2 2 5 2._ _ _ 3 1 8$ 2 4 1 9 $ 1._ _
59,250o 137,6 $23 o,7 $71

79. $2,049 26 S7 , $ S72 $1

972,21 $40,860,037 $4051 7819,732 1 1,3,73 $247

Source: Lewin/VHI Analysis of 1992 Medicare Part 8 Physician Procedure File
'Ira3e4offsAtam



Tab I
1992 HaNonao Mnld and Aowed Medcwm Chwge d aFequwny Dao fm Seected Codes

Subed Alowed

i_ 2 3 4 5 6
Perclecv of

Averoge Avee AverageCodle DescilptkA FMu TOM hO C hOW FmuC Told Ctxx ChOW h

VETB UOT M 0 1 .11(211) (514) Daoe

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ I"
92532 Po __or_ _ N_s $252 9 45__ S3 49 $12.4 $23 -___

92533 o Vesxbuiar Test. Each l rion 395 $16L7191 $42 21A $6.3021 $31 -2__

92534 -_-_-_-_-_-_-d___ 1 $5.698 $34 A $-07 $16 -

9254Ny#gus Test. 477992 S2-77&487 S58 3.4 $33.4&767 $3

9541.TC kckx*,n G aze and Motirn 462 $19.563 S42 36O S&449 $10-

WW54 Po~I"ond sRWMos.Mk/ 49.677 $.49}0.317 SM 41.123 $1272,861 $31

192542-TC )of Fou Pooo wuh Recon 4 S 21.548 $46 354 SUD $9

W53-CI Y Reodlng 639 S31.049 s49 490 $&772 $4 -r
W5-2-61 Iz460 s4B_.5 S3 9.463 $21 ,.-o5 S22 -

954Optokketlc Nysogrmus Test $917 1.362. 027 S35 32.303 $739.3701 S23 =4

92544-TC "ldlMk Fovead or Peherai 363 S11.142 $31 281 $2259 $8 -7

.5: With .n cordkia S 198 ced 77,8251 1

SMOM Lo-*-V)4 rw t of Ptvt R*in PNocedupe Flo

*These represent all of the CPT-codes in

performed only by audiologists.
'Ts code has been deeted.

this category. all of which are audiologic diagnostic tests



Tdes 11992 Nollnci Stlxnmlld ond~ Mowedl Mamll Chaxrg ond Frcec DciO loISSCSd Codas

Subn!ed Alow__ 2 3 4 5 6"
Perce-d of

Average Average Averoge
Code Desctin Frewjency Tld Charge Charge frequency Told Charge Charge Charge

(2_ ) (514) Dlsakowed

92545 Os,.'tkA , Trac"ki Test. 456 $.379.4 $34 33.- $714638 $21 -37*
92545-TC W1 Recording 310 $8.042 $26 251 $1.789 $7 -
92545-26 631 S191.462 30 400 $52047 S13 -5

92546 Toron Swing lest. With Recording 4722 S251.771 $53 3.2 $104.841 $28 _ A
92546-tC 36 S2380 566_ 35_ $258 $7 -8_
92546-26 Z8S_ $123.988 $43 1.497 $31.304, $21 -51
92547 S7M.3e731 Tst 19.9 $M.9.3 J I 5 121411

AUDIOGK FUNCTION T W TH WM DIAGNOSE EVAIiATON-
92551 scer*v Test. Pure Tone. Ak Only &067 $176.600 $22 3 $45.186 514 _ __

Pure Tone Audiometry - Thvelhod -
92552 Air Onty 162-555 $3.836.481 S24 13(1649 $1.955.135 $15 -3

Pue one Audcometry - ThreshoUr -
92553 Air and Bone 207.334 $7.311.412 M3 1682921 $3.889.503 S23 ______

92555 Speech Audiometry ThreshodOr4 27.837 $566.802 S20 21,875 $287.172 $13 -36
Speech Audkmtry Threshold and

92556 DhcknlnAo 133.704 54.149.876 S31 109,779 52293.410 $21 -

92557 BasicComorhensveAuclometry 711. 44017.377 562 581,145 4045.112 $41
92559 AuComeitc Testing of Grops $_ _ 56367 S06 47 52619 S56 -4
9 B k e s y A S&e n l O In g $ 7 5 6 S 0 ! 1 s1 - 3

Soums: Le-vAI4 An"o of Pai S Rwicio Poced gx ReI
These represent all of the CPT-codes in this category. Doth audiologists and hearing aid specialists perform
codes 92551-92559 and 92590-92599. The rest are all audiologic diagnostic tests performed only by audiologists.



Talle I
1992 Ioflond Submt aed AloMowed mdeem Chage cmid eFncl y Dbfm Seglgcle de

SulAlowed

1 2 3 4 5 6
Percent of

Average Average Average
Code Desczrfon Frequency Tod Charge Charge Frequjency To*~QiChae Chclge ChoWg

(211) (54) Daoa

92561 Bekesy Aucnomeby Dlagost 1.934 $76,428 $40 I S39.740 $25
Loudness Ociance Test. Altenmate

92562 Bzlnxi or monawi 3.512 $85562 $14 .1 ,7.097 $15 3
92563 Tone Decay Test 40.163 $974052 $24 34.251 $54&515 $16 _ __

92564 Stiort k x erISensw hidex 4.727 $117.385 $25 4.197 $73,761 $18 -9

92565 Slenger Test. Pure Tone 752 $19.557 $26 619 $8.36 $U 14
92566 Iance Teslki 726 S 2&290 $39 21 $3630 $13 -6
92567 Tyrryonietr - IvIedance Teofn 579.876 $16.28.712 $29 474-532 $9.1-M804 $19
92568 AcosllC Reflex Tesfli 203 [ S4594225 $23 1n&W $2.A129 $14 -37%
92569 AcoustIc Reflex Decay Test 5920 $1.370.964 $23 0 $71M518 $15__
92571 Fltered Speech Test 1. $25564 $25 876 $150n34 $17 -3192572 Staggered Spondaic Wordl Test 79___ $2,049 $26 57___ $572 $10 -61
92573 Lofftord Test 24 $499 $21 22 $245 $11 -46
92574 SwIn y Story Test 68 S3342 $49 65 $a3190 $49
92575 Sensorneural Acuity Level Test 904 $26.663 $29 75 3 $8832 $12
92576 SyntheNc Sentence kientlItIcalon Test 178 $4728 $27 134 $2.3 $15
92577 Stenger Test, Speech 1.135 $61.454 $54 1.027 35.488 $35 -36
9?25Z7A Delayed Aucitorv Feedlcck Test 13 39 32491 -1

Source: LArVH Analsi of Pot 8 Ph sicin P ocogk. FIle

"is code has been deleted.



TIcaO II Mr Naflonal Suxndtlod and1 Alowed Mokz Chairge aW~ Fmum t: k3 kx Seece Codes

S rtlled
Ir 2 3 4 5 6

Percent of
Average Average AverageCocde Description Frequency Total Charge Charge Frequency Total Charge Charge Charge

(2_) (5/4) dI I 1((6-3)/3)
92580 ElecSdem- Audometry 4m S23,036 $50 352 $8.809 $25
92581 Evoked Response Audlornetry" 314 $51.023 $162 196 $20.958 $107
92582 Cor v Pla Audomet 866 $40,734 $47 649 $15,746 $24
925W Select Picture Alonehy 81 $5,519 $68 70 $1.672 $24 -65
92584 Electocochle phy 4,148 $671,872 $162 3.496 $ .054 $96 .41

Brainstem Evoked Response
92585 Recordlg 84,034 $17.174,181 $204 55.488 $6.984,738 $126 -

92589 Centra Audltory Function Test(s) 3.451 $133,808 $39 2459 $49,876 $20 -48_
Hearing Aid Examination and

92590 Selectlon. Monaural 157 $13.909 89 1 $75 $75 -1

92592 Headr Aid Check Monaural 149 5335 $36 1 22 22 -

92593 Hearno Aid Check Binaural I $100 $100 $"95 $95
Ear Protector Attenuation

92596 Measurem ents 36 $2 -206 $61 24 $501 $21 , -66_
92599 UnlstedlOtorhnolaynolglcal 20.842 $2.335.513 $1 12 8.146 $574.412 $71 ___ -37_

92599-TC Service or Procedure 30 S6.933 $231 26 $4.096 $158 -32

92599-20. Z14 2(7.1321 1281 .2 87.22 $71

Tis code has been deleted.
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EXHIBIT 6.-A REPORT ON HEARING AIDS

(By The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP), (September 1993)]

SELECTED EXCERPTS OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The report indicates that millions more people should wear hearing aids for social
and safety reasons. (p. 1)

The report is anecdotal in nature; the data are not generalized to the population
as a whole. (p. 2)

Neither Medicare nor most health insurance plans pay for hearing tests or hear-
ing aids, except under very limited circumstances. (p. 2)

Report prepared by a certified audiologist. (p. 2)
20 million people need a hearing aid and don't wear one. (p. 3)
Users are more satisfied with dispensers than products. (p. 3)
The central theme of the report is not about new federal legislation and/or trade

regulations. Certain policy reforms are needed, particularly at the state level. How-
ever, there are many workable statutes and regulations at the federal and state lev-
els. The thesis of the report is for continuing oversight. (p. 4)

CHAI)TEIR ONE: IACKG(OUND

A hearing loss is too often accepted as another part of-the aging process. "I hear
as well as can be expected for my age." (p. 7)

Most adults have a sensorineural loss that cannot be treated medically. (p. 7)
For most of those with hearing loss, hearing aids improve their hearing dramati-

cally. (p. 8)
Without an aid, those with a hearing loss could bring danger to themselves and

others. (p. 8)
Without a doubt, persons with a hearing impairment are well served by wearing

an aid. Sixty-five percent of users indicated that hearing instruments improve their
life. Eight out of ten owners would recommend a hearing aid to a friend. (p. 9)

There is little similarity between hearing aids and eye glasses. An aid cannot
bring hearing back to the equivalent of"20/20" hearing. (p. 10)

Background noise remains a persistent problem. Hearing aids do help some wear-
ers distinguish sounds in a noisy environment. To date, the ability to distinguish
sounds is improved, but not solved. Background noise is the focus of substantial in-
dustry and university research. (p. 10)

In 1992, 42 hearing aid manufacturers sold 1.78 million hearing aids. (p. 10)
In the opinion of many hearing professionals, hearing aid technology have im-

proved significantly in the last ten years. (p. 11)
The number of hearing professionals dispensing hearing aids have almost doubled

since 1978, to approximately 11,000. (p. 12)
Almost all manufacturers and dispensers offer some form of "return policy" to con-

sumers. This liberal return policy is unique to the hearing aid industry. The return
rate by consumers is around five percent. (pp. 12, 39, 42)

There are approximately 5,000 hearing aid specialists and 2,100 audiologists in
private practice dispensing hearing aids, and 2900 audiologists dispensing hearing
aids in clinics. (pp. 12, 13)

Professional competency and consumer protection for hearing aids are regulated
principally at the state level. Most licensing boards have adequate oversight, dis-
ciplinary and enforcement powers, but do not consistently or effectively use those
powers. (pp. 18, 19)

State Attorneys General also have broad authority over state consumer protection
statutes. (p. 20)

While both federal and state regulators have extensive authority to oversee the
manufacture and sale of hearing aid products, there has been a lengthy period of
benign neglect. (p. 20)

CHAPTER TWO: CONSUMER RESPONSE

AARP survey was based upon 4,000 letter from members and a follow-up ques-
tionnaire to 1,000 original letter writers. There was an 86% response rate to the
questionnaires. 50% of the respondents were satisfied with their aid and 79% were
satisfied with their dispenser. (p. 22)

Only 9% of survey respondents indicated they that do not wear their hearing aids
at all. Two-thirds uf the respondents stated that they wore their aids all day. (pp.
27)
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Fifty-five percent (55%) of purchases were from retail hearing aid dispensers; sev-
enteen percent (17%) were from a "medical site" and fifteen percent (15%) were from
a "hearing center." (p. 27)

In-house sales were only eight percent (8%) of all purchasers. (p. 27)
AARP's conclusion (p.3) that less than 50% of purchasers are satisfied with their

hearing on aids apparently is predicated upon their tabulation that 43% of the sur-
vey respondents made "only positive comments" as opposed to "positive and nega-
tive" comments in a single letter (p. 30). In contrast, 50% of AARP members com-
pleting the questionnaire reported satisfaction with the hearing aid and 82% re-
ported satisfaction with their dispenser (p. 43). See p. 43. The AARP Report also
noted that MarketTrack surveys in 1989, 1990, and 1991 reflect consumer satisfac-
tion levels between 55% and 58%. (p. 30) The report indicates that the most persist-
ent problem reported by its respondents was background noise, which may have
more to do with consumer expectations rather than the product (p. 30)

While AARP Report referred to the fact that 58% of all respondents obtain a 30-
day trial rental option, Figure 16 in the report reflects that 78% of the respondents
actually obtained a rental option, and the remaining 22% did not know (19%) or pro-
vided no response (3%). (p. 42)

Only 26% of the respondents stated that they were "dissatisfied" with their pur-
chasers. (p. 43)

As a general proposition, consumers experience problems with about 20% of their
purchases. The AARP Report notes that some purchase categories are much higher
than others. (p. 46)

User satisfaction should not be considered a simple issue. A hearing aid is not
a one-dimensional purchase. There are many players and actions involved with
product satisfaction or dissatisfaction. (p. 47)

Satisfaction is also related to the fact that users may not want to wear their aid
at all. For them it may be at best a necessary evil. To them it symbolizes advanced
age and weakness. (p. 48)

It appears that disgruntled letter writers lay their dissatisfaction at the feet of
the manufacturers. Satisfaction with hearing evaluators approaches 80%. (p. 48)

The data reported raises more questions than it answers (p.4 8)

CHAPTER THREE: SHOPII'NG EXPERIENCE STUDY

Sixteen teams of consumer testers shopped for hearing aids at 23 different loca-
tions in Tampa and West Palm Beach, Florida. 169 visits were made to the 23 dif-
ferent sites. (p. 50)

Fifty-seven percent of the consumer testers received recommendations to buy a
hearing aid. The audiologist coordinating of the tests would have recommended that
45% of the consumers needed an aid (pp. 51, 52)

Florida's regulations are among the strongest in the country. They are equal to
or stronger than a number of other states. Florida ranks among the top states in
terms of disciplinary proceedings. Florida regulations also reflect accepted standards
of practice. The ASHA Preferred Practice Patterns include the same tests required
by Florida regulations. (p. 53)

Twenty-four dispensers were actually visited by the AARP testers. seven were
audiologists. Only one, a hearing instrument specialist, required each tester to visit
a physician before conducting an examination. This site was excluded from the sur-
vey results. (pp. 54, 55)

While the AARP report summarizes a series of reported deficiencies and inconsist-
encies, including apparent failure by certain providers to follow mandated Florida
procedures. The tables in Chapter 3 depicting performance by the various sites vis-
ited reflect as many omissions and difference in test procedures among and between
audiologists as with hearing instrument specialists. (pp. 50-67, Tables 7-12) For ex-
ample 4 of the 7 audiologists surveyed did not perform the minimum tests required
by Florida regulations. (See Tables 11, 12) Illustrated by this data is the difference
of professional judgment among providers and the particular importance of
consumer responses to test procedures. Every audiologist visited recommended hear-
ing aids to a higher. percent of testers than the audiologist who coordinated the
shopper survey. (See p. 52 and Tables 11, 12)

A majority of survey respondents visited their doctor before buying a hearing aid.
(p. 65)

Incidents of unfair and deceptive practices which appeared to be violations [of
Florida regulations] were a series of isolated incidents. (p. 66)
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CONCLUSION

The Conclusion articulated by the AARP reflects their best recommendations to
purchasers of hearing aids. Many of the recommendations previously have been ad-
vanced by industry groups. Many of its recommendations, however, do not nec-
essarily correlate to the findings actually reflected in AARP's Report. For example,
AARP recommends a state mandated trial period when 78% of their respondents in-
dicated that the market place already provides a wide variety of options. No re-
spondent said that a trial option was not made available.

Similarly, AARP recommends that every purchaser first see an audiologist. Their
data in Chapter Three would not support this recommendation, nor is the conclusion
accurate that audiologists know more about hearing aids and hearing fittings.

The report, however, does confirm the fundamental fact that millions of Ameri-
cans can and should benefit from hearing aid instruments.

It is noteworthy that the report concluded after reviewing its shoppers experi-
ences that it is unfair to say sellers are only pushing a product. (p. 69)
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